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Hadow

RILLA^
HE FIRST THING he saw when he woke was his breakfast on the table at
the end of the verandah. It was an old table, there when he and Rilla
took over the cottage last year. He had painted it, suggesting to Rilla
that she make some bright covers for it and for the stools he'd knocked up
to match: but Rilla had splashed a design on all pieces, a wdlful, wayward
design and he had been left to clean up the paint spots from the floor.
"Don't you want your breakfast?"
Rilla never asked you what you would like for a meal. She gave you what
came to hand. This morning there was a half paw-paw glistening with thaw
from the fridge and a fillet of cold grilled fish. She finished buttoning her
skirt, picked up the fish from his plate and ate it, standing in the doorway
of their bedroom.
"Thought you said the tide was early this morning?"
She licked her fingers, shoved her lines in a sugar bag. "Come on, we'll
get caught in the mud."
"Rilla," he wanted to ask, "Why worry about the tide? Who cares if we
don't get over to The Point today? Rilla, my love, come to me here. Stay by
my side. Don't go. Rilla," he wanted to ask, "why did you laugh at me last
night? Why did you taunt me? Why did you sleep in the hammock, one
foot trailing on the ground, in those little short 'jamas with the lace round the
neck and the blue bows?"
He wanted to say all that and take her in his arms and stay so all day:
but she was on the verandah with her lines and the bag so he said, instead,
"O.K. Give's a go mate," and got up, yawning, oflF the bed. "Tide's not as
early as all that."
They'd been lucky to get the cottage. These Nor-West towns were just
as hard hit for housing as the cities; gone were the days when the stock firms
maintained a Mess for their young gentlemen. Today a manager had an
official house, a clerk roughed it at a pub: but Rilla had wangled it somehow
and here they were, just at the side of the hospital, with two churches nearby,
as Rilla often mentioned: though she herself also often pointed out they
themselves never made use of a church. "Not even to get married" she'd
volunteer brightly, leaving the impression, he hoped, that they'd been married
at the Registrar's.
He came up from the shower, screened in the back yard by banana palms

T

*Tliis was one of two stories representing Australia in the German language ar>ti,
'Eine Rose Oder Zwei" (Paul Meff. Verslag, Wien). This is the first publication in g
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The sulphur-crested cockatoo flat-footed behind him, pulling at his towel,
ridiculous, swaying from side to side. Waiting in the doorway of the verandah
Rilla called, "Come on, Mr. Lord Mayor," and the bird left the man, waddled
up the lattice to sit, his head against the beauty of her hair, on her shoulder.
"Rilla?"
"What?"
"Rilla, we should get married. Why won't you?"
It was the v^Trong time to ask. When would be the right time?
"Never again," he'd said to himself last week, "never again. We'll just
go on living this life". . . his mother down South who didn't write any more: the
firm that might some day have more clerks than it needed: who'd be the first
to go? The man who wasn't officially supporting a wife. But he thought,
with coldness inside him, tight like a hand at the heart, he thought of his
slender hold on Rilla. No hold at all. Some day he'd come home, he'd come
home to the empty cottage; there'd be a ship in the bay, going South; no,
Rilla would go North: or perhaps the plane, circulating over the outer
sandhills before picking up its direction for a distant field. He had no hold
on Rilla and marriage lines would make no difference.
"Why can't we be married, Rilla? We could go South on the plane. I've
got a week's leave up my sleeve."
She'd never have a child now. The doctor had told her that last year
when they'd first met. She'd known it before.
"Come on. Let's go!" She pushed the bird off her shoulder and it waddled
away, scolding.
The town was quiet at that hour of the morning, sleeping off its Saturday
night that had rocketted into Sunday. "That's one thing about Rilla; she
doesn't drink. I don't think 1 could stand it if she had me running in and
out of the lounge at the Pier. Mrs. Ives, for instance . . ." But he knew he'd
carry just as many long brandy-sodas to Rilla if she wanted them, as Joe Ives
did to Betty; and help her home, too, and put her to bed . . . in the bed in
their bedroom, though; not in the low hammock on the trellised verandah
with one foot dangling, and short 'jamas with blue bows.
They'd spent their Saturday night at the pictures and Rilla had asked a
couple of Norwegians to come home for supper; young Carl, the harpoonsmith and Frank, he was on the electrical side. Diesel. He was sure they'd
have a better supper in their ov\m. Mess out at the Island; they missed the
tender back to the Whalery and when they had called a taxi at midnight and
gone, Rilla had said he was jealous, he'd shown he didn't want them there:
he always spoilt any fun she was having; and if all he could do was sit at a
desk and write figures in a ledger, other men did real jobs. So the bickering
went on: and the hammock and the blue bows.
Now the cool of the morning at six and all forgotten: with the tree in the
hospital grounds, the dark-leaved gum tree, covered with clusters of white
birds, white cockles like flowers, asleep: and the red earth and the palms, the
church bell still unrung, the car outside the manager's house all night and the
utility further along the street near the Presbytery: around the corner, a
waggon of the Transport Company with a wool trailer, back-loading still
stacked and roped and tarpaulined, the dust of three hundred miles of coastal
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road still thick upon it: and at the pub by the fascine, Cinderella of the *"^^^
but a Cinderella with a boom-town turnover, the yardman clearing " P '
the usual suffering flotsam of the night before.
i
Rilla looked at the yardman. Fresh from Latvia, via Naples and ^^^^^ ". ^'
he returned the look obHgingly. She turned deliberately, staring, as the laa
just as deliberately did a straight lift even with the case of empties and went
off to the bottle-dump at the back.
"Come on, Rilla. We'll get caught with the tide."
"Abject," he thought. "I should drag her off to bed . . . or belt her." Reason
told him he had no such rights: no man had, over any woman: but had she
the right to do what she did to him . . . to look hke that at the New Australian
and the Norwegians last night?
"We'll manage," she said. "If we can't get over today we could fish from
the fascine. We could have dinner at the pub."
"Old Cap's expecting us at The Point. W e can't let him dovra."
"I could but I won't today."
The tovioi petered out past mushroom caravans: then came the sand, the
dry, powdery sand track through the scrub to the marsh: and the blackfellers'
humpies on its edge.
Rilla had her lines in the sugar bag over her shoulder.
"Here," she said, "You take this."
He dropped his gunny sack of lines with the four bottles of Emu Bitter.
While he stowed her bag in his, Rilla was down at the water's edge.
"Come on, it's firm enough."
"Of course it is. Tide's not in the channel yet."
Down by the old Jap fish traps, half-a-mile away, the water was blue,
spreadiQg over their sun-and-salt-faded posts and rails to the duU-ochred
banks, hiding the creamy sand spits; but up here among the fingers of channel
between the town and The Point, the creep was not yet noticeable. Scribblings
of sand crabs, frail tracery of sea-gulls showed on the still-firm dun of the
sand; and where the permanent spits lay dry under their coat of low prickly
wattle, it was warm to the foot, even at this early hour.
Rilla, unburdened now, hurried across the second channel.
"Wouldn't it be fun if we got caught?" She sat on the edge, wriggling to
make a comfortable seat. He dropped his sack and stood waiting. "Can't say it
would. Be damned uncomfortable here all day; no shade; and the flies . . .".
"But we wouldn't stay here all day." She glanced at him, grinning. "You'd
have to swim." She gazed back across the way they'd come, to where the
town lay, edged by its fascine with here and there a ketch spar showing
between the palms, the only vertical details in the horizontal planing of the
scene. She measured the distance in that glance: measured him. "It's only
half a mile. You could manage that . . . for me."
"You know I couldn't." He swung his sack on his shoulder. "Come on"
"You're slower than I am. I'll catch up." She dug her toes in the sand
They came to The Point, just as Old Cap took the fish from the na
"Bring any beer?" He put their plates on the sand-scrubbed table ^^
the bough shelter. "Ill crack one now."
under
"Anything around?"
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"Got a hundred pound a' kingy last night off the bar. Freezer took it.
Tailer'U be in any time now." The beer flowed smoothly into his pannikin.
"Good health! You blokes stayin' here? Or'11 y' come over to The Island for
oysters?"
Rilla said, "I'm staying here."
"So am I, thanks. Cap."
The old man grinned. "It's all yours till tea time." He finished his bottle,
wrapped the others in a wet sack and left them in the shade. "They'll keep."
His boat was out, bobbing on the incoming tide. He waved as he headed
her for The Island and soon the puttputt of the outboard was lost and only
the gulls at the water's edge and the bleat of the nanny goat tied nearby
disturbed the camp.
The water was knee-high and making where they fished and though the
sun was warm on their backs, they kept on the move and when Rilla's brief
shorts were wet to the waist, they were round The Point and well out of sight of
the camp and the Island. By mid-morning Rilla's bag was light with only
a few small silver bream and a couple of tailer; though he'd pulled in plenty.
As the sun marched further up the sky her casts became fewer. Rilla was
no fisherman.
"There's too much weed coming in," she said presently, "and Old Cap's idea
of plenty of fish . . . ".
"Go somewhere else? Further round the bay?" He didn't want to leave
the bank he was on: but, "I'll come round with you if you like."
"No. r'U go back to the camp. Have a sleep."
"Mind if I stay here for a while?"
Her indifference as she wound in, settled the bag on her shoulder and
turned and pushed her way through the water had all her usual power to
hurt. He watched her shush her way through the sand, her wet shorts clinging
ridiculously.
He said to himself, "She expects me to foUow her. She thinks I can't live
without her."
He moved a few feet further out in the water, cast again. "I won't follow
her. Let her go back to the camp and sleep. I came over here to fish."
He pulled in: a fine bream. When it was in the bag he started off for the
shore. "I'll just work along and see if there's anything back towards the camp."
He made one cast and waited until a crab took the bait. "Crabs!" He stowed
his line, walked to the shore, moved off through the warm sand, water dripping
from his shorts, sand shoes squelching as he went. "That's it. We could do
with some crabs. Til get Old Cap's net."
You were an only child and you had an ordinary lot of fun when you were
a kid. You weren't much good at footie or cricket and you threw stones at
the girls. The year you got your scholarship you had the mumps. You did the
usual things . . . tennis, you were good at that, when you went to Modern
School. And dancing classes in your third year were a highlight. You felt
a bit pleased with yourself, though it was hard to take the chiakkkig your
cobbers gave you over it when the teacher said you picked it up pretty quickly
and paired you off with different girls, every class. Yes, you had life fairly well
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in hand when you were fifteen. After Junior, and you were in Dalgetys,
there were routines; and swot at night, your Dad helped you there; he was
F.I.A.A. himself and you did pretty well at first. It was all easy enough and
Dalgety's had good country branches, room for plenty of promotion. You
went on in Head Office for a while, working, swotting, playing.
You played tennis and went to picnics . . . river picnics and up in the
hills and on the beach, with the office crowd. It was at one of the beach
picnics you met Muriel. Nice kid. You watched her most of the day and
in the evening you asked her to come to the flicks with you tomorrow.
He pushed through the hot sand. At the turn of The Point there was a
patch of shade from the low, rocky ledge and the sand was firm and cool.
He dropped the heavy bag. His makings were still dry in a top pocket. He
rolled a cigarette, took a couple of puffs, stretched out in the shade.
Muriel had been discussing you with that girl from the office; you couldn't
remember her name; why should you, after all these years? All alike, typists
and comptometrists. "Go out with him?" Even now though, he could recall
the words, in the jargon of the day, as he'd overheard them on the beach.
"Don't be a drab! He's too utterly clueless. You'd be a back-shelfer the
minute you hit the highway with him. Why, he's a . . . a . . .". Words, it
seemed, didn't come easily to describe him. "He's a . . . why, he gaggles."
Even now your face grew hot and your feet shuffled as they had, there
in the darkness of the beach at Scarborough. She was older than Muriel.
Merciless. "Of course . . ." from the depths of her fuller experience . . . "he
might be all right for a woo: sometimes that clueless type's good at it . . .
they've got what it takes."
You hadn't taken Muriel out; you'd never asked her again. You'd failed in
your subjects that year and Dalgety's had sent you to the country. You never
asked a girl out formally again; you just knocked around with the boys,
drinking, fishing; you played tennis; you stood at the door of local hops and
talked about the girls.. You had a succession of experiences with a succession
of the obUging ones among them. None of them ever said you were good
at it, or bad; or that you had what it takes. You never repeated the experiences
with the same girl because you feared a refusal. You didn't finish your exams
and you had to leave Dalgety's. Your father didn't show whether he was
disappointed with you or not; he was too taken up, then, with dying; but
your mother was unhappy when you came up the coast. To her the NorWest was a graveyard of hopes. Only the unsuccessful had to go North.
And this was where you met Rilla. She'd just been sacked from M.M.A.
Airlines. Her typing wasn't good enough.
"Must have been dozing." he said to himself.
The sun was on his face and he was sticky and hot and thirsty. "Go and
get Rilla and we'll have a swim." and he started towards the camp again.
The Norwegian lay on the sand, face down, spreadeagled, a brown body
in faded briefs, the salt drying on his back.
"Hi," he grunted, raising his head from his arms.
He saw it was the Mad Norwegian, the bloke who used to swim over from
the Whalery on The Island, sometimes, when the tide was right . . . a mile there
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and a mile back and no thought of sharks. But there was litde else to do
after working hours and Old Cap's beer was worth it.
"Good day. Sunbathing?"
"Ya." The Norwegian dropped his head from the glare again. There
seemed nothing else to say, so he skirted the body, the arrogant, smooth
body muscled for swimming and taking a woman; the bleached hair; and
left it sleeping in the heat.
Rilla was not at the camp. He dumped the fish, stirred the fire, put the
billy on. He called her as he sorted out the catch.
Then he heard her crying. It was a gentle sound at first, hke a kitten
mewing or a nestling making its small comment to the strange new world. The
plaint went on, rising and falling softly; he knew where she was now . . . in
the shade of the brush fence at the back of the camp; sometimes they'd spent
an hour there together, sheltered by the encroaching sandhills from the
afternoon sea breeze or the occasional passer-by.
Now, remembering the Norwegian, he was afraid to go out to her, afraid
to see what he knew he would find. "Face it!" But the soft, sad crying went
on and he left her alone with it. Presently when there was no help for it, he
put the tea in the boiling billy and set it aside in the ashes. Then he went
out to where she was curled in the white sand as the Norwegian had left her.
"Tea's made, Rilla."
She said without looking up, "I hate you."
He was glad to hear her voice, glad that mourning had stopped. The
numbness in him faded; but it wasn't time yet to put out his hand to touch
her.
"He just went, just walked away," she said. Then, sitting up, talking almost
for her ov^m ears alone, "He laughed at me. I wanted him to stay."
And,
for him to be hurt as the Norwegian had hurt her, "I wanted him to take me
away. I wanted him to kill you. I hate you!"
She was small, sitting there in the sand, one hand clenched on her knee,
her face hard and bitter now, tear-stained still; and her mouth a tight Hne.
But all else was soft and warm and unappeased as the Norwegian had left
her and he lay in the sun, arrogant; or perhaps now he was on his way back
to The Island, brown body cleaving the jade green water.
It had happened before with others. It could happen again, wherever they
went.
"Come on, Rilla. Tea's made."
She viTiggled up from the sand. He wanted to help her but at the same
time he shrank from touching her. This urgency of her flesh was not for him;
evoked by the Norwegian her desire must die unaided, a thing apart from
their ovim joined lives. He turned away and this time it was she who followed.
The afternoon he spent in scaling and gutting the catch while Rilla sat in
the shade, telling him of the man she'd married when she was very young and
of the baby he wouldn't let her bear. "He ran a taxi in Sydney," she said,
"and he took a long time to die after they bashed him. That's when I came
over here." She'd never marry again. She was asleep when Old Cap came
home and when the tide was right they started back to the mainland.
He carried the heavy bag of fish and the lines. Rilla's pace was slower
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than his: in the early dusk it wasn't so easy to find the right spots for fordmg
the channels. At the main arm where the water was still deep and running
out swiftly, she hesitated.
"Stay there!"
He crossed, dumped the bag, went back for her. It was only a few yards
and he carried her easily, put her down, picked up the bag and started off again.
To touch her had meant nothing to him; he was surprised at his lack of
feeling. "She might just be another bloke," he though. "Has this last shamelessness killed my love for her? Will I feel nothing when I send her on her
way?" He steadied her through a small stream where the sand sucked at their
feet. "Hurry," he said, "it's getting cold."
Then suddenly he noticed that her hand was still in his; a small hand, soft
and warm now searching in his, with meaning. He looked at her curiously
but in the half light there was little to see. Once more she moved her hand
in his and at his body's sudden response, strong and unmistakable, a disgust
rose, choking him. He snatched his hand away. "You whore," he said
and slapped her face, a stinging blow that took her unawares and sent her
stumbling back. Then he dropped the bag, pulled her to him and caught
her mouth another open-hander, a vicious blow across the mouth as she turned
her head to avoid it: and with the first blows given it was easier to do what
for months she had goaded him to do. He hit her again and again, and when
she fell he pulled her to her feet again and when she stumbled back, he jerked
her towards him. And each time he hit her he chose her face. She made
no sound: there was no sound: only his heavy breathing, the dull blows and
the shuffling of their feet in the sand and the whisper of the tide.
"Had enough?" She didn't answer and in the half dark her face was a
blur. He peered closely and she stood there, making no move but he wasn't
sure that she hadn't sneered at him. Suddenly, sated, he felt tired. He turned,
found the path again, pushed the bag from under his feet as he went. "Get
moving," he said perfunctorily and she started off behind him, finding her
ovvTi way.
At the edge of the last channel under the first light of the fascine he
stopped and as she went to pass him he stood in her way. She was silent
while he stared at her. Would she go now? He didn't care. There was
nothing, at the moment, but an idle curiosity. She looked at him calmly
through puffy eyes. Her lips were swollen too. She was wholly adult now
and as they stared at each other there in the cool night on the grass of the
facine, muddy, wet, dishevelled as she was, small and beaten, still in some
indefinable way she was master of the situation. He was the first to drop
his eyes. He made off towards the road. Then as she followed him, she spoke.
"So now you're just another man," she said, her voice toneless her face
expressionless. "You were different from all the others . . . now Vou're one
of them."
Rilla was right: the shadow of Muriel was laid at last. There wo, ]r\ KP
no more midnight taunting and sleeping alone in the hammock .
T""^'^ ,^
see to that: and Rilla would not leave him.
• ^ e would
But he knew he was today a lesser man than yesterday . . . and R,-i, ,
that. too.
^^^ ^ « w
10
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AT THE RAILWAY CUTTING
See the cicada beat against the branches
beat on the lemon branches, beat with anguish,
fluttering loudly, choose a place to sing from,
pity cicadas.
Here by the lemon tree and old embankment
peering through loop of thorn you'll find the railway
Down in the cutting, rails are meeting briefly.
Black are the lemons.
Hear the cicada wind his spring of songs up,
stiU it's the oldest cry the world admits of,
song in the tarnished lemon branches rising
rich from a lover.
There to the right a leafless treetrunk moulders
charred by some ancient track of rapid bushfire.
Down through the pit below the trains go speeding
hushing the songster.
Watch in
hundreds
dip and
dew

the morning, fleeting from the grasses,
of jabs of light where urgent signals
rekindle, purple, chrome and crimson,
in the morning.

Come when I'm nowhere near, for I remember
climbing this bank to watch your train departing;
clearly I saw you wave. The hurt still blunders
somewhere inside me.
Somewhere inside me, pain of recollection
jabs at the fruit with love, igniting grasses,
fluttering wings of steam in high burnt branches,
stilled by the singing.
RODNEY
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LIGHTHOUSE POINT
Sea ghtter fades; the headland huddles down
below the frieze that gleams between the range
and cloud parados jutting out its frown
above the crags. The surges turn in strange
pulsating darkness under darkness, stiU.
bursting in sudden whiteness on the sand
where rock steps lead us upward on the hill,
each conqueror captive to the other's hand.
The beacon's searching arc across the sea
defends the island of this point tonight
where cliffs plunge down to drink the upflung spray.
Moving as darkness moves, you turn to me
and I to you, needing no other light,
each helianthus turning to the day.
ELLA

TURNBULL
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Irene M. Summy

A DIFFERENT WORLD

HE WORLD HAS CHANGED. I do not know how or why, but the world has
changed and I move in this different world as both camera and subject.
I see and become what I see. I cannot discuss it with anyone, for no
one knows my language; no one understands my gestures. True, sometimes
sounds escape my lips and produce the desired effect. A bottle of milk is a
bottle of milk. This is real, indisputable and permits of no misunderstanding.
In a practical sense then, I do commmunicate. I function as an ordinary
citizen in a civilized society. But in a deeper sense I am lost.
For a long time I have been in love with a man of many faces. No one
seems to know him—or to all he is a different man, yet his existence lent
poignancy to mine and gave it meaning. We communicated in symbols; we
spoke of animals, of cats and pigeons, of cockroaches even, of tomatoes and
of things which cannot grow but rot. And then one day he denied his owm
existence. It is very peculiar that, since a denial was in itself an affirmation
. . . unless of course, I imagined the man. Is it possible that I am walking now
in a shadowy world between reality and dreams? That what I see and hear
is within me, and not outside? That what I see is not the real world but
some imaginary hell of my own? Do people have such faces? Are we such
strangers to each other?

T

They enter my room late one afternoon, three strangers. Oh, I've seen
them before, but they are different now. Enemies. Their voices are cold
and cutting. Their eyes suspicious. They climb on everything I say and pin
it dowm.
"How do you know?" they ask. "How can you be sure?"
I start to reply and stop, because I cannot be sure. I must rely on others
to testffy on my behalf. And suppose they would not? Suppose they denied
what I know is true? The proof rests with them—not with me. The realisation
of this staggers me.
"I just know," I insist, pleading for their support.
They look at each other and smile. "She just knows."
"But how?" one of them repeats. "How do you know?"
The others wait for my reply, then—as I do not answer—they chime
together: "She just knows. She just knows."
Sometimes they ask me questions for the sole purpose of answering themWESTERLY, M A Y
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selves. And one of them wants to tell me something that I do not wish to
"
My determination not to hear it frustrates them. But I will not budgeend they threaten my freedom and I promise to do as they say. ^^^
of agreement are vague to me, but I pretend to accept, and they ^^^^'
My sink is clogged up. It has been for days, and I have asked i«y la""|°™
to fix it. He is a busy man. I know that and respect it. Still, ^V ^ ^ ^ ^^
clogged up, and something must be done. I go to his house and knock on
the door. The lights are on in his bedroom, but no one responds. That makes
me angry, so I loiock again. Harder. My sink is clogged up and should be
attended to at once. He takes a long time to answer, and when he does,
he is a stranger too. True, he looks like my landlord, but he is not. I know,
because my landlord usually smiles at me. I can't prove that. It is just something I know. I feel embarrassed knocking on a stranger's door, asking a
stranger to fix my sink, and his hostility alarms me. But my sink is clogged
up and has brought my hfe to a standstill. He promises at last to fix it in the
morning, but the whole incident has so unsettled me that I cannot go to
sleep. When finally I do, I dream.
I am lying m bed and sitting on a chair. Obviously I should lie down, as
one does in a bed, but you cannot do that on a chair. You just can't. The
back of the chair compels me to remain in an upright position. Still the
proper position in bed is horizontal, not vertical. My whole body is aching
with the effort of leaning back. But the chair is real. I can feel the leather
of the seat. It is hard and cold. And yet I cannot be in bed and on a chair.
I must decide. Choose. I settle for the bed then. I wake up then and wait
for dawn. Presently the birds begin to sing. Why do birds sing in the morning
and at night? Why do trees grow? But people are neither birds nor trees,
and the answer is not important.
After a while I get up and go for a walk. The streets are still empty.
I sit in a park and watch the river flow. It is peaceful there. No complications.
But on the way back I stop to buy a loaf of bread. The woman next to me
in the store is crying. Tears are flowing freely dov^Ti her cheeks, yet no one
in the shop appears to notice. She makes no effort to stem the tears but
stands there, motionless, and weeps, as though her grief was an outside force
over which she had no control. Her grief is so absolute that she seems to
bathe in it, as someone walking through the rain. Is that her grief or mine?
Are those my tears? I have a terrible urge to touch her, to see if she is real,
and deliberately I poke her between the shoulderblades. She turns and stares
at me blindly.
I m sorry.
Her eyes turn away, and the tears keep coming. Or perhaps it is raining,
and we are gazuig at each other through a pane of glass. How can I know?
"How can you be sure?" ask the strangers. "How can you be sure?"
Back in my room I boil an egg and cut bread and pretend it is imoortant
to eat. It is not important, of course, but one has to create thf^ il v,
the world would collapse. It matters very much if I finish this r,- ^""^^'T' \
or not. It is the sole difference between life and death.
^^®^^ ™ °^^^°^
I have an appointment at ten o'clock with some people in ^ vwith shiny floors and tall, wide windows. My shoes have rubbJ^S building
^J" soles and
14
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sing as I follow a man up a flight of polished stairs and down a long, green
corridor to a room with a row of tables and girls with doll faces and glass
eyes. One of them introduces me to a big black machine which I may be
allowed to operate eight hours a day for the rest of my Iffe. May—not must.
The machine is a symbol of security, not of punishment. It is the key to
freedom. I know quite well that in the end the machine wfll operate me.
We shall live happily together forever afterwards. My shoes sing louder, as
I leave—and the sun outside is brighter, and the sky is far way.
The man I love is everywhere. Some time ago, I found him in a girl—in
her soul, her being. We walked together under the stars and were close.
But one night, not knowing how to express the closeness, nor what to do with
it, we reached for each other and revoked it. It is not what people would
think.
"How can you be sure?" ask the strangers. "How do you know?"
I can't prove it. I just know it.
"She just knows." say the strangers.
And the girl knows too.
It is she who is with me that evening when the man disappears. We sit
side by side on the ferry and watch the stars and the gulls.
"I don't understand," she cries. "It's beyond me." And she lifts her face
and puts up her chin with that small defiant gesture which she has borrowed
from him. The beauty of life laps against me from all sides, and yet I cannot
make her share it.
"It's all so horrible," she cries. "Senseless."
I want to give her the stars, the breeze, the salt on my lips—I want to press
my body against hers, to lend her my passion, to bring her alive. But I can't.
All I have are words.
"I don't understand," she says, and the lights of the city fill her eyes.
On the bus coming home I see a drunk man board the bus. He has no
money but the conductor is kind and lets him on. "Behave yourself," he says.
"Of course," the man replies and sits there, dejectedly, humiliated in front of
all the passengers. Or so I think. But suddenly he turns to the man beside
him. "Got a cigarette, mate?" he asks, and I know he is beyond shame. We
all look away into the night, trying to forget him.
"You can't be sure," say the strangers, triumphantly.
At night when the world sleeps I dream that nothing has changed or the
nightmare has ended. That I am once more among friends who are not enemies
and strangers who are not friends. But at davra the fears return, and the
camera moves—moves eternally, recording and becoming what it records. And
the world keeps changing.
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SPLINTERS FROM MEMORY
Low Ebb
I am an atom on a screen,
projected, magnified, observed,
and I am tired, mortally.
Must I keep on fightuig in this stream
of particles touching, joining, parting,
in infinite weariness, in my blood?
And there comes a voice and says: "Yes, you must.
I recoil, I plead, I object:
"Oh, but this, this degrading, this obscene
contact of flesh with flesh?"
And the voice replies: "Who are you
to judge, being only flesh yourself?"
A question of time
What does one do,
given such knowledge?
Deny the blood, say unspent
the seed, the soil not leached?
Would that stop up the wound,
re-make, un-steal the stolen?
Both to foresee
and retrospectively to taste
the heart's appointed death
—^how shall I live with that?
Not wanting an answer
Oh why did you do this to me
—understanding for a weakness
courteous strength,
taking my love for a meekness
to save yourself the length
of twenty vital years?
Placebos are instructive
It must have been, once,
a gallant fighter,
eager and alert,
but why deny now
its deep and final
discouragement?
16
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Leather and walnut
and triple-welded
glass will not revive
a flagging spirit
and a stout frame warped
beyond repair.
How did its patent weakness
not appear, when it was,
even then, before ten thousand
extra miles, frankly
untradeable?
A reluctant observation
There is a likeness
in the acts of birth and dying
—a little hackneyed, but true:
both involve crying.
Copiously wet
the eyes that first see light,
impatient, hungry,
reaching for a fight
hot and belligerent.
But when nothing else can move,
when neither hand nor voice will
respond to another's,
tears find a way stfll,
sparse and silent.
ANDR£E
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MOBILES
These shapes that hang in stable air
Are latent motion, fluent care
Moving eternally
Within the artist's restless mind
Stirred by catalysis to find
New ways of being free.
For movement, too, is freedom. Hands
Can fashion to its high demands
A world within a toy;
These smoothly patterned empathies
Absolve the dim uncertainties
His hidden fears employ.
Come wind of love and break the calm
Now balanced on the edge of harm.
O, resolute and strong.
Make softest whisper, loudest call
Fit cone and arc and mirror-ball
Into a moving song.
Make shudder, swoop, and giddy swirl
Of shape and gleam the day unfurl
To all his dream has wrought.
Love is the steel, the glass, the fire;
Debouching fountain of desire
Within his longing thought.
ERIC

IRVm
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ENTRANCES
Through what strange entrances the past will walk.
To hold the floor with bright and bitter talk.
A rose, a song, a word, and walls dissolve:
A perfume, and all marble turns to chalk.
On what mysterious threshold are we held
Reluctant; sane imagination quelled
By anxious terrors until every fear
Foretells the death of action has been knelled.
Through what constricting chinks the truth wfll prise
A way towards the ego's lake of lies.
With lethal cast to hook and hold them up
To gasp out life before our frightened eyes.
ERIC
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Ford

A NOBLE ART

ARNARVON WAS well behind me. Broome was a long way ahead. I wanted
to reach Winning Pool by evening and wash the grime of travel from
my car-weary carcase.
Anyone who skites that he loves sitting behind a steering wheel Avith the
endless road stretching ahead should move to Western Australia and live in
permanent bliss.
I saw a white-painted wooden bridge looming up in the distance, and eased
off the steady fifty I'd been sitting on. There wasn't a chance in a hundred
of meeting anything or anyone on that bridge, but I slowed down just the
same. Bridges fascinate me. I like to roll gently across and look at the water
flovdng beneath them.
As I drove off the bridge decking and hit the bitumen again, I heard the
metalic pheep-pheeepp of a whistle. I looked about me. The land each side
and the road ahead showed no sign of human activity. Then I heard it again.
It was a whistle . . . and a football umpire's whistle if ever I heard one. I
smiled to myself. The boys back in Melbourne would laugh when I told
them about this.
I guessed that road hypnosis hit you where you were most vulnerable . . .
and I'd eat a football between two thin slices of bread, with or without butter.
I pulled over to the edge of the road.
As I slid out of the driving seat the whistle blasted again, clearly and
distinctly. I walked through the sparsely spaced trees towards the sound and
then I saw the boys . . . and the umpire. I leaned against a friendly tree, and
shut my eyes tight.
When I slowly opened them and peeped through the half-parted lids she
was still there. I opened my eyes to the widest, but I wasn't game to part
with the tree. What would you do if you suddenly came upon a nun in full
regalia umpiring a football match? A nun with snow-white, three-feet-wide
headwear, long skirt hitched up in waistbelt and wearing . . . football boots!
And not only umpiring, but playing in the game to make up the number!
Rallying from my shock, and still remaining in the comparative obscurity
of the trees, I studied the play and the players. It didn't take long to size
up the situation. They were plajang Aussie Rules . , . there was no doubt
about that . . . and the good Sister X was the best player on the field. She
usually missed the bounce-out, because she was doing the bouncing, but she

C
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left the boys for dead at marking and kicking. And she was no slow-coach
in a 50 yard dash despite her get-up. I guessed that she had played plenty
of basket-ball at high school; and maybe she also played footy with her
brothers when she was a kid.
There was no fence around the dry grass paddock, and the goal posts were
rickety bush-poles leaning at contrary angles, but everyone on the field was
playing as if it were a grand-final at the Melbourne Cricket Ground. Now
and then the umpire whistled the game to a stop, pulled the rules book from
a pocket in her ample skirt, and read up on some law or other. Then the
whistle would blast, and away they'd go again.
The play weaved in my direction, and there was a scrimmage in which the
ball was booted out among the trees. It rolled to within three feet of where
I stood, unseen. Sister, at about centre field, blew a long blast to signal a
throwm-in, and one of the boys dashed over, to retrieve the ball.
I picked it up and walked out on to the edge of the playing area, examining
it as I went. The ball was full match size, and in good condition, and the
feel of it made me tingle aU over. I stopped and looked up. The boy had
begun to walk backwards on to the field. His wide eyes, fixed on me, showed
no surprise, but he wasn't disconcerted. He motioned with his hand. "Throw
it back over your head . . . would you please, mister?"
I bounced the ball in league-expert style, to let him see I knew it was not
an emu egg, and asked, "Would it be all right if I had a kick?"
He hesitated a moment, then looked over his shoulder towards the umpire
who was standing, whistle halfway to mouth, but not forbiddingly.
"Yeah. Have a shot for goal . . . Sister Theresa won't mind. She's a sport."
He had read more from my bounce of the ball than I'd expected . . . the
goal posts were 60 yards away, and I was at a 50 degree angle! However,
there wasn't a breath of vdnd, and the air was dry-thin. The lad went and
stood about 10 yards in front of me, as though standing on my mark. I
sighted-up the centre of the goal posts over his sun-bleached hair and breathed
a wish as I ran slowly towards him: "Let it be a beauty . . . for Sister Theresa's
sake."
And it was. The ball soared high and true in a spiraling torpedo-pimt
that seemed to climb by its own gyration more than half way to the goal.
And then it turned earthwards, gaining velocity as it sped right for the centre.
The kid at full back had his eyes glued on the ball, and now he stepped
carefully backwards calculating the angle of flight. It was a dead certainty
goal shot all the way, and I was proud of it. The ball was practically through
die sticks when the kid sprang forward and up as if he were reaching for
the moon. And his praying-mantis hands closed so determinedly on the footy
that he was dragged back through the goals and landed flat on his back. But
he was up in a moment, tucking the ball under his left arm as he ran to one
of the posts and picked up a flag. And then he moved sedately and correctly
to the goal-centre and waved the one flag signalling a behind. Sister Theresa
would be proud of him . . . and he knew it. But what would she think of my
butting into the game?
I looked around and saw her headed purposefully in my direction. Because
I had lost the goal through the tenacity of a mere school-boy I felt a trifle
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foolish, and I regretted my display of exuberance, I could expect a sermon
on showing off in front of the kids . . . and perhaps I deserved it . • • but i
wasn't waiting for further humiliation. I took to the trees.
The whistle blasted behind me . . . once . . . twice . . . thrice, and so
commandingly that I almost stopped involuntarily. And then, as I forced
myself to run on to the safety of the car, I heard peals of joyous laughter. Gay
tinkling laughter that rang out like little silver bells.
I scrambled into the car and hurriedly reversed on to the road. I was in
forward gear again and changing from first to second before I bothered to
close the door.
About a mile further on there was a cluster of dusty houses, a ramshackle
pub, and an ornate service-station. I pulled into the service-station. A man
came out of the office and walked unhurriedly over to the car, his eyes
casually taking inventory of both car and me. He missed nothing. I'll bet
he could have turned his back even and given an "Interpol" description of me
and a full "R.A.C.A." report on the car, including such details as make, model,
registration-number, and how many miles left on each tyre. When he fixed
his eyes on my face I felt guilty about not shaving that morning.
He leant on the door and poked his face into the car, and I swear his
eyes never left my beard, but he said, "Only twenty thou' on the speedo! No
one would guess it by the look of her. You both need a spruce up."
I knew that if I filled up and drove on as I had intended he'd burn out his
pedal-radio alarming the "Gold SteaUng Branch" and the "Pearl Pilfering
Department" and probably also the "Flying Doctor Service", and if I did
get off with a caution for not shaving that morning it would be too late anyway
because by then they would have found out that I had kicked Sister Theresa's
football without filling in "Form 19" and having my chest "X Rayed". So I
decided to go quietly.
"I'll go over to the pub and brush up a bit," I said nonchalantly. At least
I'd be clean and tidy when they staked me on the termite mound. And then
I made the supreme faux-pas. As I got out of the car I took the keys, as I
always do in the city, and from sheer habit.
He held out his hand reprovingly. "Better leave the keys. I might have
another customer before you get back."
"Sorry!" I said and headed for the pub, dragging my gladstone bag from the
seat as an afterthought because it had my gear in it. To let him know he
was on the right track, I leant over as I walked, giviag the impression that the
bag was filled with something extremely heavy. "I wonder whether the
pubhcan's normal!" I thought as I stepped over the threshold.
However, my troubles were over. Within half an hour I had shaved,
showered, changed into a clean, white shirt, and was sitting in the bar sipping
a long glass of chilled tomato-juice.
"TeU me," I said said to mine host. "Who is the nun I saw playing football
with the kids, down the road a bit?"
He answered quietly, but with great conviction, "A remarkable woman
Sister Mary Theresa. She wanted the boys to learn football. The men
around here were all too old, or too busy . . . so they said. So she's teaching
them herself."
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"But where's the point? What's she trying to prove?"
"She says that football is a noble art. It requires teamwork, courage,
fortitude, and, most important of all, self-discipline. And boys need these
virtues to make them men . . . good men. She always tacks the 'good' before
the 'men' as though that's the important bit." The publican nodded his head
in my direction and added, "She's the strictest umpire I ever saw . . . but
the kids love her . . . they wouldn't miss their footy practice for all the tea
in China."
I wondered what she'd think about me, a champion according to the
critics, but also one of the unruliest players in the game. I'd never worried
about what anyone thought before, so I brushed my mind clear and started
talking again. "What about the local priest? What does he think about
the idea?"
"Well . . . it's hard to say. He wrote and asked the Bishop whether it
was quite in order. The Bishop wrote back that teaching was Sister Theresa's
vocation and that as long as she was actually teaching the boys football
everything was in order. He added a P.S. "Let me know when she kicks
her first goal." Father thinks he's had his leg pulled, so won't voice an
opinion."
"They have to be circumspect."
"Yeah. I think he wanted everyone to know that Sister wasn't breaking
any rules, so he told me the story. He knew I'd tell the world," said the
publican, laughing at the transparent strategy of the reverend.
"How old is she?" I asked, looking into my glass and swirhng the contents
around.
"It'd be hard to say. She has such a placid face. Serene . . . that's it.
AU you see is her serenity. Why do you ask?" He was looking shrewdly
at me when I looked up. My cheeks warmed as 1 answered, "Aw nothing,
really. Just that I heard her laugh. She laughs like a little girl . . . except
that I never heard a little girl laugh quite Hke her. If you get what I mean."
"I know exactly. Once I heard someone say she laughs like an angel."
He took my glass and turned to rinse it, then looked back over his shoulder
and added softly, "If you know what I mean."
I stood up and surveyed myself in the bar mirror. "Well, I'd better get
going. I want to make Winning Pool by night-fall."
"What's the big hurry?" He was rubbing his hands carefully on a bartowel. "Can't be too important or you wouldn't have stopped to talk, let
alone watch the footy game? Come to mention it, the oval's back off the
road . . . behind the trees." That fat publican didn't have a fat mind. He was
thinking aloud, and not missing a trick.
I grinned. 'Tou've summed it up right. But, then again, I have no reason
to kill time here."
"Why don't you wait and meet Sister Theresa? I can put you up for the
night. You'll sleep just as well here as at Wmning Pool."
I looked at him for a long moment before answering, "As a matter of fact,
I would Hke to meet her. I'm mterested in what she's doing. But I think
she might have a poor opmion of me."
He looked at me perplexedly, so I told him about the goal-kicking attempt,
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and my sflly reaction. He slapped the counter in delight, and said excitedly,
"So that's how you heard her laugh? Man, that's not bad . . . that's good!
Her laughter is a blessmg. Stay and meet her!"
"I can't."
His shrewd eyes didn't leave mine. "Have you forgotten that you owe
Sister Theresa an apology?"
"You're trying to trick mel" I said defensively . . . and then broke into
laughter as I saw the winner's smile on his round face.
We talked about footbaU, and I found myself telluig bun about my being
disqualified for six weeks, and making a holiday of it.
That evening, the publican escorted me across the road to a grey-painted
cottage set back behind a picket fence and a tough, high, square-trimmed
hedge. There was a break in the hedge for a small wicket gate. Between
the hedge and the house was a flower garden interspersed with narrow, white,
river-gravel paths. And busy tending the flowers were two nuns, who went
on about their work oblivious of our presence at the gate.
"Good evening. Sisters," said the publican.
They stood up and turned towards us. One had a small weeding fork in
her hand, the other was clasping an armful of white carnations almost to
her face.
"Good evening, Mr. Walker," they said in unison as they walked up to
the gate.
"Sister Margaret and Sister Theresa," said the publican, indicating each
in turn. "This is Mr. Raymond. He takes an interest in football." He directed
his words to Sister Theresa for the football bit.
The nun with the fork said, "How do you do, Mr. Raymond," softly and
solemnly, and turned her eyes heavenwards. I could almost hear her praying
for strength to bear up. Sister Margaret would never make the Bishop's
goal-kicking list. She'd have to get to heaven in some less vigorous way.
The one with the carnations stepped hard up against the gate to look
more carefully at me. I was only two feet from her, but she looked unblinkingly
into my face for a few seconds before saying, across the snowy whiteness of
the blooms, "How do you do, Mr. Raymond? You should have stayed this
afternoon and given the boys a lesson. You have the best right foot I've
seen since I used to barrack for Collingwood. Tell me . . . do you always
kick behinds?"
The pubHcan roared, I went red, and Sister Margaret retired discreetly to
the less profane precincts of the little grey cottage. Sister Theresa remained
serene. Later, I was to remember that the carnations had crept a little higher,
veiling the lower part of her face.
"You come from Melbourne, then. Sister?" I managed to ask.
Sister Theresa lowered her bouquet just enough, and smiled reflectively
as she answered, "Yes, Mr. Raymond." And then she paused before adding,
"Apparently you do also. Have you actually played football? I suspect that
you have taken more than an interest in it, from that kick of yours."
I answered without lymg, "I have played. Sister, but I'm not playing now."
The pubHcan could contain himself no longer. He clung to the fence and
went into spasms that threatened to tear the pickets off. And Sister Theresa's
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eyes widened with dav^ming realization. Her mouth rounded with surprise, and
the "Oh!" was inaudible before she asked, "What is your Christian name, Mr.
Raymond?"
"I'm usually called 'Bob', Sister, short for Robert." I wasn't proud of 'Bob'
right then.
She nodded affirming her guess, and her eyes dropped to the spotless
whiteness in her arms. "Aren't the carnations magnificent!" she said, and
then looked up. Her eyes dared my refusal as she asked, "Would you accept
one for boutonniere? It might bring you . . . luck, Mr. Raymond." She was
selecting the largest and whitest bloom before I could murmur, "Thank you
Sister."
As she passed me the flower across the gate she explained, "My sister in
Melbourne sends me the papers from time to time. But I'll tell you a secret:
I only read the football news to see how Collingwood's going! So I am up with
any news about good players having a bit of bad . . . luck." She bade us
"goodnight" then and went into the cottage.
I left early next morning and went on to Broome, where I spent two days
absorbing the atmosphere of the famous old pearling town. Three weeks later
I was back in Melbourne. The long spell had freshened me up, but I'd put
on some fat, and I had to work hard to get it off.
On the second Saturday the coach pulled me aside as 1 was headed for the
race. "Now, Bob, remember what I told you. No rough stuff . . . and no
posing!"
"It's a promise," I said casually, and ran on to the field behind our seventeenth man. The crowd went mad! They tell me that champagne makes
you feel like a king . . . a giddy, happy king. Have you ever run on to a
football oval packed around with 40,000 yelling spectators . . . 20,000 booing
. . . and 20,000 cheering just because you are there?
I felt like a king. A very happy king who enjoyed feeling just a little
dizzy. It's all right telling a man not to get a swelled head. They should
try drinking a bucket of champagne without getting drunk.
And then the whistle blasted . . . and I was rooted to the spot. The blare
of the siren and the tumult of the crowd were a muted background for the
sflvejy laughter. I missed the knock-out simply because I didn't try for it.
Murphy rushed up and gave me a shove. "Come on Bob! What's wrong?
Stagefright!"
Then I was moving. I couldn't do a thing wrong. Every time my fingertips
went near the baU it jumped into my hands. And every time I put a boot to
it, it soared Hke a bird. I heeded the whistle for the first time in my Hfe.
Instead of hatuig and fighting against it, I was depending on it to guide me.
I'd never known such sheer joy in the game I'd always said I loved. Now I
really did love it . . . and I didn't want to spoil it. No more running through
and crashing men to the turf . . . I outmanoeuvred them. And the thrfll of
bamboozling them was, to my surprise, superior to inflicting injury.
And I scored. Each time I lined up the goal I saw grey, straggly bush
poles leaning aU awry, and I laughed as I booted the ball right through the
centre. Five goals with five shots . . . not a behind to mar the tally. Just
for this one match I wanted it to stay that way. And it did. Time on in the
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last quarter I took a mark about fifty-five yards out and at an angle of fortyfive degrees. One of the boys yeUed, "Have a shot. Bob. We're so f^ ^^
front it won't matter." But 1 recaUed a similar shot . . . and a tenacious kid
. . . so I stab passed to Murphy, and he spun Hke a top to left-foot the sweetest
goal of the day.
We won the match easily. And we went on winning right up to the
grand final. We only had to play the way we had been doing for weeks
and we were home and hosed. However, the other team knew that also,
and they had decided to turn the game into a free-for-all. People still talk
about that match.
At the siren our boys were filled with good humour and tolerance which
is the hallmark of confidence. But their smiles gradually turned to diabolical
grins. And their tolerance progressively diminished under the unprovoked
and incessant assults of the unfootball-minded opposition.
Our boys gave
battle . . . and their superiority went dovra the drain with their bonhomie.
The score-board told the tale. At quarter-time we led 4:3 to 1:5. The
half-time scores were even. And by three-quarter time they led 12:8 to our
8:1L
The coach walked up to where we were rowdiely gathered, sucking lemons.
His blue-ice eyes slid over the belligerant faces, and the hubbub died down
to odd whispers. He would start shouting any second . . . we all thought.
The abuse and threats would pour out like beer at the brewery picnic . . . we
thought.
"I'm sorry, boys," he said quietly. "You're doing a mighty job out here.
All except one, that is. Seventeen of you are flat out defending the club's
honour . . . while one man is sneakily kicking a few goals . . . just to big-note
himself." The battered faces turned as one to look at me.
"Take a good look, men. The toughest, roughest player in the league . . .
not so long ago. He hasn't even got a black-eye! When the chips are down,
he won't fight. He wants to play FOOTBALL. Imagine it. He's turned
chicken."
Slowly, tiredly, he began to walk away, then turned. The shoulders
straightened, the eyes flashed . . . and his parting shot must have been heard
by every one of the 100,000 in the stands as he roared. "And do you know
what? You seventeen brawling louts! That kind of chicken I love!"
Murphy who had more skin off than a six-day bike-rider, took over. "Get
the message, men! Last quarter we play football and Bob does all the fighting
. . . and if he doesn't iron them all out, I take him behind the grandstand
after the game!"
We couldn't help laughing, and, as we laughed, the tension left us. We
were still smiling as we made position on the field, and our 50,000 cottoned
to it iQ a twinkling. The stands rippled like a wind-swept sea as the fans
jumped to their feet and shook their emblems and kewpie dolls. And the
roar of their voices shook the air so that we could actually feel them shouting.
One of our boys stood, hands on hips, looking up at the crowd. "That's
loyalty for you . . . with a capital 'L'. Aren't we a nice pack of so and so'sl"
And then we went to work.
The whole team had turned man-shy. We weaved and spun and side26
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stepped, baffling our bellicose opponents to exasperation. And the more
exasperated they became, the more we dazzled them. We hand-balled and
stab kicked the ball around our forward line until they were colliding with
each other in their vain efforts to collar the elusive robots who propelled it. But
we didn't hold the ball long enough to invite tackling fairly and we kept
dodging the cruder efforts.
The inevitable had to occur. Murphy was deHberately crashed to the turf
from behind, long after he had hand-passed the ball over his head to Jonesy.
He stood up laughing, flicked an imaginary speck off his guernsey that was
caked with mud, and calmly waited for the baU to be returned to him. He
was only thirty yards out, so it was an easy goal.
And that set the pattern. They went on fouling us . . . and we went on
kicking goals. We won running away . . . literally and factually.
The coach made a hero of me, so I told him about Sister Theresa, to make
him break down a bit. He was so impressed that he told the committee,
and they delegated him to write her a letter, offering to supply her football
team wdth any gear required for the next football season.
Sister Theresa answered by return post. Among other things she said that
her novices had gone to Geraldton and beaten a pretty hot team that had
scragged her boys right through the match. And after the match, the disgruntled losers had expressed their vexation by savagely beating up the winners.
However, her boys would revisit Geraldton next year to prove that their win
was no fluke. "I will not stand by and see my valiant little sportsmen intimidated," she wrote.
Enclosed with the letter was a list of the things the boys would need, to
be trained and outfitted for football in the best of company. However, the
coach hesitated as he read the items out to me, and a perplexed expression
settled on his face.
"Go on!" I said. "Read on."
"Here! What do you see there?" He held his finger on the tail-end of
the Hst and held it under my nose. The last two items were printed in
capitals . . . and read:
"ONE SET OF BOXING GLOVES.
ONE MANUAL: 'THE ART OF SELF-DEFENCE'."
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P.M. SUMMER DETAIL
Down wind
under the tuarts
in the bottom pasture,
three green mares
are minding their
tipsy foals all in
reciprocal attitudes
of peaceful
devotion.
Since the
wind cannot be seen,
it teases the windmill
with mischievous tufts
of breeze while the
sky is the pale blue
lead in a propelling
pencil being wound
out of sight.
Summer
has grasses brown as
tobacco. Breaking off
a stalk one's dry mouth
discerns the taste of
sunlight.
GRIFFITH
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THE CURRAWONGS
They clamour their rebellious wings in the tree:
Their tigerish-yellow eyes look with suspicion
On others who drfft in the wintry-golden sea
Of the morning. Day by day the repetition
Of their survival stirs them, and they come
In a restless muster to make the branches loud;
Their necks have a timeless sheen, their viTanglesome
Chorus spills freely. They are at once nervous and proud.
They will not be still. The black protest of wings
Flashes white underplumes to the pursuer
Who smfles in cunning as his rifle sings
Counting by how many crows the world is fewer.
Now blood-torn feathers quiver above the shame
And yellow eyes eclipse like a sullen sun
As cold and ancient ignorance takes aim
At the dark intruder, leaving what's done as done.
They are Ishmaels, they find no peace, they stare at the blight
On the boughs of morning, they dart in the troubled leaves,
Apprehensive, and poised eternally for flight.
Yet the air is fiUed with their voice. I am the one who grieves.

JILL
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C. B . C h r i s t e s e n

GREY DAY, WHITE NIGHT

MET HIM on a grey day strolling along Nevsky Prospekt near the Hermitage Museum. Although we had known each other for many years in
Melbourne he was not a particular friend. We had violently clashed on
public issues on several occasions—^indeed we disagreed on most issues; but
now, in Leningrad in early summer, with the rain drizzling down, each
of us was delighted with the encounter.
"How would you be!" he grinned as we shook hands.
George Lewis had won the Military Medal for a particularly foolhardy
exploit at Buna during the New Guinea campaign. He was tall and rangy,
and looked rather like a turkey-gobblei. He had a quick temper and was
over-fond of brawls, beer, and broads, in that order. Although he once told
me the only books he ever read were race-books, he possessed above-average
intelligence and had written a play which had caused a tremendous political
rumpus a few years ago. After a great deal of editing and grooming the play
had been produced to packed houses in most of the Australian capital cities.
Later it had been translated and produced in Warsaw, Prague, East Berlin
and Bucharest, thus gaining for him a wide reputation as a champion of the
underdog. Odd, for I'd seldom met anyone who was less interested in bettering the lot of his fellow-men. However, it was a powerful play and he
deserved his success. Now George was on his way to Moscow to attend the
opening of a Russian production—and to collect a nice packet of roubles.
As we sheltered from the drizzle we found we would be sharing the same
compartment on the evening express to Moscow.
"What's this 'hard car' lurk?" George asked apprehensively, pointing to the
English wording on his rail ticket. I was scarcely better informed about local
customs, but in this instance I was able to point out that our sleeping compartment would contain four berths—or "benches"—and that we would be
issued with sheets and rugs. To have travelled in greater comfort in a 'soft
car' would have meant paying about double the fare.
"Soimds pretty grim," he said. "And I don't much like the idea of sharing
a sleeper with three other jokers. What if they snore, f'instance . . .". He
looked at me keenly, and I could sense what was passing through his mind.
"No need to panic," I said. "I don't snore; and anyway it's too late to make
another reservation. But what makes you so sure we'll have male companions?
From what I've heard we might have to share the compartment with two
elderly spinsters."

I
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"Fau: dinkum?" He eyes opened in astonishment. ' I n the sleeper?
you're having me on—aren't you?"
"Want to bet on it?"
"I'll be in on that. A quid to ten bob there's no sheilas."
"Taken." And we shook hands on it.

Arr,

It was now nearly three o'clock and the Red Arrow wasn't due to leave
Leningrad until five minutes to midnight. "Look," I said, "I'm on my way to
see the Cezannes at the Hermitage. How about coming along with me?
Later we could share a taxi and see some of the sights, have dinner, then stroll
through the White Night. There'll be plenty of time before the train . . .".
"What's this 'White Night' lurk?" he interrupted.
"I've already visited the main places of historic interest," I continued, "but
I could show you where Pushkin died, the balcony from which Lenin . . .".
"What's this 'White Night' lurk?" George repeated.
"Surely you've read Dostoevsky's story about—tell me, when did you arrive
here?"
"Two days ago."
"Have you seen anything at all of Leningrad?" When he didn't answer I
asked him what he had been doing with his time.
"Well, if you must know, searching for some decent beer! Don't go for
that vodka stuff, myseff. And I can't even buy a rare-to-medium steak. D'you
know what the sheila at the hotel restaurant says to me? 'The Government
don't allow underdone steaks'. Can you beat that for bureaucracy?"
"Easy to explain," I said. "The law insists that meat must be well cooked,
for the simple reason that European livestock is invariably infected with
hydatids. You don't realise how lucky we are in Australia."
"You can say that again, mate," said George. "To tell the truth, I've just
about had this travelling lurk and will be glad to get back home. Have you
tasted English beer? I'll admit the pubs there are pretty good, but that's
about all you could say for the joint. And now I come to Leningrad, what
do I find?"
"All right," I said, "I've got the general picture. Now about those
Cezannes . . ."
"Say what?"
"The world famous collection of paintings by Paul Cezanne . . .".
"Well, I don't much go for this painting lurk, but I'U string along to keep
you company."
paid our thirty kopeks, and with hordes of other
visitors mounted the palatial marble stairs. Immediately we were swept along
with the surging tide. I could see George was immensely impressed by the
opulence and grandeur of a former age. He kept dravdng my attention to
finely wrought coats-of-mail, huge swords with gem-encrusted hafts, ornately
gilded coaches of czars and their favourites, richly embroidered gowns and
vestments; but all I could hear above the hubbub caused by innumerable
guides interpreting for groups of visitors was "Hey, get a load of them
sparklers!" and similar comments.
At first I tried to keep near EngHsh-speaking guides, but as George kept
W E ENTERED THE HERMITAGE,
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shooting off at a tangent that proved impracticable. And there was no time
to examine any one item for more than a few seconds before we were jostled
into the next court by delegations of Uzbeks, Armenians, Lebanese, Czechs,
Turks, Americans, Japanese, Rumanians, Mongolians . . . I caught a glimpse
of my face in a huge mirror which once belonged to Catherine the Great, and
realised why troops of young Pioneers from Azerbaijan had sheered away
from me like startied reindeer. I lost George among the priceless treasures
given to Ivan the Terrible by foreign potentates, but found him again among
the ikons. Whenever we got too far apart he'd let out a piercing "Coo-ee" and
wave a copy of the Daily Worker.
I began to feel faint and looked around for a seat—many unfortunate people
could be seen lying prostrate in odd comers of the various courts and
crying piteously for water; but the human torrent swept me onward and
upward until I spilled out among scenes of ancient St. Petersburg. Here
the throng was less dense because some contingents seemed to have taken
other turnings. But as we began to approach the Old Masters battalions of
Kazbeks and miners from the Donbas converged upon us from side alleys and
I was herded from the Xllth to the XlVth century in five seconds flat. Just
as I reached the Tintorettos, the Finns thundered through like a herd of bison.
Those of us who escaped being trampled underfoot were forcibly precipitated
into the tapestry court. Fearing for George's safety, I tried to battle my way
back into the mainstream but without success. In desperation I scowled
even more fiercely and let out a blood-curdling yell. A party of Lapp schoolgirls backed away in terror and I surged into the XVIIIth century—only to
find I had to fight my way back to see the Rembrandts. There I found George
sitting quietly on a satin-covered divan marked "From Nicholas I's private
suite, Peterhof Palace", while an irate woman attendant loudly remonstrated in
Russian.
"This is better than a Melbourne football grand final," said George sarcastically. "Where are those bloody Say-zanes!"
I too sank gratefully onto the divan, and the attendant (presumably) went
off to summon the militia. I was perspiring profusely, glassy-eyed, and convinced my back was permanently damaged. But inspired by George's agonised
cry I grabbed him by the arm and pulled him up a flight of stairs. I must
have misread the signboard, for we found ourselves in the first of the superb
Chinese courts. Hardly anyone was in sight. "Obvious political discrimination," George muttered as he took off his boots.
Privately I had begun to doubt the existence of the XXth century collection,
when we cHmbed another stairway and there before us was an enormous
Matisse mural. The signboard read "Egyptian Collection" but this must have
been an act of sabotage. I felt confident we were on the threshold of the
XXth century, so we ducked around a comer, leaving far behind the roar of
the thundering delegations, and sure enough—there before our very eyes—
was the entrancing world of the Impressionists. George stopped to admire
the buxom Renoir girls but 1 lurched forward until Mont Victoire stood
before me in all its pristine glory. It was for me a profoundly emotional
experience, like seeing our Prime Minister at close quarters.
AH was quiet in these galleries—the other visitors had either fallen
exhausted along the route, got lost in the Byzantine courts, or simply weren't
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interested in decadent French art. I sat on a red velvet couch and carefully
wiped my spectacles. A women attendant with a scarf tied over her head
peered suspiciously at me from around a comer but I paid no heed. This
was a moment I had long dreamed about. For years, on sporadic visits to
Europe, I had been chasing famous collections of Cezanne, without success.
My first attempt to reach the Hermitage, just before the outbreak of war, was
foiled when Nazi poHce stopped the train and sent me back to BerHn and
then across the border at Aachen. Years later I made a special trip to Paris,
only to find the Cezannes were on loan to New York. At the Rijksmuseum . . .
but enough to say that now my dream had at last come true.
There were five paintings in the court. I took my time, moving slowly
from one to another, taking notes. My back was no longer broken, nor my
feet bHstered. Then I drifted as though on air to the next court, like a
gourmet about to savour a selection of choice delicacies. Picasso, obviously
samples of his Blue Period. Exquisite, but—but . . . Puzzled, I returned to the
five Cezannes. How very odd, I thought, looking vaguely around for another
doorway which would lead to the main collection. But no, the only remaining
courts contained Picassos, Braques, Roualts, and led finally to a display of
contemporary Soviet art.
With a mounting feeling of doom I stutteringly tried to question the
attendants; but they either looked blank or kept repeating some idiotic
Russian phrases. I beat my head against a bronze nude by Rodin and kicked
the skirting-board.
"Where are the rest of the Cezannes!" 1 bellowed in rage and frustration.
"You see, it would seem they are—^how to say?—on loan to the Louvre
Musee in Paris, France," said an English-speaking school teacher from Zhelezenovodrk, who had just entered the court.
When George found me I was still in a state of mild convulsion. Some
kind girl—a tunnel-driller from Arkhangelsk, I believe—wiped the froth from
my lips and offered me a drink of kvass; and when I had stopped tvvdtching
I was escorted into the open air.
W E SAT TOGETHER in Decembrist Square gazing disconsolately at the statue of
Peter I—the famous "bronze horseman". The drizzle had stopped and there
were patches of blue sky. George advised returning to the Hotel European
and calHng off the cultural expedition. But I now had a compulsive urge to
improve his mind, so I told him to put on his boots and find a taxi.
It was getting on for 5 p.m. We drove around Leningrad for some hours
visiting places of historic interest—Peter and Paul fortress, St. Isaac's Cathedral,
the cruiser Aurora, Ploshchad Iskusstv, Tavrchesky Palace where Lenin
delivered a report based on his April Theses, Syezdovskaya Liniya where
Lenin addressed the First AU-Russian Congress of Soviets, the Kshesinskaya
mansion where Lenin . . . And after a leisurely dinner we strolled through the
"White Night" as far as Tauride Park. It was the end of term and thousands
of students thronged the streets and squares singing songs . . . .
Later an Intourist guide accompanied us to the station and placed us safely
in our compartment. "So this is the "hard car'," said George. "Looks pretty
fair to me. I'll toss you for the top bunk."
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"They're already allocated," I explained, "Our tickets show we are to
occupy the two lower "benches'."
"She's jake," he said. "Let's go on to the platform and look at the Huskies.
Notice how much they look like Aussies—except for the number of fat women?
A writer must always keep closely in touch with the people," he added
sententiously.
The platform was a seething mass of humanity. God knows how we would
ever have found the train, much less our seats, without the Intourist guide's
help. The scene reminded me of a Serov painting—a scene which had scarcely
changed with the passing years. A large illuminated clock began its countdown—ten minutes to go, nine, eight . . . .
When we re-entered the compartment it was occupied by two young girls.
Neither spoke English fluently. We introduced ourselves and conducted a
crazy but surprisingly effective conversation by using scraps of French, German, English and Russian—plus mime and complicated hand and facial
gestures (at which I was rather good). Both girls were extremely attractive
and they seemed to enjoy our company.
"Pay up," I said to George and he grinned and handed me two roubles.
George immediately took possession of Valentina Sergeyvna, a processworker of nineteen years of age who was on her way to holiday at Sochi on
the Black Sea coast. She was of medium height and had a trim little figure,
intelligent grey eyes and short black hair. In the first ten minutes she told us
she liked dancing and swimming, lived with her widowed mother in
Yekaterinoslavskaya Ulitza, and had read all of Dickens, Galsworthy, O. Henry
and Frank Hardy and had once met an Australian named Joe who worked in
the miners' cooperative (as she put it) at Broken Hill. She was a gay, extroverted girl and had a rather breathless manner of speech.
For my part I was grateful to George for leaving me with Tatiana Ilyinichna,
a 'cellist who had studied under Rostropovich and was now on her way to
give a recital to a fishing kolkhoz near Rostov-on-Don. She was about twentyfour, taller than Valentina, well proportioned, perfectly composed. Her legs
were a Httle less than slender, but her long hair fell over a shoulder in a
thick plait of pure gold. Her sky-blue eyes gazed with quiet confidence upon
the world from beneath a wide and serene brow. If rather high cheekbones
and the poise of her head tended to give a hint of hauteur to her face, it was
redeemed by the softly rounded contours of chin and lips. A typically northern
Russian face, I thought, as I gazed spellbound at her beauty. She held
herself erect like a young goddess. The frock of simple design was becomingly
draped over a prominent bosom. Her incomparably fair skin was as yet
untouched by summer sun. She had the kind of complexion which would later
become a gloriously rich tan, while Valentina's would probably freckle.
Making a quick estimate of the situation I reasoned that, all in all, the
journey to Moscow looked singularly promising. I helped Tanya to place the
'cello on the top bunk and in a burst of enthusiasm squandered my entire
Russian vocabulary. She seemed impressed and kept saying spaseebo in an
agreeably resonant and well-modulated voice—^rather like the middle notes
of a 'cello, actually. She and Val had a lot to say to each other, having
discovered mutual acquaintances and interests, and there was a great deal
of laughter as attempts at translation were made for our benefit.
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An hour or so later, when a conductress came around with glasses of chai,
we had more or less sorted and stowed away our bags. George thoughtfully
had brought along a bottle of champagne—excellent and reasonably priced—
and we all drank innumerable toasts. "Unfortunately there's no beer," said
George, "so we'll have to make do with the bubbly." Tanya was persuaded to
play a few popular Russian airs on the 'ceUo, and the compartment resounded
with song and laughter. Later the giris excused themselves and went along
the passage.
"How would you be!" George shouted. "Looks as though we're on to a good
thing. What do you think of my Httle filly?"
"Don't msh your hurdles, mate," I cautioned. "Take it easy. This is not
King's Cross."
"Look who's talking," he retorted. "The way you were playin' up to the
blonde made me feel embarrassed. Try to exhibit a spot of self-control until
the Hghts go out."
I was about to make an indignant reply when the girls returned and said
it was time to go to sleep. One of the conductresses came in to collect the
glasses and George boldly asked her whether we were expected to change
into pyjamas. When his question was translated the woman turned to him
and said something to this effect:
"I'm surprised you should ask such an uncultured question, citizen. Of
course you must undress. Did you intend to He down on these clean sheets
in clothes which are full of germs from the streets? I'm at a loss to understand
how you could even think of behaving in such an uncivilised manner."
George was profoundly discomfited at receiving such a pubHc dressingdown when all he had intended was Hght-hearted banter, for a moment or
two he fussed about opening and shutting his bag and then turned to me and
said:
"You know, I've just hit upon the mighty truth. The trouble with this country
is that it's run by too many women. If an Australian sheila spoke to me like
that I'd let her have it."
His observation seemed to have an unfortunate effect on the girls, who
couldn't help overhearing. In the ensuing silence George stormed out saying,
"I'U go and look for the bloody jon."
Just then the train began to slow down and finally stopped for some
unknown reason. I went along the passage and saw a conductress banging
on the lavatory door and saying: "Citizen, do not use the toilet while the
train is stationary!" There was no reply so she raised her voice and again
issued her injunction. After a while I heard George shout: "Arr, give a
bloody man a fair bloody go, can't yer!" The woman went along to her
assistant and indignantly complained: "It's one of those Englishmen. They
never know how to behave in toilets!" The train gently gathered speed.
Events seemed to be taking an unhappy turn, I though, as I returned to the
compartment. It was difficult to enter because the 'cello was now placed
near the door. The girls squealed and waved me outside again. There I met
George who said, "The compartment's spick and span but the jon's not too
good. And a funny thing happened. Some crazy dame kept banging on the
door and shouting in the Russian lingo. Wonder what it was all about . . .".
We smoked a cigarette and then went inside. The 'cello occupied most of
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the floor space and George ahnost fell over it. "For Chrissake!" he cried.
"What are we going to do with this bloody monster?"
It was a little tactless and I did my best to cover up, and soon we were all
laughing again and singing snatches of folk-songs. Tanya, I was quick to
notice, had on a most seductive nightdress. She sat on the top berth with
her arms clasping her knees and as she sang she tossed her head to and fro.
She had imdone the plait and her golden hair cascaded over her shoulders
and actually fell below the berth. I stammered something about how much
I admired her hair and she graciously acknowledged the compliment by
inviting me to help her remake the plait. But finally Val had to do the job—I
was all thumbs.
George was rather over-doing the singing by monotonously repeating a wellknown phrase from what he termed "The Vulgar Boatman" and strumming
tonelessly on the 'cello. I could see Tanya was becoming apprehensive for
the safety of her valuable instrument so I suggested he should zip up the
cover and place the instrument on my bunk while he undressed. "Who the
hell do you think you're ordering about!" he snapped and went into the
passage.
The girls in the top bunks were now leafing though magazines so I quickly
changed into pyjamas. Before sliding between freshly laundered sheets I
cHmbed the small ladder and kissed Tanya on the cheek. She then kissed me
quickly and lightly on the lips and hid behind the magazine. Val said something which I interpreted to mean I should kiss her too so I did.
When George returned he was in high spirits. "I see what you mean about
those 'White Nights', sport," he said. "And the moon's up too—a bloody
beaut. I've been taking a gander at the passing landscape. Very pretty."
He moved the 'cello from his bunk and placed it on my stomach. "Here,
nurse this object for a moment while I change into my fancy togs. Wait
till you get an eyeful of what I bought in Colombo. Now no peeping, girls!"
His silk pyjamas were Chinese red and had dark green 'frogs' across the
front of the coat. He seemed to enjoy the merriment and paraded up and
down pretending to play the trombone. The situation was getting better
every minute.
And then George jumped up on the ladder and tried to get into Val's berth,
Tanya, who was in the berth above me, switched off her light and turned to
the wall. Val kept pushing him away and hitting him over the head with a
copy of Krokodil. "What's the matter with Russian girls," he laughed, and
then he stood for sometime trying to make light conversation, looking for a
sign that she had relented. Finally he muttered something about "shut eye",
switched off the main lights and went to bed.
Almost immediately Tanya began to descend from the top bunk, and there
was a temporary diversion as I saw her long legs reaching for the ladder. I
had placed the 'cello near the door and now everyone sat up and began to
give advice as to what to do with the instrument—^when Val also decided to
join Tanya. George and I laughed so much that we too went along the passage. "It's that Russian champagne," he said. And as we all returned together
the 'cello again caused a great deal of confusion.
Finally we lay there listening to the clatter of the wheels. I heard George
say as though to himself, "How would you be!" And a little later:
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"You asleep, mate?"
"No," I said.
"I'm reminded of that yarn about two blokes who met inside the Pearly
Gates. The newcomer asked, 'Well, how would you be up here in this joint?*
'You ask me how would I be,' his old mate replied. 'I'U teU yer. See this thing
I'm wearin' like a night-bloody-dress? It's too bloody long and I keep tripping
over the flamin' hem. See this golden bloody halo? It keeps sHppin' over me
bloody ears and I can't see proper. See this bloody harp fiiey give me? It's
got two bloody strings missin' and band bloody practice is in ten bloody
minutes. There's no cold beer in the bloody joint—and you ask me how
would I bloody well be!'"
"Yes," I said, "upon reflection I see what you mean."
Some time later I noticed the girls had begun a quietly animated conversation in Russian. I lay there in the dark listening to their soft voices, wondering
what they were talking about, enjoying the infinite modulations of one of the
loveHest of languages. To hear girls whispering intimately and earnestly to
each other in the dark is always a delight, but now the cadences of the
language took on an added pleasure. I turned on my side and Iffted a comer
of the curtain . Outside the landscape streamed past—^forests of fir-trees,
plains, scattered vfllages . . . and all bathed in a strange "white" light. On the
horizon danced the waning moon—^pale gold, tinged with red.
I could hear George's heavy breathing. But still the whispered voices continued. I idly pressed my fingers against the bunk above me—once, twice.
Tanya's arm reached down and we held hands for a moment. Then all was
quiet except for the rhythmic beat of the speeding train.
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A SLIGHT INDISPOSITION
Ah it is such
a small malady
as a journey to the mountains
could easily cure
or a brief summer spent
at the coast where the sand
skims the veil from the retina,
impossibly pure . . .
It is not such an Ul
as to justffy grief
or a Iffe-time spent perched
on a thirty-foot pole
—by its nature too slight
for weighty remark
or more than a casual
glance of the soul.
So it is, so it is . . .
and the elderly nod
as the lace of their lives
is fretted away
—nothing is left us,
nothing, they whisper,
tea wiU be early
(or late) today
And memory twines
Hke a cat round their ankles
—^pussy is always
hungry, they say,
nice fish for puss-cat
—^bones are what's left of
the wild leap of silver
way out in the bay.
BRUCE
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CITY VOICES
tomorrow's version of the daily snower
is an ablution of the facial block,
a sprucing of the temples of power.
There will be no tears, just water;
a sluice tapped from all our drains
to do double service . . .
my guilt, and yours.
each cut and thrust of the soap
dins a lie into the skin
which it, of course, will not beHeve.
No, this sunup lick and promise
is a muddy imposter,
(though as I sing under its tears
I wfll not think so).
beneath the feathers, we are wet as ever . . .
stiU waters run black, not deep.
tomorrow's version of the daily shower
wUl bring a quickening of the family pulse
and a postponement of the hour.

BRIAN
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KNOW THE DEEP RIVER

E WAS A short man with a hump and because he knew the river better
than anyone else, he was able to make a living off it. He worked it
from a long black and grey dinghy driven by an early model outboard.
He netted the sandbanks for cobbler, taUor and bream and some nights he
anchored in the deep channel out from Cargen Street and fished for kingfish.
This was in summer when the nights were calm and the big fish came upstream
to feed.
The river was deepest off Cargen Street and he would sit on the middle
thwart of his dinghy, facing the stern with his two rods hanging over the
side, the ratchets on and paper jammed in the last runners to show him if the
bait was being tried. He always had a hurricane lamp on the floorboards
burning out a clean orange light. Once when he had run out of kerosene
he had been almost run down by a launch.
It seemed a different river by night. By night it seemed deeper and
vdder. Even though it had flooded his cottage three times up in the tributary
known as Greenwater, he still had no hate for it.
He was no longer young and he had a hump and a red scar on his left
arm that went from the underneath part of the wrist and followed the tendon
over to the bone of the elbow. He had got this in a brawl when he had been
crayfishing up north.
He was an Albanian and he had a wife. Once she had been good-looking.
Her looks had gone into their child. The girl was eleven. There had been
a son but he had been killed. A horse had thrown him while he had been
taking it for a training run for Tiny McPhee who had his stables along the
river. The boy had been apprenticed only a fortnight and the horse had a
bad reputation. The boy had not been wearing his crash helmet.
He still thought about the boy. He thought about him a good deal at
night when he was anchored in the deep water waiting for the kingfish to
come along and try his baits. Especially when the ferry boat came down and
turned the end of the spit on its way to the harbour. In summer it came
down three nights a week and he would watch it come round the spit, the
Hghts from the two decks skidding over the water and the thump and squeal
of the music coming and going on the wind. He would sit watching the
young people enjoying themselves and that was when the death of his son
hurt him in a special way,
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He knew the skipper of the ferry and waited for him to puU on the whistle
as he drew level with Cargen Sta-eet. Ben Eraser was the skipper's name and
he had a weatherboard house one street up from the jetty. He blew the
whistle for his wife. This was usually about nine o'clock.
The hunchback would forget about his fishing when the ferry came. He
would see the couples dancing or leaning on the railings or kissing in the
shadows at the stern. And the music came over the heavy thumping of the
diesel very loud because of the stfllness.
And after the ferry had gone into the next bay he would feel how his
belly was fuU and tight with his sadness over thinking about the boy and he
would busy himself checking the two rods to see that the baits were stfll
firmly hooked and showing none of the metal.
He knew when the kingfish were about because he would hear them.
They made honking noises. He had caught a good number of them but the
biggest one he had ever hooked had been attacked by a shark before he had
got it over the side. He had brought only the head up. He knew a shark
had got it by the way the body had been torn off with one bite. He had
cursed the shark in his own tongue.
And because he knew the river well, he knew many sharks came up from
the harbour. Few people believed bun when he told them there were nearly
always sharks m the river. He had seen a few and once he watched some
dolphins batter one down by the rowing club. And sometimes there were
great holes in his nets.
He had never found a drowned person in the river but the Christmas
before he had towed a dead man and his dinghy up to the Water PoHce
jetty at Condo Street. This was the man who had set alight to Tiny McPhee's
main stable.
It happened as he was on his way home after fishing off the rope works
for flounder. It was after one thirty and the street lights had been turned out.
The river was listless because of the high tide and because there was no wind.
The water lying between the black reflections of the banks gave off hardly
any of the light from the sky. The moon had already passed over the river
and was weU down on the sea horizon. Because the easterly had not yet
started up, the outboard pushed the dinghy through the water at good speed.
The propeller blades whipped up tunnels of phosphorus. He saw where the
green light at the end of the spit flicked feebly on and off.
He had caught seventeen flounder that night and the biggest was close
to three pounds.
As he passed Tiny McPhee's property he looked over at it. The stable
looked as ff it was made of slate. He looked up at Tiny McPhee's house and
quarters and because he was a Catholic, he said a prayer for his dead son.
It was while he was saying the prayer that he saw the fire start up. It
started with an orange gush that spurted up one of the stable doors. Then
it died dovsm a Httle and he saw a man running down the slope towards the
river. He was carrying something. Then the fire took hold of the wood and
began to grow, the flames smudging out ugly patterns.
He turned the dinghy for the shore and opened the throttle as far as it
would go.
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He ran the dinghy on to the beach below Tmy McPhee's place and by
then the fire had crept to the top of the stable and had spread across both
doors. He jumped out of the dinghy and puUed it up on to the sand. He
reached into it and dragged out one of the oars. They were there for when
the outboard broke dovra.
As he began to hurry up the slopes he heard a boat start up. He stopped
to look for it and saw it moving out from the shore, heading for the spit
Hght half a mile away.
When he got up to the stable the whole front and some of one side was
ablaze and crackling loudly. The heat stung him. He heard the shouts of
the men runnmg dovm from the quarters. He took a grip on the oar and
drove it at the burning door. The heat was already intense. It hit him like
a slap across the face. From inside the building he could hear the horses.
Tliey were squealing almost like pigs. The fire seemed to gulp at the roof.
Sparks spurted up on to the iron and the noise of the buckling wood stopped
him from hearing what the men were shouting to each other. He held the oar
further down so that the heat would not scorch his hands and arms. He
went up and hit at the door aiming for the bolt and the padlock.
But the heat still got to him. He could feel the sting of it numb his face
and arms as his eyes filled with water. The men were trying to attach a
hose to the tap at the corner of the stable but the heat made it hard for them.
Already the fire had begun to eat through the door. The hits with the oar
knocked away some of the planking but the bolt and the padlock still held
the frames shut.
Inside, the horses were close to madness. He could feel the thump of
their hooves on the floor. He kept battering the door with the oar, groaning
a Httle every time he stepped up and had the heat slash at him like a whip.
The stable was made of soft wood and it burnt fast. The men had the
hose going but the flow of water was too slight to have any real effect on
the flames.
When the bolt on the door gave way he swung the blazing framework
round with the oar. He threw the oar down and went into the building.
Both sides of the stable were alight and even some of the roof rafters were
burning. The smoke almost blinded him. In the stalls near the door, two
of the horses had already collapsed. The others were rearing up and making
more noise that the crackling timber. He felt afraid.
But he overcame his fear and hurried down the stable, springing the bolts
on the stalls and pulling the doors open.
None of the horses would leave their stalls. At the front of the building
debris was falling from the tops of the walls.
In the last staU he found the mare and the foal. The foal had been hurt
by its mother's hoofs. It was pressed against the wood at the back of the
StaU, its left hind leg bent a little and its ears twitching about. Its eyes were
filled with the red glare of the fire.
The mare kept whinnying and rearing up, her lips drawn back and her
front legs crashing on to the sides of the stall. Her ears were pulled back.
He shot the bolt back and dragged the low door round. But the mare
wouldn't leave the stall either. She twisted about, bumping the foal, rising
^2
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up on her hindquarters, squealing. The stable was well alight and the noise
of the burning was terrible.
He could see that the mare would have to be haltered and blindfolded before
he could get her out. The foal scrambled to its feet and hobbled down the
side of the stall.
The heat and the smoke and noise made him desperate. He stepped into
the stall and grabbed the foal by the neck. It made a noise and heaved
back. He hung on to it and managed to drag it out of the stall. It struggled
but he subdued it by leaning over it and pressing its front and back leg
against the weight of his ovra body. He suddenly pushed his head and
shoulders under the foal's belly. He straightened up, imprisoning its legs V(dth
his arms.
He began to walk towards the front of the stable where the wood w'as
charred and falHng in. He knew he would have to hurry. None of the
workmen had entered the building. He could smell something apart from
the burning wood and he knew that it was the flesh of the horses. Water
from the hose shattered some boards near the first window. And then some
of the roof came down.
It came down with a rush of air and a lot of noise. The tin feU free of
the beams and as it struck the sides of the stalls or the floor it slewed about.
One of the sheets sliced into one of the horses, cutting it like a knffe. Some
of the wall caved in. Outside the men shouted to him.
The foal hardly struggled on the way out. He had a strong grip around its
legs and the thickness of his shoulders and the hump supported its beUy.
He clattered over the scorching tin and the charred beams. He could feel
the foal's heart beating.
The men had got the other door swung round and he could see their shapes
watching him and caUing. The heat hurt him a great deal. It singed his
flesh. He could feel the rip of it on his exposed skin, like fish hooks going
into the flesh. He could hear the next section of the roof groaning and
beginning to sag. The man with the hose had come round to the doorway.
He sprayed water in at him.
When he got outside, he set the foal down whfle the man with the hose
soaked him. The men asked him if he was all right and he told them he was.
One of them comforted the foal as it stood shiveruig with fear, its ears turned
back to the death cries of the horses over the hoot and rattle of the fire.
Then more of the roof came dovm and some of the wall went with it. The
foal dragged itself free of the man holding it and limped down the incHne.
No one went after it. The fire was too horrible.
They stood watching the flames Hck out the rest of the stable. He turned
away. It took him a little while to get used to the darkness because his eyes
had been fiUed with the burning for so long. He walked off towards the river.
None of the men bothered to call out to him.
By the time he got down to the water the red from the fire had cleared
from his eyes. He looked out over the river. The easterly had started up
and quick shivers of white showed where the water was beuig washed over
the end of the spit.
He stood looking into the black wedges of water that lay around the far
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side of the spit looking for the man who had started the fire. But he could
not see the dinghy or its wash.
He heard the last of the stable roof crash in and he turned about to see a
plume of sparks go up from the orange shell which was all that remained of
the building. He thought of the dead horses as he pushed the dinghy out and
climbed into it.
He started the outboard motor and steered the dinghy down along the
shore to where the spit oame out from the point. Even though it was high
tide the spit was not covered with water. But he knew he could drag the dinghy
over the thirty yards of sand. This would cut off a lot of water and give him a
chance to find the man who had started the fire.
His dinghy was narrow and it was just under twelve feet long. It had a
lot of water in its planks from being always anchored in the river. He got
it over the spit by tugging it from the bow, pulling it forward a few inches
at a time.
There was a shelf of rocks on the other side and he had to walk the dinghy
through the shallows to avoid the main outcrops. Then he pulled himself over
the side and started the motor again.
He spent half an hour searching the next bay for the other dinghy and
would never have found it but for the spot light. Someone on a laimch down
at the yacht club turned it on and swept it through the boats in the anchorage.
He watched the beam lick over the boats on their moorings and as it swung
out into the bay he saw how the beam began to lose its focus, going into a
mean drizzle as if it was running into a fog. But it had given enough light
for him to sight the other dinghy. The beam only picked it up for less
than a second and it came into his eyes blurred and indistict. But he knew
what it was. It was down in the land shadow on the opposite side of the bay
and would soon be passing the pumping station where the river turned into
the next bay.
But when he got to the point there was no sign of the other dinghy. He
went back along the shore looking hard into the land shadow.
He eventually found it where he had first sighted it in the spotlight beam.
It had run into the shallows and was wedged on some rocks. The motor was
StiU going and the man inside was dead. He was a big man with grey hair.
He guessed the big man had had a heart attack. A five gallon petrol drum
was lying on the floor beside him. The excitement must have killed him.
The hunchback stopped the motor and got the dinghy off the rocks. He
tied it astern and began towing it towards the Water Police jetty dovm at
Condo Street.
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THE WHALERS' PSALM
Nineteenth

Century

Felling the monsters of the prime,
the Lord of the world left out the whale,
and still the huge sea-beast is hurled
right-angled against the spin of the world,
rolling the reach of longitude,
crucffied between the poles.
Space becomes time in his bulk alone:
the points of the compass exist in him.
Whalers put to sea and sail
the four far corners of the whale.
Clear of the sea we shall never fetch him:
his life is left a psalm for freedom.
Creation's Bible-beast, in him,
begins again continually,
whose vast contrivances escape
beyond the uttermost capes of the sea.
/. M. COUPER
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Donna Sadka

THE HERMAPHRODITE
meaning

uncertain,

ambiguous,
sexes,

doubtful,

having

two

deformed

HE AMMONIAC SCENT of fowl manure hung over the little valley as I turned
the car down the gravel road that dipped towards the farm and passed
the iron-roofed sheds where the rows of poultry sat on their raised perches.
"In serried ranks assembled" I thought, not sure if it was a hymn or the Mikado
that flashed to mind.
Pippa was in the lower field, looking at this distance incredibly like a boy;
forty-year-old woman's body burnt whipthin, straight and hipless in the old
jeans and faded shirt, and her bare ankles giving an odd touch of innocence.
In answer to the car horn she looked up, raising an arm in salute and pushing
the wheelbarrow against the fence to come over to greet me. Behind her came
Martin her small red-headed son, Fingo the dog, and a cloud-white kid trotting
on slender hooves. As I halted the car by the house a grey cat, largely
pregnant, came down off the verandah to inspect me. It rubbed itself, tiptoed, against a tyre and squirmed onto its back in the grass, exposing the
fecund bulge of its stomach to the sun.
"Meg! How good to see you! And about time!" Pippas voice was as firm
and decisive as ever. "No, no don't touch me— I'm filthy. I meant to clean up
before you got here. You look good!"
"Yes I'm sorry Pippa, six months is far too long isn't it." The impression of
youth had been illusory I saw. The past winter had weathered long grooves
into Pippa's forehead and the economy of cheap, ill-fitting dentures gave her
mouth a slackness that robbed it of its previous natural sweetness.
"How's Andrew?" I asked.
"Oh, much the same. He'll never become reconciled to living out here, but
he's bought a secondhand car and he can drive into town to work every day
instead of catching the train. At least that's an improvement. Martin, come
and say hello to Margaret." She hoisted the child onto her hip. "Don't you
think he's growm?"
"He looks wonderful Pippa—^he's a real boy, not a baby any more—and
very Hke Andrew."
"There now", she laughed with satisfaction and plopped him down. "He's
very good. I don't have much time for him but he potters about by himself.
He's no trouble. He should start kindergarten next year though, he's getting
bored and he needs other company."
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I exchanged smiles with the solemn three-year-old who surveyed me with
interest.
"Did you knit his sweater?" 1 asked.
"Heavens no! I've not had tune to knit for ages. I put the birds in batteries
this winter and it's certainly an advantage in some respects. Last summer I lost
ninety birds through cannibalising and I had to waste a lot of time on debeakmg.
Now there's only two to a cage and ff one rips another, it's either into a
separate cage if it's a good layer, or in the pot. But the market's droppmg
out of eggs so I took on 500 bnds for eating. It pays you know, that is if you
dress them yourself—doubles the price of a bird. So after tea, I usually do
fifteen to twenty birds."
I shook my head, citified, concerned. "But why take on so much Pip? It's
surely not necessary is it?"
She took me up with customary directness.
"Oh, we're not in debt or anything." she shrugged. "We get along on Andrew's
salary, like most of our friends. But if you want more you have to work for it."
The strength in her voice and her slender frame nullified me. I turned to
take my handbag from the car.
"Fingo's getting fat Pippa, he looks positively smug and suburban."
"Yes I know, dear old thing." She bent to stroke the shining cylinder of
the dog's body. "When I'm dressing the birds, I always chuck the heads and
the guts into the paddock. The other chooks eat the guts and Fingo eats all
the heads and comes in absolutely bloated."
The little goat nudged her with its forehead, its dark, wliite-fringed eyes
and pink nostrils giving it an air of fragility, like something from a fairy tale.
"This is my big disapointment," she said, absently rubbing its ear. "The
mother tore her udder on the barbed wire and couldn't hold her milk, so I
raised it by hand—thought I'd be able to use it for breeding. But it's a
hermaphrodite, neither one sex or the other. Itll have to be knocked on the
head—it's no use to itself or anyone else."
"But Pip," I said, conventional urban sentiment making its protest, "Must
you kill it? I mean, it's not unhappy is it?"
"Oh lord no, but it's useless. No good for breeding and no good for milk.
No good to anyone except as a pet." She used the word with a farmer"^
casual contempt. "Look, I don't know why we're standing out here. Be a
dear and go in and make yourself at home. I must get back and finish counting
those eggs or I won't have them ready for collection. Put the kettle on and
I'U be in presently and we'll have some lunch. There's cold lamb and
tomatoes in the fridge." She strode off towards the sheds, tossing directives
over her shoulder as she went.
Lunch was good, fresh and satisfying, with salad assembled from the garden
and mayonnaise rich with new laid eggs. I sat on the verandah nursing a
cup of coffee thick with yellow gobs of goat's cream, gentied by the plenitude
of nature and the illusion of pastoral serenity.
DowTi the slope from the house a young willow yearned over the brook,
slow drops of moisture stringing its winter-bare limbs with crystal, and on the
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opposite bank the neighbour's vines were knotted with the lettuce-green
ribands of new young foliage.
I heard the plaintive bleats of the Httle goat from the field where Pippa
tofled. She had left me in order to "prepare" some birds for a special order
and I could see her now, hoisting the heavy bag of wheat to her shoulder and
expertiy releasing the corner so that a trafl of grain followed her. White hens
answered the silent summons of their stomachs, hurriedly but neatly lining up
to feed on the lure she left behind her. She, omnipotent, almighty, continued
to pour the food with one hand at the same time as she unerringly snatched a
plump bird to hold it by the legs, head down, with the other.
The line of plenty came to an end and she turned into the sheds with two
immobiHsed hens hanging at her side. They would have their necks wrung
with the same efficiency and economy of movement. I was glad I was not
obliged to witness the sacrifice.
The afternoon spun round me like a silver disc. I dreamed of Fatimah and
the Arabian Nights. The white kid's cries ran through my dreams and drops
of blood stood like rubies on the milk-white purity of its neck. I woke to
reality to hear Pippa's voice, unrecognisable, but calling me by name.
"Meg. For god's sake come!"
She was crouched under the old pink-skinned salmon gum at the top gate, her
face grey and hollowed out with fear and the strong bone of her nose most
prominent, the skin stretched taut over her cheekbones. Following her eyes
up into the branches of the tree, thirty feet above us I saw her son, curled
in a cleft between trunk and limb.
"Do something Meg." she whispered at me.
"Speak to him," I told her, shaking her arm. "Speak to him, don't frighten
him."
But she shook her head numbly.
"I can't," she said. "I can't . . .".
Her voice began to rise and I turned swiftly to the boy, cutting across
her hysteria.
"Hey Martin," I called. "Are you a bird up there?" I strove to make my
voice casual, but instinct transmitted its message. He peered down at me
through the leaves, his face forlorn and teary.
"I was," he said. "I was a bird. But now I'm a boy and I want to come down
and I can't." Make beHeve was no longer acceptable. Too suddenly he
recognised himself, small and alone, while his mother huddled strangely
unfamiHar at the foot of the tree, refusing to help him.
"Of course not," I answered him. "Boys can't fly. But they can hold on.
Wrap your arms round that branch and hold on and I'll get Mr. Sharp to
brmg his ladder over from next door. We'll have you down in a flash."
I turned to Pippa. "Now listen," I said. "Stay here and talk to him, sing to
him, anything, but keep him hanging on to that branch."
Her hands were forged together at her breast, their knuckles showing white
and she looked dumbly at me, but as my footsteps thudded rapidly down the
slope towards the Sharps, I heard her speaking in a high reedy voice.
"You know the story of the three bears don't you Martin? . . . there was
Mother Bear and Father Bear and Baby Bear . . .".
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An hour or so later Pippa and I sat over a cup of tea. Mr. Sharp had
rescued Martin with the unexcited efficiency of country folk, and he was soon
soothed and put to bed.
His mother was quite herself again. Her momentary weakness now seemed
unreal, incredible, a leftover from my dream, and she sat easily on the step
rolHng herself a cigarette from a tin of "the makings" she'd pulled from her
pocket.
On the opposite hfll Mr. Sharp's vines were still drenched with the late
afternoon sunHght but the house where we sat and the slope to the brook
was covered in shadow as the sun dipped behind us. It would soon be time
for me to drive back to town.
Pippa ran a hand through her cropped brown hair and stretched.
"What time is it?" she asked. "Four thirty? Lord, the afternoon's almost
gone already! I'll just have this cigarette then I must get back to work."
The cry of the white kid sounded faint and forlorn in the distance.
"That wretched beast," she said, 'It's a damn nuisance! An old couple came
and asked me for it this morning but I persuaded them not to take it. It'd be
no use to them, and besides, it'll cook well in a few weeks, just like lamb."
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FATHER NULLTY SPEAKS
A Motion before the Chair
You know, I wish that Life were arrayed in patterns;
That throats of girls would rise from rows of buttons;
That sport could be confined to playing doubles—
Mixed, perhaps, with carefully chosen couples.
But here am I, a priest, while They—^I mean.
Not They, but certain powers—but they are men,
I would not Hke impersonality to be
Inferred, in fact these men whom I obey—
Yet still, you must not think that I don't think
These things; of course by 'these' I mean the things
Becoming to our cloth. I reaUy am
Afraid I seem to wander—in fact I seem
To have quite lost the point. A game to love!
WeU. Their dress at Tennis now, I can't approve.
These girls with round brovsmi legs and bare thighs
Showing beneath their white skirts so short that I
Can hardly think them meant to hide the flesh
From lustful males' eyes that never rest.
But stray—as I do, from my topic. I
Must beg indulgence. I apologize.
The motion is that white soles be worn
On the Club's courts. I must support the motion.
R.
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DEPARTURE OF A MODERN PHILOSOPHER
He had sockets for eyes, a sepulchral gaze.
At one time, while a G.I., he had worked as a sexton
sorting and packaging blovrai-to-pieces corpses
and, Hamlet-like, jumping into graves.
After that, as an outlet, he had turned philosopher
sorting and packaging word-corpses
for interment by analysis.
He pitched into linguistics as into a pile of bones
Making a deadly investigation of their uses
and parcelling them for distiibution
among his students, youngling sextons
who mistook him for Yorick come to life.
How could they tell, lacking his death-discipline
his Cassius Clay lip and shroud of articulation
that he was merely a skeletal human being
wrapping the skeletal?
But now he has gone to sing in Canterbury
not in the Cathedral, but in the University
his sepulchral philosophic missal;
there once again to seed new trusting flesh
With his special unflowering death-wish
and to seek to introduce and sort and pack
fresh chosen choir-boys into boxes
labelled for burial: 'Forms of our language'.
W. T.
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Ross Haig

MEN WHO TRAVEL

LL THE OLD MAN could remember was the instant of collision, in which
the late sun whirled through the red sky and the black truck was upside
dovra. Then the taste of earth in his mouth, and the knowledge that everything inside was not as it should be, seemed crushed but without the initial pain.
And then discovering the quiet flow of his blood into the ground, from some
source he could not immediately perceive. And the distant shouts, the unseen
shuffle of wooden feet, frozen statues peering down through fading eyes.
There was dirt in his mouth and air refused to come. After that there was
nothing.
Stephen Morris got down from the cab. He felt like puking. There was
no chance, he thought. In the bull-ring or in war there is a chance, but here
there was done. The driver, whom he did not know, at first had turned ashen,
but now he was making a different tune. Fragments collected in his mind.
"Did y' see the old boy? Did y' see the way 'e popped out from nowhere,
without so much as lookin'? I cou'n't do nothin' about it, could I? I got twenty
tons on this baby! Yeh! Can't just stop on a thr'penny bit!"
Nobody listened to him. Nobody seemed to be doing anything. The old
man, who was evidently quite dead, continued to flutter. And the crimson
pool beneath him spread mysteriously wider, as from a spring, or at least
to prove that old men have plenty of blood.
"What shall we do?" Stephen Morris said, still feeling faint. "We shall
have to do something."
" ' E ran out just like that, as if the road was all 'is," the truckdriver said,
convincing himself. "They're a menace, these old boys, that's what they are!"
Everyone else stood motionless and looked at the old man, whose body
had by now uncurled to assume great dignity. His hat and cane lay neatly
by. No door or window opened in that narrow street, nor had others arrived.
"We should call a doctor." a dark-suited businessman said. His pencilbrush
moustache moved helplessly.
"CaU a doctor? Call a doctor?" echoed another. "What for? Can't you see
he's dead!"
When he grasped this naked evidence, even though he knew it, the truckdriver burst into violent sobs. He looks ridiculous, Stephen Morris thought.
Big men who cry always do, like pigs or hippopotami. Now everyone turned
from the destroyed to the destroyer, who was taking it very badly. He was
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saying something. Words bubbled out to justify this famUiar but stfll terrible
scene, but they mingled with his cries, and no-one could teU what they were
any more.
Then came a semblance of order. Wfld faces encurcled the petrified group,
their shouts pacifying the uneasy throb of the truck. The saviour came mnning
through the dusk and spiUed directions. Telephones rang, sirens wafled from
afar. Someone bought out whisky. Another, less optimistic, covered the body.
It was not a duty he wanted. He did not think it should have befallen him
when there were the police and those from the hospital. But it had, there
was no doubting that. So he Iffted the metal horse, and knocked. It was
some time before he heard any movement, and then it came vdth a heavy
scraping, very slow. The door opened and an old withered woman stood
there. He could smell food cooking in the kitchen.
"Mrs. Bryan?" Stephen Morris said, feeling very bad.
The old woman nodded.
"I'm sorry to have to tell you. But your husband was just knocked down by
a tmck. He died almost immediately."
It sounded easier than the way he had rehearsed it.
Then he watched her closely. But for a slight slackening of the face,
already loose, she betrayed no sign.
"Where is he?" she said. "Tell me what happened. I would like to know."
Tell her what had happened? He did not know fully himself, he thought,
but words cannot recount that fearful scene. There was the instant of collision,
and how can I teU that to you nicely. The sun seemed to spin, or at least that's
the way it appeared to me. It spun through the air, and your husband also
flew thjough the air, right over the top of the engine, as ff he had wings.
Then he did not seem hurt; but afterwards, on the ground, I could see he
was almost gone. I hope he had good times, madam. I hope you both had
good times together, and you treated him well, and he treated you well. And
he swallowed a good deal of dirt. That was the unfortunate thing. As if
to add to the ignominy of the situation, your husband, after being stiuck by that
enormous mechanical beast, had quite literally to bite the dust, so that his
charming old man's face was all covered in red earth. It was on his shirt
too, and on his suit. Then I wish I could tell you exactly how it was. Nobody
did anything. They all stood around, and I stood quite helpless too, for we did
not know what to do. Meanwhile, the blood of your dear deceased husband
ebbed slowly into the soil. Perhaps I can express this in better terms to you,
and make it transcend and become universal. What I had in mind is something
about the blood returning to the earth, where aU life goes, from which it
feasts . . . .
"Tell me how it was," the old woman said, because she did not know.
"It was like this." the truckdriver said to the bar-room mirror. His red
eyes glowed through dark furrows. His massive weight hung heavily.
"George, bring two more beers," his mate beside him said.
"It was Hke this. I'd been travellin' all night and 'aff the day as well on
me own. I tell yer, Landsdale ain't never seemed so far! Then I saw this
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feUa, standin' on the road there, 'itchin' 'e was, with 'is thumb right out.
Now you know I ain't one to pick up those sorts. But this fella, 'e looked
Idnda young an' fresh, an' 'e looked fagged out too, with 'is duffle bag lookin'
kinda fatigued itself even. An' I was kinda lonely. 'Adn't said as much as
"EUo' to anyone, 'adn't so much as stopped for a cup of coffee. An' I felt
Hke talkin'. So I picked 'im up. An' you know what a job it is to stop the
truck once she's buUt up speed! WeU, I picked 'im up. An' we started talkui'
. . . about diBfrent things. But Fred, this guy — the thuigs 'e talked about!
You know I ain't no great inteUectual. But this guy, 'e kept goin' aU serious.
First it was the Government, an' what a mess we're all in. Then 'e started on
some guy called Plato, then 'e got onto religion. You know me, Fred, I ain't one
for that sort of talk. An' this young fella would keep punchin' me with 'is fist
every time 'e wanted to make a point. Not that I minded that, 'cause 'e's
only a puny littie guy. But it were distractin', Fred, with twenty tons of
melons on the back! 'Then, worst of aU, 'e started on 'is family, 'ow they never
got on, the old man 'an the old woman, an' 'e even seemed to be cryin' a bit.
I tell yer, I wished then I'd never picked 'im up, but what could I do? 1
tried to calm 'im with a bit of me own philosophy, but 'e got more an' more
excited . . . an' Fred! I don't know 'ow to tell yer the rest! Suddenly 'e seemed
to lose control of 'imself, bawHn' an' carryin' on about 'ow 'is pa never
unnerstood 'im, an' 'e never unnerstood 'is pa. An' then, Fred, on top of
'ittin' me with 'is fist, 'e leaned over an' grabbed the wheel! Grabbed the
wheel, Fred! An' then 'e seemed all strength, that puny little bastard, 'is
'ands were like steel! Fred, it were that moment that this poor old devil run
right out from the side, an' I wasn't even lookin'. Oh God, Fred! I weren't
lookin', I was tryin' to viorestle with this mad kid!"
"Two more beers, George," the other man said.
"What's wrong with you son?" the old woman said. Stephen Morris was
weeping on the sofa. "You tell me my old man's dead, and there are no tears
in my eyes."
"Tell me what's wrong with you."
Images of darkness came before his eyes. The room was grey, the curtains
drawn, and there was the smell of death about.
"You say your father is dead, son? Then we're two of a kind. I'll make
you some coffee."
He's crazy. He tells me my old man's dead. I can't believe that. I don't
feel anything. But he weeps. There's something wrong somewhere. The lawm
has got to be mowed. Who will do it now? It's all overgrown, why did Bill
neglect it? I'm too old for all that. I'U have to buy more coffee, and sugar
too. Come to think of it, that's why he went out, for shopping. I don't feel
anything, I can't believe it. Why don't I feel anything at all? Perhaps it's
not true. I don't trust that young man. The water's boiling. I've got to
get Bill's drycleaning out. There's never enough time. Strange, we are going
to a show tonight. There won't be any shows any more. I don't know what's
vvTong with that feUow in there. He keeps prattling about his father. I can't
remember mine, I'm so old. Soon I'll forget all about BiU, except that I don't
beHeve it's true, what he says inside. How long does it take to forget?
^"^
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"Thank you." Stephen Morris heard his voice saying, from a long way off.
The dark room was fiUed with scraping. Now it smeUed of coffee.
Stephen Morris looked at the old woman. He wanted to tell her many
things, but words evaded him. They linked by chuia, their Hps were joined
by liquid. Soon he forgot the numbuig sflence, the old woman receded in a
sea of memory. Now there was Hght, the soft diffusion of early morning.
She caUed to him, her words drffted dovra from the balcony. Go and look
for your father, she said vvdthout urgency, because now it was a famiUar
affair. He did not come home last night. Go and look for him. Stephen
Morris put dovra the baU and quietened the dog. Can I take the car, he
said, for that made all the difference. Why not, his mother replied, you
might find him more quickly. He was all pleasure and senses, feeling the
weight of the garage door, the shudder of the cold handle, the smell, always
that new-car smell, the ticking soimd as he turned on the ignition. He knew
where to go, he had been there often before. Indolent crowds wandered in his
mirror. Habitual signs flashed by: signs for drinking, signs for smoking, bursting
road-side boards of voluptuous women, tavern signs, neon cafe signs, blaring
music. Which one contained him? Which one harboured his lost father, hid
him from that raucous day?
White heads multiplied before his searching
eyes, but not the one he knew. Voices magnffied and shouted down the
traffic, but none reverberated like that one which seemed to rise from some
dark age when big men tiiumphed and were kings. Then, suddenly, in the
instant of colHsion, he saw him, saw his father's inveterate face, attached to
an aHen body. He saw him floating, with face half-smiling through his terrffied
Hmbs. There was a smell of burning rubber, and when he finally stopped
his father's car, Stephen Morris was shaking and dared not consult that mirror
which so often had displayed a moving spectacle of life, but which now
accused him impersonally of death.
The old woman looked at him closely and clinked her coffee-cup.
"I kUled your husband." Stephen Morris said, and his eyes were filled with
horror.
"TeU me exactly how it happened," the old woman said, because she wanted
to know.
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^t fottrnep of
^ofyx Bonne

3 n t^t hoW^ mtxihiun
He left tl)c sflioate to finb
pj» iieljiation^ of fiiJ! |)cart
^t true nortl) of fii^ mintr.
?|e siaileb bj> retfsi of tl^t siirtnjf
<Inb Manb£i of losit fiop
^l^crt murmur ^^n^ts of marinersf
Cangletr in irtep £(ea rope.
tKl^en Ije mooreb U& pasijsionate craft
Closie to a sirbleb iSJore;
^ttt in trabail tfiat faiti^ful lanJj
^ank to tfie ottuft floor.
iHapping ¥^ irarlieneii Ijemijsiplieresi,
3|e founir loiie'si parabigm
i^aileb as! tl^e anjituer to W fltief
(Bn one sreen lirantl^ of time.
A facsimile of a page from The Journey of John Donne which was published in 1952 in
a limited edition of fourteen copies.

C. O. Leigh Cook

THE MASKS OF MAX DUNN

T WAS AS a guest at a P.E.N. Dinner in Melbourne in 1947 that I first met
the cultivated sophisticate. Max Dunn. I was captivated by his brflliant talk
about art, poetry, philosophy and religion, his charm of manner and his
friendliness. His arrival at my front door some days later looking much the
worse for wear was, however, a little unexpected. But he soon settled down
in front of the fire and by midnight was ordering toasted bread and marmite
and with industrious knife he was probing the pot of beef dripping for the
greaves.
This was the beginning of weekly visits which lasted for years until we
left the State. His pockets were always stuffed with scraps of paper and
old envelopes in something of the manner of "the paper sparing Pope", and
on these he jotted ideas for poems, an effective phrase or two, a few lines of
poetry, perhaps a completed poem. He was always busy, jotting down
notes, garnering material, hoarding his nuts like some wise squirrel. He was
constantly poHshing his verses and we would sit around the fire and share
this lapidary art, knowing full well that on the morrow the process would be
repeated before another fireside.
He would often be at work on a number of poems at the same time. Sometimes Hues would be shifted bodily from one poem to another. Always he
was seeking the more expressive statement, greater perfection of sound, and
the sharper and more pointed phrase. He had a great delight in words, not
only a sensitive ear to their music, but an intellectual appreciation of their
symboHc significance and evocative power. He had a considerable knowledge
of languages and it gave him enormous satisfaction to know that under the
primary meaning of some of his lines lay subtle interrelations between words
that the casual reader could miss. "Love's core is care", he vvnrote, and he was
weU aware of the links between core and care in other languages—core—
French coeur, Latin cor and Greek kordia (heart), and care—Latin cura
(care) and caro (dear). Let us take another example from the same work,
"The Journey of Diornos". "The wound of the sheathen dream" recalls the
two meanings of the words "trauma", "wound" and "dream".

I

He read his own poems beautffuUy with a keen ear for their music. "His
first verses were not applications for poetic immortality but experiments in
rhythms and words". They were attempts to mirror a moment rather than
reflect a permanent attitude or philosophy.
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I sing the truth with smiling Hps and eyes
the music of the thing that happens now.
There were such experiments in onomatopceia as "the Song of the Machines",
"The Train" and "Thunder in the Blood", and satiric touches with an evanescent playfulness:
When my Soul says ta-ta to the flesh
it will make for the land of hope and glory.
But ff one cannot enter that Utopia
without a permit or a visa from some Board,
my soul wfll stand
night shirted in eternity
shivering without my overcoat of dreams.
Max Dunn has been called the mystery man of letters, for there was more
than a faint touch of unreality about his accounts of his early Iffe. He claimed
to have been born in Dublin in 1895 and to be descended from a distinguished
Irish family, and he often spoke with pride of his Celtic heritage. He was
knowTi as Maxwell Walter Dumont Dunn but claimed that he had other names
too, amongst them Adolph and Unyardi, the latter representing an Hungarian
ancestor. He went to school at Winchester for a short time, passing on to
Edinburgh University where he may have studied medicine, and later he went to
the Sorbonne. He served, so the claim runs, with the Royal Flying Corps during
the First World War. His wife died and in 1942 he came out to Australia,
travelling through the United States of America. While in America he may
have visited Columbia University. It may have been his experience as a
medical student that prompted him to get up some sort of a Health Clinic in
Melbourne. At any rate, by 1940 from his obscure background Max had
emerged as a journalist writing for the Argus, Smith's Weekly, and other papers
and magazines, and as a waiter of radio plays. Before the end of the Second
World War he had some books to his credit, Stardust and Clay, War in the
Sky, Pioneers of Aviation, Flying Heroes and Mirror to Mind, but his
real work lay before him and he was content to forget what lay behind.
At this time the late Jack Moir, was President or rather Knight Grand
Cheese, of the Bread and Cheese Club, a literary and bohemian society that
was flourishing then in a tumble-dovra buflding off a Melbourne lane. He
was a source of great encouragement as well as of sustenance to the budding
poet. With his support, and that of others like Professor A. R. Chisholm and
the poet Louis Lavater, Max began to take the writing of poetry more seriously.
In Febmary 1943 his sHm paper-back volume, Random Elements, was
pubHshed by the Anvfl Press of which Max was both manager and proprietor.
In setting up and printing this book himself he satisfied a deep boyish desire.
It was the forerunner of the beautiful books which he was later to print and
pubHsh. The book was an immediate success and further editions were printed
in August and September of that year. The new edition was revised and
enlarged, and contained poems vwritten as early as 1939. Thus encouraged.
Max rather prematurely and naively declared that there was no greater fallacy
that to declare that there was "no audience for verse in Australia". This
success was foUowed almost immediately with another when No Asterisks
appeared in the book shops. It was a slender volume of some thirty-five pages
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iUustrated with Chinese designs drawn by Max himself. He also designed the
format of the book and it was printed by N. S. Eckersley Pty. Ltd., for the
Anvfl Press. The poems show a lyric strain which was typical of Max:
My father gave me a branch of bells
and taught me the strains of Lugh,
my mother gave me a crystal quill
and told where the blue flower grew,
but out of my tears I made the ink
to set down these songs for you.
This sunple lyrical strain became lost, however, in the more conscious cerebrations of Max:
On the I, the upright pin of me.
Ardent, my haloed coil revolves.
Unlike the gestative nebulae,
Brings forth no granite world, evolves
no Eden, for the blind.
A new edition of No Asterisks appeared in December, 1944.
The same year saw Time of Arrival emerge from the press. It was printed
for the publishers. The Anvil Press, by C. G. Meahan & Co., and reflects the
economies which were being enforced during the last years of the war, and
is consequently disappointing as a book. It contains some excellent poems,
however, and not surprisingly reflects the contemporary situation more the
any other of his poetical works.
He is conscious of "the Judas mushroom cloud" that obscures the scene
and wipes out "the movie paradises", and his poem "In an Army Hospital" is
particularly effective.
Here, in the room of whispers, quietly
From the unguarded core slip the taut masks.
Uncoil the twisted motives.
Snapped the wheel of repugnant tasks.
Here, in the folds of sleep, slowly the limbs
Resume the harmony of parts;
But what concord, old or new.
Resolves the dissonance of hearts.
It was about this time that Max decided to forsake the dusty paths of
journalism for the wilder shores of poesy, and for the next ten years life became
a struggle for existence. He believed that the world owed poets a living, but
the Hving was mighty poor and for a long time he could have had little more
than one meal a day. His dietary problems were increased too when he
decided to accept some of the Jewish food laws. Fortunately for him and his
friends this foible was short-lived, but always on Sunday there was a massive
meal waiting for him at Jack Moir's — for on Sunday, in Bridge street, Richmond, Jack kept open house for undernourished poets. Max was living at this
time in rather squalid conditions in rooms behind a shopfront in South Yarra.
He had developed a smoker's cough and his thin hands trembled as he rolled
his cigarettes. He was surrounded with vestigial remnants of better days, a few
fine Chinese ceramics, several shelves of well-worn books, and pictures, one or
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An illustration by Gerald Herbst to The Journey of Diornos.

two interesting ones by his friend Arthur Boyd, an early Streeton, a doubtful
Brank Brangvvyn and others of less interest. He was ekeing out a precarious
living by coachmg migrants in English and by sharing the hearth and board
of his friends.
Max was completely dedicated to poetry. He cultivated his art vidth pamful
and assiduous care. In a letter, in 1962, he gave some account of his poetic
method. "I do manage to get a little writing done", he said. "After I have
got the particular poem down, I stick it away for awhfle so that the feeHng
aroused in the process of vmtmg becomes dissipated and one is now able to
look later at the work with critical detachment. Indeed the hardest job is not
writing but re-writuig". Later in the same year, he virote, "stiU doing a poem
or two, then putting them away to brew".
Max claimed to have graduated from Communism to Christianity. He
preached from Christian pulpits and contributed articles and poems to the
Unitarian Magazine, Quest, a paper that numbered among its contributors men
eminent in the world of Hterature such a Bernard O'Dowd. In 1951 the July
number of that magazme carried this characteristic poem by Max — it too was
caUed "Quest".
When from the street of masks I venture alone
And travel on the horse of the fountain
Past the desert littered with the bones of dreams
Sometimes I glimpse the Fabulous Mountain,
The height beyond the height, whose perilous slopes
Engage none but the undivided heart.
Only the unknown invites our enterprise.
For knowledge is but the recorded part
Of the dark landscape — beyond the thin frontier
Stretches the country we have yet to chart.
Max was an intellectual not only because of the range and grasp of his
mind but also because learning, ideas and dialectic were emotionally important
to him. He reHshed the company of academics and created the impression
that he was one himself. He revealed an alert and flexible mind and a considerable range of information. His knowledge tended to be esoteric and appeared
to be that of an avid reader following assiduously his ov^oi interests rather than
that of the discipHned scholar. Shortly before his death he reported with
some pride and satisfaction that he was a member of a group of people who
met once a month to discuss art, literature and the events of the day. It was
composed of a doctor, a lavs^er, engineer, and so on—"All vdth University
degrees"—a somewhat surprising comment from the product of Edinburgh, the
Sorbonne and Columbia. In a critical article in Southerly in 1950, "Some
National tendencies in Austialian Poetry", Max claimed that for forty years he
had been reading poetry, British, American and foreign, and the foreign poetry
mostiy in the original tongues, Polish, Spanish, German, French, Hebrew and
Italian. He had read, too, in the past twenty-five years, some three thousand
books and booklets listed as Australian poetry. After such bold claims we are
treated to some trite comments about the poetry of statement being more common in Australia than the poetry of suggestion. He further charges that most of
our vmters, due to the directness of Austialian speech, lack subtlety and sensiWESTERLY, MAY 1966
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tivity and tend to be over-expHcit. He then proceeds to discover four elements
in Australian poetiy, the dry, the sentimental, the reportorial and the oratorical.
Bathos could hardly go further. If one is stiU unconvinced that the mask has
slipped a bit, one is reminded of his note in The Journey of John Donne
"printed during the first quarter of the first year of the reign of Her Most
Gracious Majesty EHzabeth Secundus". For one as fastidious as Max the
mistake of "secundas" for "secunda" is, to say the least, surprising.
Through the painful years, the peripatetic poet, moving from doorstep to
doorstep, hearth to hearth, developed his talent; and when he died in 1963 he
left behind him half a dozen slender volumes of real poetry, the harvest of a
sensitive, sophisticated and thoughtful mind. He deserves to be far better
knovra than he is, and for this he is largely to blame himself for he played
another role, and very successfully too, that of a fine art printer. His last books
were designed and printed by him on his own 1730 hand press and were
published in small limited editions. These have been recognised as works of
art in themselves, and have become much sought by discriminating collectors.
The general public has access only to those few poems which have appeared
in recent anthologies.
A significant influence in Max Dunn's development at this time was Jack
Kirtley. In 1926 Kirtley had gone to London with Jack Lindsay and together
they had set up the Fanfrolico Press, now justly famous for its fine printing,
especiaUy of "curiosa". The revival of interest in printing overseas during the
first decades of this century caused hardly a ripple in Australia, and Jack was
eager to return and play his part in reviving interest here in this art. He returned to Melbourne and set up The Mountainside Press at Lower Ferntree
Gully, and in 1949 was engaged in printing R. D. Fitzgerald's poem The
Heemskerck Shoals. This was magnificently illustrated by Geoffrey C. Ingleton
and printed as a large folio in an edition of eighty-five copies, and must be one
of the most impressive books printed in Australia. I remember driving Max
up to Ferntree Gully to see the work in progress, and to give him an opportunity
to discuss some of his own printing problems with this master craftsman.
The first fruit of this relationship with Jack Kirtley was the printing of a
poem which had appeared in Time of Arrival, The Journey of John Donne.
It was printed in 1952 in the same type which Jack had used for The Heemskerck Shoals and the edition was limited to fourteen copies each of which
was signed by both Jack Kirtley and Max Dunn. The paper had been carefuUy chosen and the booklet filled out with end-leaves. It was beautifully
bound in blue leather with gold lettering and carried on its title page "Max
Dunn presents the Journey of John Donne"; "Max Dunn" printed in royal blue
ink and the remainder in black. The poem includes two new stanzas v^oritten
after the publication of the Time of Arrival version.
About this time Max printed and published in Melbourne, The City of Wide
Streets by the Friendly River, a delightful collection of translations from the
Chinese. The title page of the book reads "'Leaves of Jade: Poems from
Dragon Land'. Turned into the EngHsh tongue and printed on a hand-press
by Max Dunn, m accordance with the Chinese etiquette of printing, in the
Season of Excited Insects, third and fourth moons following the crowning
moon of the Sixty-second Illustrious Presence, and sent forth from the House
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of the Jade Bower Bird in the City of Wide Streets by the Friendly River, in
the State of the Golden Acacia m the Fortunate Realm of the Southern Stars."
This edition was limited to fifty copies, was prmted on rice paper, and it commenced at the back in the eastern manner. It was enclosed in a manila slip
cover with the number written upon it in Chinese characters by Max. How
far the poems are genuine translations is diflBcult to say, but they are deHghtful.
Flocks of birds fly away into the sky,
A lone cloud wanders on. I sit alone
With Chin-ting Peak beyond. We never tire
of one another, the mountain and I.
Perhaps there was a touch of autobiography in the following, certainly at
least a feeling for a brother poet.
On top of Fan-ko Mountain I met Tu Fu
Wearing at noon a tapered hat. Dear me!
You've grown thinner since last we parted. It's plain
That you've been suffering from poetry.
Max Dunn's longest and best known work is Portrait of a Country. The book
is described as being "set up and hand printed by the author on a hand press
dated 1730 for the Lyre Bird Editions, pubHshed by the Anvil Press, Melbourne."
It was limited to fifty copies, carries a fine title page, and is fllustrated throughout by aboriginal decorations designed by Max. It was beautffuUy bound in
green leather and lettered in gold. It appeared in a new edition some ten
years later in paper covers with an aboriginal cover design by Frances Burke.
The book was a long time in the press as Max's health was not good, he was
fastidious in his choice of paper and type for the printing, and he complained
often about the ink not running well. The poem is a kind of AustiaHan
Waste Land, sophisticated, but unmistakably and authentically Austialian.
Max found some difficulty in handling the longer work. At times his inspiration
flagged and he could not maintain the lyrical intensity of the poem. It has
parts of great beauty and will be a source book of quotation for many years
to come. He claimed that the portrait of Australia was painted "vdthout
malice or flattery", and many wfll feel that he has been successful in reflecting
the spirit of the land and its people.
Here no green solitude
greets the wanderer
only the silver loneliness
of leaves.
If the poem reflects the primal loneliness of the vast tracts of land the poet
does not ignore the rash of houses that constitute our cities or its inhabitants
who:
In their easy going bondage
grow dry as a wattle pod in the sun.
He views our land and our cities with a critical eye and yet he strikes the
prophetic note of hope for, he believes,
The seeds
of promise, undelivered, wait
for the tolerant season.
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In 1952 Max printed a very beautfful book which contains some of his finest
poetry. This was The Journey of Diornos —a projection in four aspects. It
was printed in Times Roman type and the title page is a masterpiece of the
printer's art. The book is beautifully illustrated by semi-abstract Hne and wash
drawings by a gifted artist friend, Gerhard Herbst, and the edition was lunited
to fifty-four numbered and signed copies. The poems appear as inspned
commentaries on excerpts from an imaginary work The Book of the Seven Seers,
by Vidyamurty.
"When Diornos awoke he walked through the city of the unalive. 'He who
protests not, chooses his own death,' said Diornos. 'Protest is the aflBrmation
of the self, evasion the denial of the seff. I am the affirmer, but only for my
own; I am not the aflBrmer for all'." The Book of the Seven Seers. II - 5 III - 2.
Now the chill light unwraps the grey remoteness
of familiar things, rinses the mordant air,
tenders another design for day. Here,
in the elemental calm, the elms wear
no shade, here the mind mistakes not the symbol
for the object, nor creates the lineaments
of the wish or the fear; here the eyes gather
the stfllness and regain their innocence.
Max had translated the Song of Songs from the original Hebrew, and was
preparing to print it. There was some delay with the delivery of paper for
the work, and he got busy with another Diornos poem sequence, Diornos and
the Far. Unhappily his Song of Songs was never printed, and from the very
beginning he had trouble with the Diornos book. He started work on it in 1955
and hoped to bring it out before his sixtieth birthday, in June of that year. He
reset the type to make the task of printing easier but he was a perfectionist and
he suspended work upon it as he was dissatisfied with some of the poems, and
so the work remains unpublished.
Perhaps his most striking book, and in some ways his most mature work, is
The Mirror and the Rose, published in 1954, it was bound in black boards, the
lettering was in lime yellow ink and the contents were printed on thick Hme
yeUow paper in Times Roman type—Max's favourite type. The edition was
limited to fifty copies and numbered and signed by the author. The book is
composed of eleven short poems each printed on a single sheet of paper as
if it were a reflection in a mirror. "Reflection Six" begins:
So easily and unaware
we enter the hidden country
of the heart when we share
Moments as authentic as the laughter
of a child in the apricot air.
This was the last important book he printed and published although he
had planned other work. He found the long hours at the press too great a
strain and some of his later work appeared in an anthology. Eight by Eight,
so caUed because eight poets each contributed eight poems. This was published
ui 1963 by the Jacaranda Press. Some of Max's poems printed there had
already appeared. "Variations on a Bugle Theme" had been printed in Southerly in 1954, and "Women vnthout Love" in the first issue of Kaleidoscope in
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1959. The latter poem is heavy with the weight of his frustration and disillusionment.
No more the plum-tree exalts the garden; weeds rule,
and desire is the flower of the thorn;
the horned dog growls at the window, and the sleeper
awakens to another false dawm.
But no wish can shut out the final aloneness,
no hope prop up the convenient walls;
for the time is the white-ant born with the house and works
till the faceless demolisher calls.
The last mask which Max assumed and the last role he played was that of
the Buddhist monk. Towards the end of 1955 he had written, "I am submitting myself as a candidate for ordination in a certain Order. This step
wiU not interfere with my writing or printing, and I am taking this step because
it is the right thing to do. The Order is not a Christian one". The next time
I saw him he announced that he had become a Zen Buddhist priest of the
Western Order and that he should be addressed as Reverend. "Where is the
saffron robe? I asked, and he flung back his sports coat and revealed an arrangement that looked something like a pair of saffron coloured braces. He had
been offered a teaching post in a Buddhist University in Thafland but had
rejected it on the surprising ground that "There is no frost in Thafland and
where there is no frost there is no thought". He celebrated his ordination by
producing another booklet on his hand press. This was bound in saffron
cloth and limited to fifty copies. It consisted of one short poem, "Into the
Radiance", and each page was devoted to only one line of the poem. At first
this suggests an amusing gimmick but it was probably designed as an aid to
meditation. As few people will have an opportunity of reading it, I am quoting
it in full.
Regard the void —
The nothing that is.
Ground, seed, flower and fruit of all,
Yet without limits of name and form.
Stiller than a mountain before dawn comes
More silent than the silence after voices
Or the thought of silence.
Only the imperfect moves:
Regard man, drfftsand of time
His wiUy-willy of desire.
His desert of loneliness.
But he who has arrived, is, has passed
The mirage of wish and have, of yes and no.
Comprehends the nothingness of nothing.
Contemplates the void —
And the emptiness is not
This meant a new beginning for Max. He married again, this time a nurse
whom he had met at a Buddhist meeting, and moved into her house at Richmond—another shop-front dweUing. There he set up the shop section as Hbrary,
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study and shrine and entered cheerfully upon the life of a reverend gentleman,
visiting the sick and aged, interviewing people, speaking at meetings and
lecturing on the faith. He was invited to act as Buddhist Chaplain to visitors
attending the Olympic Games in Melbourne. In these last few years he found
new innocence, security, happiness and peace. "The dream once knovm and
lost I glimpse agaui. Now quiet informs my hearth". He had arrived. The
emptiness was not. But his health began to deteriorate. In November 1962 he
had bronchial trouble. X-rays and blood tests revealed that he was not a victim
of the tuberculosis that he feared. The real enemy, however, was just as
deadly, and cancer of the lung claimed him the following year.
Dorothy Sayers once suggested that there were two kinds of poetry and two
kinds of poets, the poetry of search and the poetiy of statement. Max Dunn
was essentially a a poet of search. His life suggests a rather desperate quest
for some sort of metaphysical peg upon which to hang the burden of his
identity. He sought for it in Communism, Christianity, Unitarianism, in MTiting
and in sex. He seemed unable to find a way out of himself, or a resting place
in any faith. He found a short-lived peace in marriage and in Buddhism, but
there were signs that Buddhism was no longer satisfying his restless mind.
Perhaps in hope lay his surest ground.
Time and the wind depose
the generations of men and the trees;
but, although one day my sheaths will be dissolved
Hke leaves into the elements, my years
have made and tempered weapons for defeat
of time. So armed against ambushing fears
I speak in these deaf times, yet know the men
and women of tomorrow hear me now,
and in this fallow davsTi I rise again.
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Allan Edwards

THROUGH PLAY ONE LEARNS WISDOM

The Drunken Buddha, translated and illustrated
by Ian Fairweather, 1965, University of Queensland Press, 69/6.
NEARLY FORTY YEARS ago One of Our bcst painters
then a captain in the Army, was captured by the
Germans and became a prisoner-of-war for nearly
four years. During his imprisonment Ian Fairweather began studying Chinese, attracted by the
calligraphy that has since played such an important part in tlie development of his highly
distinctive style as a painter. He has continued
his Chinese studies ever since, has lived for six
years in China, and now uses his talents as a
poet and a translator in support of his talent as a
painter to produce a most delightful book. The
Drunken Buddha.
The Drunken Buddha is a translation of a
popular Chinese novel about Chi-tien, a legendary Buddhist saint whose original probably lived
in the thirteenth century. Monk, sage, poet and
miracle-worker, the Chi-tien of legends breaks
all rules and regulations, especially those of ascetic
monasteries, and he gets away with his unconventional behaviour because he is unfailingly
witty, poetic and wise in a mad Zen fashion,
especially when he is drunk—and that is often.
At times, indeed, one might be reading any folkstory about the miraculous adventures of the winegod, Dionysos, or the equally screwball escapades
of Till Eulenspiegel.
The society in which Chi-tien goes walkabout
whenever he feels the need for change is refreshingly difEerent from our own in its readiness
to listen to wit and poetry even when it comes
in the most puzzling gnomic form. His poetic
gifts are available in any and every situation—
when he cannot pay the bUl, when quarrels
break out, when parents are overwhelmed by
grief over the loss of an only child, when the
monastery bums down, when funds for repainting
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the great hall are required, or when from spite
the Abbot of a rival monastery prevails upon the
Prefect of the province to cut down the two large
pine-trees that stand outside the main gate and
protect it from the wind and rain—
That day the Chang-lao (the Abbot) and
Chi-tien, unsuspecting any evil, were sitting
together conversing when the gate-keeper
came running to say a calamity had fallen
upon the monastery.
Prefect Chao had
come from Lin-an with a number of men to
cut down the pine trees outside the monastery. The Chang-lao was very upset, and
said, "These trees shelter us from the wind
and weather! What reason could they have
for cutting them down?"
Chi-tien said, "Let the Chang-lao not be
disturbed. I will go and see them!"
The Chang-lao said, "I have heard these
men are very set against you; be careful yoB
do not goad them with mockery."
Chi-tien said, "I will still my heart," and
he went out by the main gate. Approaching
them he introduced himself with politeness.
"I am Tao-chi," he said, "the keeper of books
at Ch'in-tz'u monastery." The prefect then
said, "You must be Chi-tien."
Chi-tien
bowed. "I am that humble priest."
"And you make poetry to mock people,"
said the prefect. "I have come today to
cut down your pine trees. Will you make a
verse of that?"
Chi-tien said, "What is rotten is fit for
satire, but benevolence to man is what this
humble priest prefers to sing. The cutting
down of trees I could not celebrate in verse,
but I can sing in praise of growth in trees
and grasses."
Prefect Chao said, "Let me hear your
verse," so Chi-tien recited:
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"Oh, tower towering so high.
Your branches spreading fill the sky.
Bring shelter to our monastery.
But with the axe they say, alas! that
you must die.
No more your shadows dance upon the
bhnd.
No more your leafage singing in the
wind.
The cranes that scattered with the dawn
Will find no nest awaiting their return."
The prefect listened and pondered a long
time, then said, "You are a priest of great
learning and what has been said about you
is very wrong." Then he sent away the
men who had come with him to cut down
the trees, and he said to Chi-tien with respect, "It is well said. It is good poetry;
certainly it moves a man. The hills around
us changing in the mist, the sound of wind
in the trees. These things can make man
less mean."
Chi-tien listened and began to hum a
tune,
"White stones rubbing make a wind
sound.
Blue mist to the roof still clings.
From the doorway stiU in moonlight
Comes the smell of cooking things.
Birds now pluck the gathered flowers.
Wind will blow the prayers away,
Already in the east reflected.
Comes the pageant of the day."
The prefect listened and sighed. "I have
no such wise words as the master, but I
have made a verse for remembrance and a
smile," and he sang,
"Not by the flesh—but as the moon
Attracts the world of waters . . .
The priest may move the hearts of men
By the power of his pen
To seek the Buddha way,
And in his heart may light a ray
To reach their roots, now lost in clay
To struggle onwards for another day."
C i-tien listened and was three times
gratelul. He thanked the prefect and invited
him in to partake of some hospitahty. When
he had gone the Chang-lao said to the monks,
"This day, if it had not been for Chi-tien
our trees would have been cut down. Quickly
send for him that we may thank him." But
Chi-f^ien had already gone out.
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Of course, it also has to be admitted that when
Chi-tien has taken his ten, twenty, or thirty cups
of wine and breaks into a drinking-song, what
he sings whilst drunk is very different from the
kind of thing we generally hear in an Australian
bar —
One day Chi-tien remembered Captain
Chang of the New Life wine shop whom lie
had not seen for a long time. . . . Chi-tien
after some twenty or more cups of hot wine
was ready to sing. He said, "As your wife is
not here to disapprove, I have a little song
here for you:
Ever a cup till drunk as mud,
Never a sober day.
Regardless of one's reputation,
Or what good men may say.
Drink the lotus flower asleep
And talk the night away.
Until the bright chrysanthemum
Of day."
Captain Chang said, "Bravo! Bravo! I have
by good fortune brought with me four rolls of
fine paper. Use them to write four poems
that I can take with me to my house, and
a hundred years after when they are taken
and read it will recall this moment."
Chi-tien was silent for a moment, thinking, "These words are clearly an omen of my
death," then he said, "So be it! Let it be!"
Chang then feeling in his sleeve drew out
four rolls of paper and spread them on the
table. A brush and ink slab were borrowed
from the innkeeper, and Chi-tien wrote the
four figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 and under each
a poem:
1
Alone on the west lake, the boatman
Knows me and silently poles,
A single bird in the shadows
Sings to the parting day.

Spring light on the water dances,
Mirrored lakeside buildings sway,
Golden patterns on the grey,
The snow, the hills, the monks and all
Are far away . . . .

Redder glow the flowers at parting.
Closer the willows cling,
Over the dark water
Two white herons wing.
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The cold is past and lotus buds
Float on the western lake.
Who will see their petals fall
And drink to their bowed heads?
. . . After a time the two of them went out
for a stroll and talking together came on a
man carrying shell-fish. Chang said, "I have
heard songs in praise of bees and dragon
flies, but never one in praise of shell-fish,"
so Chi-tien sang:
"This creature of the eastern seas
Bom without blood or skin.
Can yet bring blood to beauties' lips,
Embellishment to sin."
Chang said, "That is well said, and though
in play yet contains a truth."
Another song which begins as a rousing bacchanal with.
Drink at dawn and drink till night.
Till throat is lax and belly tight.
Drink until you lose your sight.
Drink until your nose is red,
Drink yourself ahve, and drink till dead
gives us a clue:
With cup in hand, its heady yeast
Promises to the very least
Though he were only cubits three.
He shall have great dignity.
Though after in the street he he.
Is trampled on by passers-by,
It yet was worth the price.
And though for long without a meal
And nothing he can beg or steal.
He yet saw paradise!
If drunkenness the mind bemuse,
The real with the false confuse,
Till everything is overturned.
Then out of chaos truth is learned.
With Buddha in the heart all else is
spurned.
Circled by a monastery wall
Is not to know the world at all.
Outside is all to gain.
Life in which to gather flowers,
And lay them down again.
Late the tavern drinkers scatter
To the song of waking birds.
Still confusing mind with matter
In a plethora of words.
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In the redness of day's waking,
In the blush of mom.
Truth is ever in the making.
Ever is reborn.
When he had finished Chi-tien put down
the glass and laughing stood up. Chang,
seeing he wanted no more wine, and glad
not to spend more money, said, "Since you do
not want to drink any more now let us go to
the lake and enjoy the view." So together
hand in hand they went to the lake shore
and lay down among the willows. The reflection of two hills in the water moved Chitien to compose another verse:
"With limb-like hills and water eyes
Coloured with flowers the landscape lies,
Its voice a bird-song and the wind that
sighs.
On none of it you may rely
As water flows it passes by.
And with the fallen flowers mourn.
And with the birds that die.
A fleeting hour of life to feel
Ere they are cmshed beneath the wheel.
Unreal as a painted boat
Upon a painted sea afloat.
All is impermanent and strange
Cloud palaces and towers high,
Majestically passing by
With every wind their faces change.
And this old priest whose days are few,
What profit could it be to him
To be more permanent than you,
Abeady looking long his eyes grow dim.
Ai!
Have no regrets for what has been
AU is but a passing scene,
All are images that train the eye
In the now to ghmpse eternity!"
Using the language of Zen Buddhism, Chi-tien
is a Lo-han, a direct transmitter of the authentic
tradition of Buddhism, perhaps Buddha himself.
A "liberated" one, a jivan-mukta, he fives and
moves in the same way as nature—^babbfing like
streams, gesticulating like trees in the wind,
wandering hke clouds, or just behaving as the
following passage describes:
His door stands closed, and the wise ones
do not know him. His inner life is hidden,
and he moves outside the mts of the recog69

nised virtues. Carrying a gourd, he enters
the market-place; making his way with a
staff, he returns home. Even in the liquor
shop and the fish market everyone is transformed into a Buddha.
Bare-chested and bare-footed, he goes
into the dust of this world.
Smeared with mud and daubed with
ashes, he wears a broad grin.
He has no need of the secret powere of
the gods.
For by his direct command the dead
trees blossom with flowers.* t
"A flower gathered with laughter," runs the
Prologue to The Drunken Buddha," is the teaching of Buddha. . . . Alone in contemplation . . .
and pure in heart within the family circle . . .
seeking the way is good. But then meeting flesh
and wine how to know when to stop—^how to
play but not be lax—to swear but not be lewd.
When only the surface is seen— what lies beneath is missed. Through play the spirit learns
wisdom—by turning things over, and finding
underneath the traces of the t m e among the
false. Men and pines, waves and bamboo shadows—^rain and the smell of flowers on the wind;
these things awaken thought—but also the desire
that all things should be thus— all of one
measure—and that is not so
He that keeps
a worldly measure missing what is strange and
new, seeking in peace for understanding, loses
the way."
Only a Chinese scholar could tell us how

/O

closely Fairweather's version renders the quality
of the original. What is abundantly clear, however, to even the casual reader is the folk story
character of the narrative—its colour, energy, and
pace—, the cool delicacy and fragrance of much
of the verse, and the pungency of some of the
more gnomic utterances which almost match in
force the sage's favourite gesture—standing on
his head in his trouserless condition "exposing
himself for all to see".
Matching the liveliness of the narrative and the
concentration and grace of the poetry are twelve
full-page reproductions of original paintings in
Fairweather's best recent manner.
Everybody
who admires and enjoys Fairweather's paintings
(and in his last one-man shows in Sydney in
1962 and 1964 every painting was sold within
minutes of the opening) will wish to possess a
copy of The Drunken Buddha ff only for these
illustrations. With one or two exceptions they are
superbly reproduced.
No review should close without the warmest
praise for the general design and production of
the book—cover, typography, and binding match
the reproductions and the text. At 69s. 6d., it is
a quite astonishing achievement.
Queensland
should feel proud of its University Press.
' Shih Niu T'ou, 10. Comment on the last of
the Ten Oxherding Pictures which illustrate the
stages of realization in Zen Buddhism.
f Alan W. Watts, Nature, Man and Woman, Gt.
Britain, Thames & Hudson, Pantheon Books,
1958, pp.119 - 120.
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E. D. Watt

A BATTLE AND AN ALLIANCE

The Battle of Dienbienphu Jules Roy tr. Robert
Baldick, London, 1965. Faber and Faber, 6 5 / - .
originally La Bataille de Dien Bien Phu, Paris,
1963, and The ANZUS Treaty Alliance
J. G.
Starke, Melbourne, MUP, 1965, 8 5 / - .
RETURNING IN 1962 to the valley of Dienbienphu,
Jules Roy saw little sign of the decisive battle
that had been fought there eight years before.
The remains of tanks and aircraft were still to
be seen, but these seemed disproportionately
trifling relics. The victors, who understand so
well the reahties of mifitary power, care little for
its trappings, including military monuments. So
crops grow and beasts forage as tf nothing
happened on that ground in the winter of 1953 54. But something did happen: the nationalsocialist revolutionaries of Asia won a great
mUitary victory, and a greater political victory.
It may not be their last.
Roy's book is not one which will be hailed
for throwing new light on the battle or the war.
Numbers of the major players, including General
Navarre himseff, have written their accounts of
it long since, and Roy is a journalist with no
access to state archives or private confidences
hitherto undisclosed. He has talked to General
Giap, now Defence Minister in Hanoi, but does
not claim to have extracted from him any secrets.
Indeed, he notes that, a decade later. North
Vietnamese ofiBcers would not tell him the number
of the unit in which they had fought at Dienbienphu, nor would Giap confirm a French list
of the forces which had defeated them so long
before. Why? Because "plans . . . were still
in the course of execution" in a "war for the
unification of Vietnam (which) was not over":^
a chilling and informative contrast to the ceaseless, aimless babble of Western publicity, but
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not a source of new information about Dienbienphu.
What justification, then, for publishing another
book on the subject, and for translating it into
Engfish (with a good deal of the French, including some negative constructions which are bewildering in English, still showing)? Justification
must He, not in the material itseff, but in what
the reporter does with it. What Roy does with it
is to construct an account of the battle in dramatic
form, a form which is evident in the very vocabulary: the book even ends with a Dramatis Personae, annotated.^ There was plenty of material
for a drama at Dienbienphu: a garrison holding
out against overwhelming odds; Homeric deeds
of individual courage; even a Nightingale-figure,
the Angel of Dienbienphu, to minister the
wounded. All this appears in Roy's account, as
it appeared in newspaper reporting at the time,
but it is not at this level that the main drama
lies. Roy is more concerned with the captains
who did not fight, and particularly with General
Navarre, who has some claim to the title of
chief villain of Roy's drama.3
The French
government, he says, (more material is certainly
needed on this) left Navarre free to conduct
the war as he saw fit,* subject only to the control
of scarce supplies:
Nobody asked him to take risks which, on
his own plan, he himself had undertaken to
avoid. Nobody placed him under an obUgation to defend Laos.^
by fortffying Dienbienphu in November, 1953.
Few supported the venture; many advised against
it, some of them in the strongest terms.^ But
Navarre was not, by Roy's account, the man to
take counsel. Here, too, a definitive study must
wait upon further evidence.
Navarre's plan — for he supported it. whoever.
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and to whatever degree, may have opposed it —
was to estabhsh by airdrop, in Viet Minh territory,
a heavily fortified camp. If the guerrillas left
it alone, their efforts in a strategically important
area would be paralysed. If they attacked it, they
would be crushed.
Here, for the first time,
French technical superiority could be brought
to bear, as could not be done in small hit-andm n engagements.
The plan failed.
Was it
inherently unsound? Roy thinks not:
"a few intelligent men could have . . .
wrested victory from an enemy whose resources were not unlimited;"^ and
"Lost through the errors of judgment of one
general Dienbienphu could have been saved
through a stroke of genius of another."^
as late as March 17. But there were formidable
objections to it. All suppHes had to be brought
in by air, to a deep, narrow valley which could
be covered by Viet Minh anti-aircraft guns on the
surrounding peaks; tactical air support was rendered less effective by distance, which restricted
the activity of a jet fighter over the basin to a
matter of minutes;^ but most of all, the technical
inferiority of the Viet Minh, both ui firepower and
in transport, was a myth.
To connect an end inseparably with some
particular famifiar means of attaining it, is a
common and serious weakness in military thinking.
Mobility does not imply motor transport; roads do
not imply bulldozers to build them; military
skill does not imply miUtary schooling. The Viet
Minh, it was believed, could not concentrate a
large force around Dienbienphu. Even if they
could, they would be unable to feed it. Even ff
they could feed it, they would be armed only with
light weapons which the French could outrange.
Even if they did manage, somehow, to move a few
heavy guns to the hills surrounding the camp, they
could not keep them supplied with ammunition
for more than a few days.^"
These certainties, on which the Dienbienphu
plan depended, melted away as the French oificers
already entrenched there learned (for they possessed the relevant Viet Minh code) that the
enemy were using tens of thousands of porters,
thousands of horses and modified bicycles,!^
even hundreds of trucks; that air strikes on their
roads were not keeping them closed for more
than a day or two, since they repaired them by
hand; 12 (jj^t the build-up of enemy troops exceeded every estimate; and, most ominous of all,
that they were giving priority to the transport of
artfllery shells.i^ For it was Infallible Artillery—
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theirs— which would settle the issue, the French
believed, ff the Viet Minh attacked:
Whatever happens, we have got
The Maxim gun, and they have not,
as BeUoc sang. Dienbienphu was a basin only
if the besiegers had plenty of heavy artillery. If
they had not, it was a plain, and the French
defences, on low hfllocks rising from that plain,
were formidable indeed against attack from the
vaUey floor by infantry unsupported by artillery.
But here the drama becomes a tragedy of
inaction, for the French, learning of new facts
which upset old calculations, made no substantial adaption to these new facts. They could
have evacuated Dienbienphu before the end of
December 1953, though even by then the camp
was encircled, and withdrawal would have involved them in losses, with their mission, begun
only a month before, unaccompUshed.i* If they
were determined to stay, they could have fortified
the camp far more strongly than they did. Their
bunkers, shallow and frail, were not made to
withstand heavy guns, and did not in fact withstand them. They prepared accommodation for
the casualties that might be expected in a small
skirmish, and filled it in the first few hours of the
assault.i^ Their dug-out communications between
the various parts of the camp were inadequate.
And the very artillery on which so much reliance
was placed, was not dug in, but left in the open,
protected only with sandbags, so that the guns
would have a wider field of fire, and fewer
guns would be needed.1^
(An offer of more
guns was refused, )i^ When the attack came,
the exposed French guns, far from commanding
the field, came themselves under heavy and effective fire from Viet Minh guns that were buried
six feet deep in the hills.i^ The French artillery
commander—^more drama—committed suicide.^®
From March 13, when the Viet Minh offered
battle, there was no time when it went well for
the defenders; but Roy is prepared to assert that,
even then, victory could have been won, but that
defeat was made more certain by conflicts and
inertia among the French commanders, notably
Navarre and Cogny.^o These points of tactics,
motives and personality^! are all debatable, but
it may not much matter, in the broader perspective, whether his contentions are sound or not.
The battle, though large as battles went then in
Indochina, probably killed no more than 12,000
men. It cannot, then, be the extent of the carnage
that made Dienbienphu important. Nor did the
battle destroy French military power in IndoWESTERLY, MAY 1966

china. Much larger forces than those destroyed
at Dienbienphu remained intact in other parts
of the country. It was not this battle, then, that
compelled France to withdraw her arms from
Indochina and to agree at Geneva to Communist
government of the most valuable part of the
country. Roy the dramatist is aware of a drama
at a higher level still. Behind General Navarre
stands the premier, M. Laniel, who appointed him,
and, behind M. Laniel, "the French people" whom
Roy saddles in some sofidarist fashion, with
"responsibility"^^ for Navarre's tactical mistakes.
And behind Giap stands the terrible enthusiasm of the Viet Minh army^^ which their foes
never understood until the end: "the mobflization
of a whole people,"^'*
"naive, submissive, fanatical to the point of
aberration, prepared for any servitude to
come. '25
It sounds Hke Maistre's dictum on the French
Revolution: "a battering ram with twenty mflfion
men behind it," and lends extra significance to a
North Vienamese question to Roy in the 1960's
"why the heirs of the Revolution of 1789
should have been opposed to a movement
inspired by the ideas it had launched."^^
If their insight was vaHd, ff both sides at Dienbienphu were caught up in a revolution almost
two centuries old and world-wide, which both
were powerless to guide, then personal conflicts
and tactical mistakes may have provided, not the
cause of Giap's victory, but merely an occasion
for it.
There is yet another level of drama which
Roy brings out, in the relations of statesmen: of
"The new Prime Minister M. Joseph Laniel,
who made no attempt to conceal the fact that
the Govemment intended to open negotiations with the enemy as soon as the Korean
armistice had been signed,"^^
and who did not intend to spend too much on a
war he was determined to end; of Giap, who
knew this, and mentioned it in his exultant order
to the army to attack Dienbienphu;28 of President Eisenhower, who said
"Nobody is more opposed to intervention
than I am. Nothing would be more tragic
for us than to be engaged in open war in
Indochina, "29
and did not see the Indochinese war as important
enough for the U.S. to intervene in it without
British consent which ChurchiU and Eden were
not prepared to give^"; of John Foster Dulles,
who said that the risks of intervention
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"are far less than those which will face us
a few years from now if we dare not be
resolute today,"^i
but did nothing, so that the opportunity for
raids by American heavy bombers (with nuclear
weapons, says Roy32—we would Hke to know
more of the history of this suggestion) was lost,
or, rather, postponed for eleven years to a less
favourable occasion. It is all admirably done
in Roy's meanwhile-back-at-the-ranch technique,
with flashes to Geneva, London. Washington,
Hanoi, Paris:
"Paris was fawning over the Russian ballet
company which had just arrived . . . ."**
Roy's judgments may sometimes be sophomoric.
His statement that the Viet Minh leaders fought
better because they fought "for the freedom of
their people"^* clashes with his accounts both
of the courage of the Frenches and of the tyranny
of the victors.^® And can the French defence
of Indochina have been simply motivated by "'its
dividends and its markets"^'^ there?
Or the
British refusal to agree to American intervention
equally simply motivated by fear of losing her
Chinese markets?^* Are there, morally, only two
kinds of war, the "unjust cause" and the "crusade"?39 And, in the light of all that he represents for us, how seriously can we take his
suggestion that Vietnam (under Ho Chi Minh,
remember) could have become independent without "repudiating" France.'*" Could "negotiation"*!
(blessed word) have brought the war earHer to
a secure peace when the Viet Minh, confident
of total victory, were not in the long run prepared to settle for haff measures? But this book
is a memorable replay of the drama of "one of
the greatest defeats ever suffered by the West."*^
There may be more of them.

Isolationists, though never as articulate as in
the United States, have been influential in AustraHan poHtics too. They have not needed to be
so articulate, for there has been no correspondingly
strong interventionism for them to oppose, in a
state far less powerful, in what was until recently
a global backwater. Only very lately has Australia departed from this traditional path, in
which she was an isolationist's paradise, as free
from entangling alHances as any state on earth.
ANZUS, the first of our entangHng alHances,
is now nearly fifteen years old but it is still not
widely understood or thought about. It is variously imagined to be a certain guarantee of auto73

matic American protection; or a substitute for
meaningful Australian armed forces, which we
have not got; or a pay-off for Australian assent
to the Japanese peace treaty; or a dead letter,
having been replaced by SEATO; or an invitation to Russia and China to drop on our cffies
atom bombs which we could avoid simply by
not being miUtary alHes of the United States.
The answer to these and many other erroneous
notions about ANZUS is not persuasion, but the
missing information.
This Mr. Starke's book
suppHes. In tres partes: the first, a study of the
negotiations which ended in the signing of the
treaty, showing Australian initiative and, until
the last minute, American reluctance;'*^ the third,
a history of the Alliance which the ANZUS treaty
brought into being—its manner of working, its
developments in the past and some thought for
alternatives in the future;** and the second, a
very full commentary on the text of the treaty
down to individual words and phrases, with
detailed and illuminating comparisons with other
treaties.*^ It is this section which makes fullest
use of the author's legal competence, for international law is law, and a treaty is a legal document, and readers who are not learned in the law
may need to look up an occasional technical
phrase.
This commentary on the text of the treaty, or
even the two and a haff page text itself,*^ would,
if read, clear up several misconceptions about
ANZUS. The U.S. has not bound ffseff to declare war on Australia's enemies at AustraHa's
request,*'' for the three parties have agreed
merely "to act to meet the common danger" in
the event of "armed attack in the Paeffic Area
on any of the Parties";*^ to act, not to shoot, and
the action could conceivably be nothing more
than a diplomatic protest. Likewise,
The Parties will consult together whenever
in the opinion of any of them the territorial
integrity, poHtical independence or security
of any of the Parties is threatened in the
Pacffic,*9
but, having consulted together—the only unqualified undertaking in the whole treaty—they
may not be able to agree on any common action
beyond the issue of a windy communique, as our
alliance, SEATO, did in 1955, 1956, 1957, 1958
(twice), 1959 (twice), and 1960 in crises of some
strategic importance to those members of that
alliance, Hke AustraHa, who have to live in
south-east Asia, as other members, like France
do not. Moreover,
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For the purposes of Article IV, an armed
attack on any of the parties is deemed to
include an armed attack on the metropolitan
territory of any of the Parties, or on the island territories under its jurisdiction in the
Pacific or on its armed forces, public vessels
or aircraft in the Pacific.^"
The treaty does not, then, apply to a territory
merely because it is strategically important to
the U.S., Australia, or New Zealand: western
New Guinea, considered vital to Australia when
the Japanese held it in 1942, was transformed
in 1962 to a state that cannot be described as
friendly, and the transfer, far from being opposed,
was arranged by the United States,^! reminding us
that she has other interests than the defence of
Australia, and other means than ANZUS of achieving them, and that only eastern New Guinea is an
"island territory under Australian jurisdiction"
within the meaning of the treaty.
A further doubt arises out of the phrase "armed
attack". The treaty would seem to require the
United States to "consult" and to "act" if eastern
New Guinea were subjected to an old-fashioned
invasion, and the U.S. has so declared;^^ t u t that
is not the up-to-date way to fight wars in our
part of the world, nor the most effective way.
Much better, and, if our future enemies are
sensible, much more Ukely, is internal subversion
and guerrilla warfare in Australian New Guinea,
armed and directed from western New Guinea,
following a pattern now famifiar in Indochina
and elsewhere. The United States would then
have to consider whether to intervene in a costly
and protracted civil war ("purely a civil war"—
how often we have heard the unreal distinction
insisted u p o n ) , or, worse, assist a colonial power,
Australia, to suppress a rising by a Papuan
National Liberation Front, interested, they would
be assured, in nothing more than seff-determination; and all this with the ANZUS treaty, silent
on subversion, not clearly requiring them to
assist.
Would they assist? Mr. Starke points out that
any alliance requires "good faith" on the part of
all parties to it, if it is to function at all,^' and
this thought gives some comfort—^though it cuts
both ways, and it would be hard to conclude that
Australia has fulfilled in good faith its obligation
under Article II to "maintain and develop its
capacity to resist armed attack."^* But, unfike
some Australian poHticians, he does not think
it enough to rely entirely on good faith, and he
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considers at some length what could make it in
America's own interest to defend Australia.
When the U.S. defended Australia twenty
years ago, she did so without any treaty obligation
to do so. Why did she do it? AustraHan insularity has it that the Americans simply responded
to Mr. Curtin's famous appeal to them. It is
less widely known that the U.S. administration
itseff asked Mr. Curtin privately to make that
pubHc appeal, and diat, by the time the appeal
was made, there were already substantial American forces in Australia. Denied bases in most of
Pacific, the U.S. needed AustraHa, and defended
it, not for Australia's benefit, but for her own.
Mr. Starke contends that similar considerations
will apply in the future if 1941 - 42 repeats
itseff. This seems plausible. American policymakers must occasionally ask of ANZUS "What's
in it for us?" They can hardly have allied
themselves with us, contrary to a policy as old
as Washington and stiff being oSicially affirmed
in the 1940's,55 for the sake of our armed might;
but AustraHan bases, backed by the skiUed labour
of an industrialized economy, might become useful again—and, therefore, worth maintaining and
even defending meanwhile by way of insurance—
if the U.S. were again cut off from Pacific bases,
and again concerned to carry on a war against an
Asian military power.^^
But what if, in such a situation, the U.S.
decided not to carry on the war, but to withdraw
from Asia altogether? Mr. Starke advises AustraHa to become a useful ally, and one worth
defending, by developing its military and still
more its industrial capacity;^^ but he may perhaps not have considered suificiently how much
development might be needed to make AustraHa
worth defending if a China, nuclear-armed, should
at some future date control as much of southeast Asia and the Pacific as Japan did in early
1942. In short, he may not have considered the
soundness, from America's point of view, of the
isolationist argument. Repeated lately by many
of Mr. Goldwater's supporters, but not on that

account to be judged unsound, the argument in
its latest form asserts that the U.S. itseff can be
neither invaded nor successfully attacked, and
is able, moreover, to obHterate distant enemies
with her long-range weapons, and therefore that
she has no interest in the political fate of faraway countries of which she knows Httle—no
interest, anyway, so vital that Americans should
continue to be taxed in dollars and blood for their
defence, still less that those taxes should be increased. This argument, unspoken, but hardly
unthought, by American policy-makers, so far
reinforces Mr. Starke's reminders of the inequality in power^s of the three parties in the alHance
as to make the very word "alHance", with all
its eighteenth-and nineteenth-century overtones,
misleading, though ANZUS has the traditional
form of an aUiance.^®
A little has been done to make the mouse more
useful to the Hon. In his third section on the
working of the alHance, Mr. Starke notes that
an alliance which has remained weak adminstratively has been strengthened by AustraHan participation in American space tracking,^" and, through
the North-West Cape communication base, in
American global strategy, for the base is to relay
radio signals to missile-firing submarines. The
latter development, "one of the most momentous
transactions in AustraHan history", was "expressly
made in pursuance of Article II of ANZUS,
relating to mutual aid to develop the collective
capacity of the parties to resist armed attack."^!
A Htde has been done since the treaty was signed
to stiffen what Sir Douglas Copland, just before
that time, caUed our milk-bar economy. Within
a couple of years the RAAF is to have the F-111,
and even twenty-four of these aircraft, if fitted
with the nuclear weapons which they are capable
of carrying, will give Australia some "indendent
. . . capacity to resist armed attack", and may
make Australian importance to the United States
"not, it is true, the equal of Japan's, but at least
the equal of that of Formosa. And that is a
vast improvement on our present situation."^^
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Ronald Taft

A SOCIOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION

Australian Society: A Sociological
Interpretation,
Ed. by A. F. Davies and S. Encel, Melbourne
1965, Cheshire, 52/6.
RECENTLY I ASKED a Russian scientist, who
had just spent a year here, what he had
noticed particularly about the Australian way
of Hfe. He was surprised that I should ask
a foreigner such a question, and he commented
that a mature nation would criticise itseff and
not concern itseff with what other people think.
From this standpoint, Australia must be becoming mature now, as several books have been
pubHshed in the past few years devoted to the
detached description of our social institutions by
fellow Australians. In the past we seem to have
deferred to the accounts given of our country
by visitors from abroad, hoping that their noninvolvement would provide a reaHstic and balanced picture. W e are now offered a new
volume on the structure of Australian society
written almost entirely by social scientists working in Australian universities. No reader-titiUating journalists and publicists are these contributors; they are empirical men of science, faithful
to their data which they present in more than
seventy tables and figures.
The book is described as a "sociological interpretation", the editors' aim being "to describe
present-day social relationships in this country
fairly thoroughly, and to set a frame for future
sociological enquiries."
Sociology, they define
as "an academic discipHne seeking to illuminate
the results of social surveys (including the census) by systematic thinking about social groups
and institutions". The writers do, indeed, compile and integrate the results of social surveys
from many sources, and for this alone they have
earned the gratitude of social scientists.
Research pubHcations on sociological topics in
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Australia are rather sparse, and the seff-imposed
task of the authors is not an enviable one. A
remarkable commentary on the state of sociology
here is that not one of the seventeen authors
of this book is a member of a university Department of Sociology. The editors are both poHtical
scientists, other writers are psychologists, educationists, historians, economists and social workers.
It is not surprising, then, the book is entirely
lacking in a point of view.
Before surveying the content in detail, let us
consider the omissions. There are two topics,
the absence of which seriously Hmits the opportunity for the book to leave behind it any lasting impression. The first omission is a chapter
on the AustraHan geographical, historical and
cultural content in which AustraHan society
operates; and, the second, is an evaluation of
the society as a whole; its basic values, its degree
of coherence and integration, its dynamics and
its likely future shape. Most writers on AustraHa seem to agree that the present is a period
of change in which traditional values are being
transformed.
As evidence, these writers point
to such developments as the upsurge in higher
education, the extension of middle-brow cultural
interests, the acceptance that Australian Iffe is
basicaUy urban, the extension of company share
ownership to the average middle-class citizen, the
acceptance of industrial productivity as a positive value, a more sophisticated attitude towards
AustraHa's political neighbours, and a tolerance
of non-British immigrants. Not only do Davies
and Encel, and many of their contributors, overlook the importance of these changes, but they
also criticise past sociological writings for statements which may have been true at the time
they were made, but which are incorrect today.
The book needs some type of integrative rounding
off which would consider the instabiHties and
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current trends in AustraHan society.
Instead,
this collection gives one the impression that the
editors contented themselves with blandly asking
their authors to cover a chosen area of Australian Hfe, and that the editors perceived their
role as that of organisation men rather than
scholars (excepting in so far as they, themselves,
contributed chapters).
Let us now look at the chapters themselves.
Appleyard's chapter on population very properly
start us off with an analysis of the characteristics of Australia's population. The only catch
is that, Hke most of the factual chapters, it was
prepared as long ago as 1962 and is based mainly
on the 1954 census. An American demographer,
Lincoln H. Day, presents further data on family
size, fertiUty and divorce. He tackles the question of why fertility rates vary from group to
group and from time to time, and concludes that
fashions and subtle cultural factors play an important part, as well as the more obvious factors
such as age of marriage, state of health, the
availabffity of contraceptive methods and education in their use. Mothers bom before 1900
had considerably more children than did younger
mothers, so also did mothers of rural origin, and
those of Dutch descent. When these factors have
been taken into account, the differential birthrate
between Catholics and non-Catholics almost entirely disappears.
Day makes a vaUant attempt to present us with
estimates of the number of contraceptives sold
in Australia, but boggles at the task of estimating
how often they are used. At least he is above
the tautology that tlie current lowering of the
birth-rate is due to the extensive use of contraception. In an insightful attempt to explain
differential fertility rates. Day avers that, in
terms of values, higher fertility in populations
practising extensive control over child-bearing is
generally associated with: "a greater emphasis on
life after death and a lesser emphasis on the
condition of man here and now; a greater emphasis on the necessity of complying with absolute
moral laws to fulfil supernatural designs or
historical 'necessity' and a lesser emphasis on the
freedom and obligation of man to improve his lot
through rational action; a greater emphasis on the
negative consequences of sexual indulgence and
'excess' and a lesser emphasis on the positive
contributions of harmonious sexual relations to
marital accord; a greater emphasis on married
women as helpmeets and childbearers, with few

(if any) needs apart from those that can be
fulfiffed within the family environment, and a
lesser emphasis on a varied role for women as
individuals." This quotation represents one of
the few sociological generalisations to emerge
from the data in this volume.
There are two chapters on the family in Austiafia; both of them psychologically oriented.
One, by McEIwain and Campbell discusses the
role of the family in AustraHan society, examining
the interrelationships between the family members. The material contains a number of interesting oddments, such as: in 1954 (that date
again!), thirteen per cent of married women were
working, compared with twenty-nine per cent
of non-British born married women; the pre-school
children of working mothers tend to show typical
dependency symptoms; about twenty per cent
of Australian families are markedly disunited;
children see their parents as a joint authority in
connection with punishment rather than rewards.
Despite all the comments to the contrary on
Australian children, McEIwain and Campbell conclude that "all the studies of family training
practices agree that Australian children grow up
under rather strict supervision".
Unfortunately,
for the signfficance of this conclusion, there is
no relevant cross-cultural evidence using the same
techniques in other countries.
The second chapter on the family, by Adier,
an American psychologist at present in Western
AustraHa, does use comparative data from other
countries to assess the respective roles within
the home of the mother and the father. Alder'i
carefully derived conclusion is that the Australian mother exerts more authority in the home
than her counterpart in the U.S.A., a reputedly
matriarchal society, and certainly more than in a
patriarchal society, such as Mexico. Although
the father has his ov/n region of duties in the
home, the mother makes twenty-five decisions
to his one, considered over a wide range of
household areas. Adler presents evidence that
as migrant famiHes assimilate, the family pattern
converges towards the typical AustraHan pattern
which he describes as "matriduxy".
A further group of chapters deals with aspects
of social class, poHtics, urban ecology and educational institutions. In the chapter on class and
status, written by the two editors themselves,
the meaning of class and status is examined with
more than usual thoroughness. Thus, they distinguish classes as power groups deriving from
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economic relationships from status groups in
which one's position is based on the social prestige of a certain way of life. Davies and Encel
make more than the usual effort to use these
two different frame-works in their treatment of
class, but, in the end they are defeated, in this
reviewer's opinion, by the fact that the economic
and the "psychological" designations of class are
inextricably bound together. For example, the
economic status of the labouring classes is both
cause and effect of a certain way of life within
the family, v,'hich in turn leads to the perpetuation of working-class membership in the next generation. In my own work on family structure and
class variables, which is quoted in the book, there
was clear evidence that the "matridux" set-up,
which was described by Adler, was more typical
of working-class than of middle-class homes.
Behind the treatment of class by Davies and
Encel there no doubt stands the ghost of Karl
Marx, haff smffing in his dour fashion, but perhaps wondering whether sociologists haven't learnt
something more about the role of cultural factors
in class behaviour in the last 100 years. The
authors assert over and over that the egaHtarian
aspects of AustraHan society have been exaggerated in the AustraHan Myth, without indicating
that class equaHty and social mobility are still
probably greater in AustraHa than in most other
countries. Davies and Encel dwell on the inequafities of the educational system as the basic
barrier to social equaHty, without sufficiently recognising that this system largely reflects the
complex web of our society. The role of parental
and public attitudes in the stunting of educational
opportunities in Australia is insightfully brought
out by Lawry in his chapter on Education. This
author, however, wins some cheap victories. He
criticises the middle-class bias of our educational
system, but isn't the whole concept of education
a "middle-class" one? He also criticizes our
system for its lack of objectives, but, in fairness,
this is a problem in any pluraHstic, democratic
society. The embeddedness of the education
system in the total culture makes it difficult for
such societies to achieve objectives by manipulating their educational institutions. The Americans are still learning the lesson that, without
fundamental changes within the family and in
social attitudes, the provision of schools alone
will not aboHsh the "high school drop-out"
problem. At the other end of the pole, leaders
of the British Labour Party appear by their
actions to be convinced that the abolition of
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the undemocratic private boarding school system
would do irreparable damage to Britain's educational system, without improving pubHc Iffe
in any way.
In Western Australia, the
educational authorities in a pious wave of democratic fervour, aboHshed Modem School as an
academicaUy selective school, and thus spHt the
academically advanced children into those who
could afford to obtain a private school education
and those who could not. This bit of manipulation by the State can hardly be said to have
advanced egalitarian ideals in the community.
Democracy is to be found as much in the minds
of men as in contrived social institutions.
Davies and Encel's chapter on poHtics, in which
they trace public attitudes and social groupings
related to power, shows a healthy appreciation
of the contribution of childhood influences to the
determinations of political attitudes and afiiHations. The studies quoted by Davies and Encel
of the origins of political behaviour indicate that
the majority of party supporters were bom and
bred that way, but there is clearly a need for
more extensive studies of that important group
who possess' no steady party allegiance
The importance of cultural influences on behaviour is brought out by an all too rare treatment of mral Australia by Gmen. This chapter
describes the social economic structure of rural
communities, and assembles data that reflect the
distinctive attitudes of country dwellers.
The
chapter by Brennan on urban Australia is far
more rooted in ecology than that of Gruen but
it fails to emerge with a convincing picture of
the various city dweller types. Perhaps urban
living is so much taken for granted in Australia
that distance is hard to obtain. Tiemey, in his
quite solid treatment of social services, has an
awareness of some of the special problems of
urban poverty that resists the mass methods of
govemment weffare services. Tiemey presents
the intriguing, and partially supported, suggestion
that community welfare councils may provide a
means for ordinary citizens to gain an effective
voice in community poHcy making. The chapter
by Haitt on aborigines brings out the significance of Hfe values and social attitudes of both
the White and the Coloured sides in determining
the current position of aborigines.
A partisan review of AustraHa's economy by
MaxweU Newton is devoted to demoHshing three
current myths: that (1) ff is a rapidly developing
economy, ( 2 ) it is highly egalitarian and, (3) it
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is a preponderanriy free enterprise economy. His
attack on the latter myth largely centres on a
catalogue of monopoly industries, and he makes
the interesting point that, to some extent, foreign
capital may protect us from the worst features of
of these monopoHes.
There is a brilliant contribution on reHgious
behaviour by IngHs which subjects the place of
reHgion in Australia to a detached and balanced
analysis sbressing both the theological and communal aspects of the various denominations.
The treatment by the Editors of mass media is
also a useful, although rather parochial, one and
they conclude with a most insightful epigram on
the average TV watcher "The bland beam on at
a mirror they take for a window". There is the
standard depressing review of drama in Australa,
by Kippax, and an oddment by Main based on a
survey of the Victorian National GaUery Society
on who buys paintings. The finding that members of "Other professions", "Miscellaneous oc-

cupations" and "Occupations not stated" buy
contemporary style paintings out of proportion to
their numbers (Table 1, p . l 8 4 ) is hardly enlightening. Finally there is an unintegrated note
by Kondos on "the urban consumer" that says
nothing much more than that tea-drinking is
going down and coffee drinking up.
In summary, Davies and Encel have provided
the readers with a useful compilation of social
survey material on Australian society, with, incidentally, a detailed bibliography that greatly
enhances the value of the book for scholarship
purposes. These contributions are hardly sufficient
to justify any claims that AustraHan sociology has
come of age, but at least it has reached its early
adolescence. Signs of a burgeoning strength and
pre-puberal growth spurt are there, but there is
little wisdom or direction in evidence as yet. This
book will, no doubt, make a useful contribution to
the development of maturity in this new academic
discipline.
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MODERN POETRY, for instance,
has no meaning for the common people.
Its function has been lost: it has become
An exercise in garbled verbiage.
An esoteric cult for academics.
In the Poet's Eye, the verse drama from which
these Hues come, aims at presenting this point
of view throughout the whole play. The dialogue
between the Poet and his Friend in Act I is more
or less repeated in Act 11 when the modem
figures of Inertia, Juvenile DeHnquent and Vandal
appear before the poet and present their standards of value—negativity, cruelty and destruction
—the poet standing firm against their taunts. By
Act III, he is in a mood of great dejection and
exclaims in Empedoclean despair that the vicious
chronicle of everyday
No longer angers and appals
Our smug indifference . . .
He is saved from plunging himseff into the hypothetical volcano, however, by the timely appearance of a great Hght which illuminates the whole
stage and welcomes him to "the vast fratemity
of song."
As one might have gathered already, the Victorian author. Beryl Halinbourg, herseff refuses
to acknowledge modern values. There are Greek
choruses of Elders, Poets and New Bards, and
the Juvenile Delinquent and Vandal speak in lofty
strains tmly worthy of Greek tragedy. The style
is stilted and conttived, and in my opinion, the
play justifies its existence neither as verse nor
drama. The action is sketchy and unconnected,
and the message extremely narrow in thought.
(For those who would like to read a more reasonable presentation of the case against the Modem
Muse, I would refer them to a study by Eric C.
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RoUs in the latest AustraHan Poetry Magazine
[No. 4, 1965].) The only way one could present
it with any success on an AustraHan stage, I
feel, would be to read it as a farce!
Patriot's Progress, by another AustraHan, Harley
Matthews, is evidence that poetry is stfll written
for "the common people." His style is colloquial
and simple, with irregular but natural rhyming.
No Hterary influences are apparent, although I
feel that Roland Robinson justly calls him the
"Australian Edward Thomas."
As an original Anzac, his grief at the futiHty of
war is expressed in several poems—neither didacticaUy nor bitterly, but with a quietly sardonic
tone that aims rather at a deliberate understatement. In "Weatherwise," someone forecasts that
rain wiU follow the reverberations caused by guns
at practice.
These guns portend somewhere a flood;
Ground will be saturated soon and out
Of hopeless skies. Who hears
Knows water neither springs
Nor flows one haff so readily as blood.
The book contains several moving pieces written in 1942 from the Anzac Internment Camp
where he was ironicaUy imprisoned on a false
charge that he had plotted sedition as a member
of the "AustraHa First" Party. A longing for his
home and vineyard is evoked by the cries of
native birds, and poems Hke "Resurgence" or
"Return of the Native" are fine expressions of his
love for his country.
Indeed, bush creatures and birds are a natural
feature of his imagery. His patriotism extends to
an intense love for his native heritage. Those
vaHant defenders of the Swan River would appreciate poems like 'Tn the Swamp Now":
. . . There is a plan
Decreed by a brain somewhere.
Drawn with straight edge and square,
Not one inch it allows
For earth's designs or water's fantasies.
The contrast between free nature and civiHsed
man is frequently made—in "Suburban Morning," in "Processional," in "The Ring-Barked
Tree." Man is by contrast with Nature materialistic, imprisoned or destiuctive—a romantic view
which tends to ignore the destructive force of
Nature itself.
But Mr. Matthews is above all a humanitarian,
and his lyrics are perhaps the most pleasing
poems in this book. "Incognita" and "Absolution"
are deHcate love poems, and "Decree Absolute"
a finely constmcted elegy for his dead wffe. This
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poetiy is neither an excuse in "garbled verbiage"
nor an "esoteric cult for academics." The poet's
meaning, his love for AustraHa, its wildHfe and
people, are all manifestly plain.
B. S. Johnson, an Englishman, is another poet
whose simple lyrics catch at the heart. This is
his first book of poems, and he too mourns the
loss of his beloved. Most of the poems are written
in the new syUabic metre made popular in England by Ted Hughes, a metre easily apprehended
visually, but recognised by the ear only ff the
audience is prepared to pay conscious attention
to a dffferent metiical element. Its advantage is
an easier accommodation of colloquial rhythms,
or other rhythms that would be stiained in the
more popular quantitative metre. The second of
the "Nine Stages Towards Knowing" is in syllables:
Abstracted in art,
in architecture,
in scholar's detaff;
absorbed by music,
by minutiae,
by sad trivia;
all to efface her,
whom I can forget
no more than breathing.
Johnson is also adept in the use of a more
tiaditional metre. Six sonnets on autobiographical
events—"Daughter," "An Instance," "At Eight
Years Old," "Clay"—open the volume in a rather
whimsical vein; a Hvely use of baUadic metre is
used in "Song of the Wagondriver," and "Myddleton Square" is a pleasant conceit which uses
iambic pentameter with a fluent ease. In my
opinion, the most successful are those in which
syUabic and stress metre are combined, such as
"Preconception" or the shorter "Restoration":
Wren defined the London airs with spires,
restored a city gored by mindless fires:
So I on ruins try to build the new,
define the void left thoughtlessly by you.
An interestingly dffferent poem is "A Dubfin
Unicom," an old fable retold in three parts—by
the unicom, worshipping the young virgin he
meets in the forest, by the virgin, unaware until
too late that she is betraying the mythical beast,
and by the hunter, who has engineered the whole
trap. "Cwm Pennant: A Sequence" and "Madryn
Castle" are amusing anecdotes of rural experiences—in all, the whole book reflects a quiet
candour and simplicity, as well as a technical
skill, which are highly enjoyable.
Less simple is the work of former University
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lecturer, the 30-year-old Canadian poet David
Wevill. Living in Cambridge for several years,
he has become acquainted with several of the
Cambridge poets, including George Macbeth,
Edward Lucie-Smith, Peter Redgrove, PhiHp
Hobsbaum, Thom Gunn and Ted Hughes, who
formed an intellectual gathering which came to
be known as the Group. Reacting perhaps to the
unassuming poetry of the earlier Movement poets,
they have by now become associated wdth a
poetry of violence, which displays a bizarre
delight in horror. An extreme example of this
can be seen in the two recent books by George
Macbeth, The Broken Places (1963), and A
Doomsday
Book (1965), with their macabre
poems on themes of necrophflia, rape, mass murder and torture.
Their influence can be seen in Wevill's poems,
some of which have aheady appeared in LucieSmith's Group Anthology.
His knotted, rough
style, his use of concrete verbs like "peck,"
"plucked," "crushed," "gnaw," his broken syntax,
recall the "toughness" of Thom Gunn. "Body of
a Rook" correlates lovemaking and kilHng a rook
in a field:
. . . Imagine, of our naked bones
Broke u p on these same stones, that
freed stubble
Mouth jagged as smashed plastic—
Our nakedness breathes and shifts
through warm holes.
Sighs from pricked gaps (the manners
torn);
We know our natures and our flaws
Closer, from such uncharitable hunting . . .
"Desperadoes," like Peter Redgrove's "Picking
Mushrooms," dwells on the image of a murdered
child. Ted Hughes' interest in the natural violence
of animals recurs in these poems, and Hughes'
image of the shark's mouth "That hungers down
the blood-smell
even to a leak of its own
Side and devouring of itseff":
could have prompted the title-poem of this book,
a poem which contains many fine images of its
own:
A long grey feather
Slendering up through the dense air of the
sea—
His eyes of bolted glass were fixed
On a roundness of sun and whited flesh.
Glittering like stars above his small brain.
The presentation of violence in poems like
"Hysteria," which describes a car crash victim,
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"Street StroUer," a nightmare vision of disease,
"Bone Patch," "The Circle," "Donkey's Graveyard" seem almost to be the raison d'etre of the
poems. Sometimes a crude image spofls an otherwise discreet poem—for instance, the last Hne
of the first verse of "Between Seven and Eight"
seems to be at odds with the theme of quiet old
age waiting for the last dignity of death. More
compassionate, and to my mind more successful
are the poems which concern family relationships—"My Father Sleeps," "Elegy for a Live
Brother," or "Spiders," which deals with an unexpected night encounter with his married sister.
Even the more personal ones—"I Think I Am
Becoming Myself," "Third Time Lucky," "Poem,"
"Pisces," "The Virtues"—contain a power in their
very quietness that is lacking in the "rougher"
poems—Wevill's gift for appropriate imagery,
often coimected with the sea, sometimes strangely
surreaHstic,
The sinewy nerves of a cabbage now
Contain my head. Its pulse-count
FaUs to a trickle, under the icing of hope,
approximates too nearly the ranting of the 1940
Neo-Apocalyptics when the images become too
tightly compressed.
It is interesting to place against this book the
latest work by one of the original Movement
poets, John Wain. Wildtrack is a single long
comprehensive poem, following a revival of this
form in recent years. Wain's poem, the "blurb"
on the jacket tells us, is "a celebration of all
those things that bring human beings together
rather than keeps them apart." As the title suggests, the structure rests on a rough journey which
I see as being roughly divisible into four parts—
the progress begins with the emergence of the
Irreducible I, the individual self, from the
Homogenized Man of the totaHtarian State, or of
the Factory. It continues with the reconciHation
of the Day Seff, the rational and humanitarian
side of human nature, with the Night Seff, a
necessary union exemplified in the rationaHst
Samuel Johnson, who at the age of 30 months
was cured of his scrofula by faith.
This chfld's inheritance
( T h r t y months old and not to die)
ShaU be to know the secret dance
Of dream and reason, day and night:
And with his bookish urban sight
To read the language of the sky.
"A Mural of Beggars" opens the third stage
of the journey, a recognition of one's dependence
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on feUow beings—the beggars presenting a picture of the universal human condition:
our seff-sufficiency is an unconvinced
parade
we are aU beggars and we are aU afraid
we must beg each day for the things
that keep us alive
to be loved, to be needed, to walk
upright, to survive.
Man's general need for company is reflected in
the ultimate human relationship between man
and woman. Just as Jearme Duval, here the
subject of a fine sonnet by Wain, represented
for her lover Baudelaire the epitome of ecstasy
and disgust, so the Night Seff sees all Women
in One Woman, and so the myth of an eternal
Eve is perpetuated.
Wain has been criticised for the disrespect of
his passage, "The Rib," in which he sees the
creation of Eve as a "cosmic farce," and God as
the Chief, a trickster complete with jemmy, silken
mask and greasy cap.
The day God sHpped Adam a Mickey Finn!
Did you ever hear tell of it?
Well, Genesis is built
round belly-laughs but this one
is a boffo.
But phrases Hke
No disrespect,
I like jokes myseff. They help one to face
seriousness, by coming at it sidelong,
or
I found
tears on my face. That's how hard I'd been
either laughing, or something,
disclose that this buffoonery arises from an inability of the Day Seff to accept the reHgious
myth. Woman is a necessary part of man, however, and the Envoi makes Katya the symbol
not only of Woman, but of man's longing, suffering and unquenchable hope in the future.
Wain's artistic credo appears in the first few
fines. There is in style no deliberate order or
consistency. Prose, sonnets, rhyming couplets,
free verse and nursery rhyme are equally at home.
The poem moves in a casually cinematic manner,
and images of the Russian poet, Alexander Blok,
and the "officers' whore," Katya, in the snow
coalesce with Henry Ford in his factories and
Huxley and John Wain in England.
The motive of the poem is genuine and insights
of Wain's humanism worth knowing. He displays
the usual amount of intelHgent learning, and the
boisterous assertive voice that spoke out in honour
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of the tiaditional moral values in his previous
book. Weep Before God (1961), is stiff plauily
heard. But despite his serious concern for the
issues of our time, the book as a whole fails. As
in his earHer poems, Wain is at his best when his
imagination is controlled by a tight sbructure,
such as the villanelle or the sonnet. In Wildtrack
an attempt to avoid monotony by variation of
style does result in some intermediate sections
appearing to be carelessly written, and the total
unity is loose and difficult to understand.
Dr. Arthur Lemer is also an academic — an
Associate Professor from Los Angeles City College, where he teaches in the Philosophy and
Psychology Departments. The poems vary greatly
in style, though most are short and economical,
poems like "Closure" resembfing no one so much
as Emily Dickinson:
Beyond the reach
of mortal grasp
lies nature's hand
in tightened clasp.
"Science and Poetry" is a neat expression of the
thought that both scientists and poets search for
vafidity
In fairy tales and myths'
Host of nibbles
At intuitive flashes,
and in other poems we are informed that "Silence
in the library/Is not silent sffence," and that
Conquests of higher space
Depend on a famiHal equation's
Black and white, red and yellow's
Tranquil fusion.
The themes concem also the eternal semantics
of nature, the unknown realms of the psyche, the
relevance of the Bible to modern times, and it
is clear that Dr. Lemer is sincerely trying, as
he says, to help "the individual facing the rhymed
and unrhymed of the here and now."
But he also pays homage to e. e. cummings,
and syntax and sense are sometimes lost in an
inteUectual mire — these four lines come from
"Ecclesiastes Asks a Question":
Emotional lava of eugenic excretions
Directs the wiles of infernal ambivalence . . .
The brimstone catharsis of apocalyptic anxiety
Pulsates its purgative resolve . . .
In all, I cannot make myseff like these poems,
and, whfle I admit to scant knowledge of the
American idiom, I find in them too much of the
pontffical professor and too little of the requisite
communication of human emotion.
FELICITY
HAYNES
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Coast to Coast 1963-1964, ed. Leonie Kramer,
Angus and Robertson, 1965, 2 5 / - .
The Tracks We Travel, ed. LesHe Haylen, Australasian Book Society, 1965, 2 5 / iN THE SIXTY FOUR YEARS that have made the
Commonwealth into a nation, Australian short
story writers have Hkewise built up a considerable
reputation. Based on the enduring foundation
weU and tiruly laid by the genius of Henry
Lawson, an underpinning of sufficient strength to
carry what may grow to be a mark of note on
the world's literary skyHne, the art of the short
story appears to fascinate Australians in good
times and bad alike. Despite cuaema and T.V.,
story by story and year by year the solid core
continues to rise, decorated by various and sometimes charming adornments that will hardly outlast the weathering of time, but are nonetheless
stimulating and attractive to contemporary readers.
The first anthology of note. The Bulletin Story
Book, appeared in 1901. A formidable array of
anthologists have since added their selections
until, today, it is reasonable to suppose that very
few short stories of distinction have been left
to waste unseen in fugitive pubHcations; the
more prominent writers have mostly achieved
their own coUections, but the anthologists have
gone beyond these, as good anthologists must, in
the first place wearily wading through shallows
of newsprint or glossy pages to snatch up rare
pearls and more frequent excellent baroque.
Later editors have been more lucky, as writers
are for the most part invited to offer work pubHshed or unpublished, and even a pack of six
hundred manuscripts it not so gruelHng as research; nor is there so much fear of missing a
gem.
That first anthology was confined to Bulletin
contiibutors, and its choice was made from stories
appearing in the exciting nineties, when for the
first time AustraHan idiom and anti-colonial
accents found a voice in serious writing. That
collection remains a landmark, though not one
to be reprinted: very few names are now remembered even by students of Australian Hterature.
Although stories continued to be published in
papers throughout AustraHa, anthologies remained
rare. It was not until 1941—in the throes of the
Second World War—that Angus and Robertson,
the senior AustraHan pubHshing house, decided to
put out an annual collection of the best AustraWESTERLY, MAY 1966

Uan short stories under the title of Coast to Coast.
Fittingly, the first editor was Cecil Mann, then also
editor of the Bulletin's famous Red Page, and
himself a story writer of distinction.
At that time the short story was booming:
there were numerous magazines, destined, alas,
to become war casualties before long; notable
exponents such as Gavin Casey and Dal Stivens
had considerable foUowings.
The first editors
were able to choose not only the best AustraHan
stories of the year, but in fact the best stories
read by AustraHans in their national papers, thus
giving the fuUest significance to the AustraHan
connotation. Out of eighteen stories ,Mann published only four for the first time. In the second
year, out of twenty one stories, Beatiice Davis
also used only four new titles. The regrettable
closing of pubHshing avenues is clearly reflected
in the 1963-1964 (two years between pubHcations
has also replaced the original one) Coast to Coast.
Selected by Leonie Kramer, Associate Professor
of English at the University of New South Wales,
ten of her twenty four have not before appeared,
and of the remaining fourteen no less than seven
were first pubHshed overseas. To be sure, six of
the seven appeared in the New Jersey Literary
Review, in an issue devoted to AustraHan writing;
so that in one sense this latest Coast to Coast
may be said to note in a marked manner the
increasing impact of Australian short stories
abroad. Of the rest, six appeared in Australian
Hterary magazines, unread by John Citizen, and
one only in the Bulletin. Despite the change that
has overtaken that journal, "Uncle Fred's Christmas" by John O'Grady is a good example of what
used to be regarded as a traditional Bulletin
story. ("The Miracle" by A. E. Sturges is a
yam of the same genre.)
Uncle Fred was a
character: the first line says so; charged with
cocky wit and a fiUip of Lance Skuthorpe tall
story sarcasm, this is a direct descendant from
Steele Rudd's gallery, minus the pathos. But it
is very well done, and serves as an excellent datum
point for measuring the range of more subtle
skills and changed angles of perception that mark
the majority of the rest, reaching the farthest
point in the stories of Hal Porter and Peter
Cowan.
"Gretel" and "The Tractor" are not only the
two best stories in the collection ,they are outstanding examples of the work of both authors.
At opposite poles in personal outlook, these two
writers yet have points in common: both styHsts
(they sign their names in every Hne they write),
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they use words with meticulous loving care,
though to quite different ends: Porter with a
satiric virtuosity that glitters like sunHght on the
surface of a deep pool of perceptive compassion,
Cowan with a quiet finesse that creates atmosphere so drenched in contained emotion that his
immense understatement bares the sensitive quick.
One writer is hurt by the horrors that lie beneath
the beauties of being aHve, the other by the
gross quality of human apprehension; both share
an intuitive perception that explores character and
scene with sophisticated curiosity far removed
from the simpler definitions of earHer generations.
In "Gretel" the death and funeral of a weUloved mother brings a middle-aged man from
Europe to his home in Gippsland and to reassessment of past experience. The 12-year-old schoolboy, obliged to remain home because of an injury,
could well be an autobiographical " I " as memory
unfolds. The revelation that the hidden visitor
is a deranged child, not fuUy reaHsed untfl
middle-age, when for so many years she had been
a symbol of beauty, cries out not only at the
unforeseeable and unpreventable horrors of Hving,
but also at the sentimentaHty of a generation that
hushed up the bitter facts of life; at the same
time there is admiration and warmth for the
personal courage with which that generation
faced disaster.
With "The Tractor" Cowan has moved from
the inarticulate thoughts and sensations, haff
revealed, haff understood, that he has made so
pecuHarly his own. A country school teacher,
city bred, and the farmer she is to marry find
their divergent attitudes to Hfe suddenly more
explicit than they wish, a situation forced by a
local decision to clear bushlands where for ten
years a harmless hatter has lived with the bush
creatures. In protest at this threat to his sanctuary, he damages a tiactor and enrages the farmers.
The girl vainly tries to make her farmer understand that the hatter may love the land in a
different way. ' " D o we have to change everything? Wipe out everything so that everlastingly
we can grow things, make things? Get tax deductions? You don't even leave a few acres of timber, somewhere for animals and birds—" "Animals
and bffds," he said. "You can't stop progress."
"The unanswerable answer," she said.' The gffl,
driven by her feeHng that she wiU be able to
communicate with this man, goes fiito the bush
to wam him that the farmers mean to flush him
out. But she feels he remains uncomprehending,
without speech, his reactions those of a bird or
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beast In the end he is shot as he in fact tries to
get past the other men. The impHcations are
immense, the tffle accents the machines that are
changing the world; the failure of the lovers to
understand their differing points of view, though
both are wilHng, confronts the difficulty of human
communication; as in a wider sense does the
girl's discovery that she could not, as she thought,
reach the hatter's understanding, although in the
outcome her action precipitated the very end she
dreaded. On one level "The Tractor" is an aUegory deaHng with a major problem of the human
situation in this century, it makes an enlargement
of Cowan's vision and power that should carry
him beyond his range to date.
"The Remora" by T. A. G. Hungerford and
"Bushfire" by John Morrison both wring the
essence of experience from two vastly different
scenes. For once John Morrison is less concerned
with individual character. This is not a story to
equal, for instance, "The Battle of Flowers" in
which with almost shocking irony he reveals
through the hates of two sisters how a garden—
OT a world—can be destroyed by hate—or war.
"Bushfire," on the contrary, celebrates the
humanity of man towards his feUows by a
beautffuUy written eye-witness report of fire in
the Victorian forests. Hungerford chooses the
burning sun of a north-west fishing port to expose
the natures of two men, mates since the war:
the swashbuckling Marty, who cannot reafise when
time catches up with his prowess with fists and
women, and the little runt Jerry, seen by a third
man, Angus, as the sucking fish that swims with
the shark. Renewing acquaintance with this pair
at the moment of disintegration, Angus finds himseff wiUing to let Jerry become his mate. A penetrating comment on the fear of loneliness that
drives men to strange mateships.
E. A. GoUschewsky's "The Silent Woman"
deals also with the expediency that forces human
relationships. The silent strength of wills and
values in opposition is developed in a brief story
that packs in a considerable picture of waterfront
activities in a prawning port. "The Widow" by
Thelma Forshaw is in fact an oblique study of
a brutal father, related by a girl who longs for
his death; but when her mother, widowed at
last, contemplates re-marriage, the furious child
attacks the suitor. At once racy and poignant,
salted with this author's ironic humour, the device
is admirably suited to illumination of ambivalent
emotions.
M. G. Vincent's different gusto evokes a glori86

ous picture of an eccentric whose beloved shanty
is overtaken by expanding suburbia, so that his
exotic livestock and original efforts at house
decoration and privacy rouse the antagonism of
the local council. This is an hffarious tilt at contemporary conventional preoccupation with unification, far removed from the corroding denigration of Thea Astley's account of an afternnoon
jaunt undertaken by two city comrades-in-drink
to Hsten to a suburban poetry reading by a
Communist poet; and ending in homosexual disillusion. Overtones of Patrick White—or can it
be Hal Porter—or both?—despoil the acid bitterness of Astley's normally astringent satire.
Seven of the stories centre on youth, three
concerned with the nature of evil. G. M. Glaskin,
always at his best when occupied with the imaginative intuitions of a boy's mind, uses "Boy at
Play," packed with suspense and horror, an imagined murder and a real one, to uncover the bleak
loneliness that can overtake a child deprived of
his imaginary world. H. H. Wilson in "SundaySchool Picnic" ponders the eternal paradox of the
appreciation of beauty and the will to evil combined in a human mind. A simple incident of a
little girl who loves wildflowers and a nasty old
man who cherishes a boronia bush, opens a door
on philosophical immensity. Differently accented
is Gwen Kelly's Sunday School story—another
old man whose apparently innocuous approaches
are distmsted by a mother despite her small
daughter's interest and affection; a sharp comment, with characters mainly projected in observed dialogue, on the chasms separating adult
and chfldish minds.
Margaret Trist employs her sure, deHcate
insight to catch adolescents at the moment of
nest-leaving, so unsure, so certain, so fuU of
delight in flying alone: her boy and girl, for aU
their contemporary veracity and knowledge, stfll
possessed by the real innocence of youth, are
deliciously exposed in a first encounter. R.
Thomson catches a younger, more agonising
moment, when the growth of male strength completely reverses the relationship of two chffdren:
a moment of disillusion for both boy and gffl, on
different levels. Hugh Atkinson's 14-year-old, however, "goes it alone," mnning off in an old Ford—
a rather mannered picture, with a breath of
humour and some charm of "traiHng clouds," but
one cannot escape feeling it a parable first and
foremost. At the opposite pole, Brian McPhee's
pair of urchins romp through a bicycle race.
Two stories are unexpectedly original, but
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neither lives up to expectation. David Martin sets
out to prove that "Every Man Has His Price" in
first person discussion with a woman novcHst:
together they seek a plot hinging on a lottery win
that wiU prove the point. "Impasse" by Barry
DowHng essays a terrifying exhumation of moral
skeletons in paternal pasts that involve sons;
s.p. betting and poUce procedure comes into
question, and the whole matter of community
morality; a big theme not quite brought under
control, some structural jerkiness undermining
its stiength.
Desmond O'Grady's "Doctor Deju" is about
migrants, a satffic episode of the biter bit variety,
whfle Heuasz NonveiUer has a long story about
a migrant youth and success that eventuaUy
turns the tables on the man who had led him,
falsely, to migrate. "A Really Splendid Evening"
cuts closer to the bone—in a few pages Lesley
Rowlands compresses deserts of international misunderstanding into an Austialian business dinner
with a visiting Indian.
The selection has a wide range of Australian
scene, with considerable variety of character, and,
as has been noted, offers a number of stories that
show opposite, or reverse, sides of similar emotional tensions. GeneraUy speaking, the writing
standard is high, and in several instances would
be outstanding in any company. It is the overaU
variety of approach and the marked interest in
fllumination of motive rather than in incident and
scene for their own sakes that estabfishes the
distance tiaversed by AustraHan short story writers
in sixty-odd years.
The Tracks We Travel is another anthology
that appears Hkely to continue. This Third CoUection was edffed by Leslie Haylen, playwright,
journaHst, editor, and former member of the
Federal Parliament. Mr. Haylen chose twenty
one from three hundred offered, of which
only four had appeared before, three in Overland. The Jobs we Do rather than Tracks
TraveUed would perhaps in this instance be
an apter title: in conjunction the stories give
a very good account of works in progress, or
of what it is Hke to labour at various jobs in
AustiaHa, industrial or otherwise. Photographs
and short biographical notes of the authors head
the items, a matter of interest as many are newcomers. With few exceptions, the majority follow
the traditional line, with a strong sociaHst bias.
Morrison's "Bushfire" appears again, better than
ever amongst less assured craftsmen. Dorothy
Hewett's "The Wire Fences of Jarrabin" is one
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of her best stories. With skill and subtle impHcation she contrasts divided communities in a
small country town, using two small white Australian girls and their Aboriginal counterparts
in a very human situation that illuminates the
dfffering aims of capitaHsm and sociaHsm. An
exceUent comment, the point is driven home
rather much by a postscript paragraph—quite in
the Henry Lawson tradition, but nonetheless
redundant except as propaganda. Katharine Susannah Prichard's "Sour Sap" suffers at the end from
similar expHcit poHtical accent: this story of
smaU orchardists and a woman won to community interests by the help given in hours of need
has the vivid reality that marks the least of this
author's stories, added to the grace and ease of
a distinguished writer who knows exactiy how to
say what she wishes as she portiays a particular
way of Hfe.
Surprisigly Coast to Coast has no story about
Aborigines; this collection has several, although
none touch the high success of "The Wire Fences
of Jarrabin." In "Cry My Bones" Morva Cogan
uses tribal custom to lead a haff-caste doctor to
return to his native "country" by overland truck,
carrying with him the body of a smaU boy of
his mother's tribe. His conversation with the
truckers and the weU-kept secret of his birth give
tension to a situation tinged with pity for the
invidious pUght of full-bloods and half-castes.
Ron TulHpan goes back in time through the
device of a shooting party to uncover one of the
massacres of blacks that darkened our early days:
told in matter-of-fact statement, with passing
comments on the countryside, the horror remains.
Sydney today stands behind the Maori of Gordon
Spencer's "A Tree on Your Chest"—a bleak city
for a young house-painter whose fellow workers
bait him viciously because of his colour, until he
slings a punch, and waDcs out. Wandering through
the stieets he eventually reaches Hyde Park,
where an anti-bomb procession is forming. Asked
to join, he refuses, only to retum in the end
after being refused by a pubHcan who thought
him Aboriginal.
There is a haff-caste, too, in Helen Brown's
tale of a bush walk in which a woman wanders
off from the camp she is sharing with her family
and some friends aU intellectuals trying a holiday
Hfe of "Back to Basics" in their "Dear Wilderness." The walk and what she sees changes her
mood. "For a few weeks each year we were
romantic Aborigines. It had seemed Hght heartedly heroic, but the fat blonde woman and the
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haff-caste had turned ff aU a Ifftle phony. They
fished because they had to."
Griffith Watkins uses "A Dream of PeHcans,"
with passages of poetic beauty, recollections of
die lovely days of youth, to crystaHse a man's
nostalgia for lost freedom and the boredom of
mediocre marriage and tedious job. Very slight,
it is both explicit, evocative, and satisfying.
Frank Hardy's gambler shows a wretched bootmaker reduced to the utinost poverty through
obsessive desire to pick the card. A smaU countiytown background appears to be stiU ui the throes
of the Depression; but gamblers are the same
in good times and bad; Hardy does not spare
his, or excuse the physical and spiritual degeneration his vice entails for his family. This has the
ring of miserable trath. On the other hand Joan
Hendry uses a widow, unable to buy her son his
first long tiousers, to assist her story of threatened
factory retrenchment defeated by concerted
action on the part of the women workers: propaganda in terms of an unconvincing human story.
Vera Deacon faffs into the same m t with "Steel
is My Flesh." Merv Lilley pulls no punches in
"The Aftermath" but, written with masculine
gusto, and entirely knowledgeable, this story of
scabs in the shearing sheds makes aU its points
with unforced and unaffected ease. Of the other
"job" stories, "The Bridge" and "Midnight Shfft"
are vivid and convincing enough. A legendary
horse named "The Nob" offers a passage of horsebreaking, and Sutton Woodfield's racing tale
romps to a finish as neat as it is absurd. R. A.
Moncrieff's story of a dingo pup that is nearly
burnt to death by an aeroplane disaster that
destroys all around, is a nature story with a dffference, touched by the splendour of the Great
Divide, fiUed with sympathy for dogs and men.
Two satires are amusing. In "We Have Good
Leaders," Arthur Staples has a pleasing tflt at
passing the buck in a machine tool factory. Lloyd
Davies moves with sophisticated assurance through
red tape and all official procedure.
HENRIETTA
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Higher Education in Australia, ed. E. L. Wheelwright, F. W. Cheshire, 1965, 5 0 / - .
COLLECTIONS OF ESSAYS or papers by different
contributors aimed at covering together a given
field, a period of history or various perspectives
of a common theme seldom, if ever, add up
to a satisfactory and unified work. Individually
the essays may be excellent, but more often
than not one leaves a published
symposium
confused by a succession of corffHcting arguments
which, ff they are well-argued, wiU tend to lead
one through a series of contradictory attitudes,
so that one is convinced of the persuasiveness of
the authors, admires their cleverness, but is left
meditating on the fundamenntal elusiveness of
tmth. This might have been the effect of Higher
Education in Australia, had aU the contributions
been of the standard of those of H. Stietton,
D. S. Anderson and G. Howie. Sadly for higher
education in AustraHa they were not. Although
there is much that is good in the book—an array
of interesting facts and figures, some intelHgent
suggestions for change and experiment, cogent
analysis of shortcomings in various sectors of AustraHan tertiary education today—^there are also
too many instances of academic bfinkers, unacademic prejudices and, one has to say it, academic
lack of imagination. The overall disunity of the
book is, moreover, intensified by the inclusion of
commentaries, at least partially critical, foUowing
some of the contributions. One would feel happier
coming across the essays in this book separately in
the pedagogical journals or in a modified form
even in the columns of newspapers. The advantage
of having them produced this way is perhaps that
here they are in a handy and manageable form.
Their subject is vital to the future of this country.
Despite their failings they bring u p questions
that should be pondered by a wide cross-section
of society, and ff this book succeeds in stimulating thought and interest in these questions it wiU
have served an invaluable purpose.
The articles in the book were originally written
for a conference organised by the Federation of
Australian University Staff Associations in May,
1964. According to the editor, E. L. Wheelwright,
"the subjects selected were fundamental, in the
crucial areas of higher education, universities,
technical and technological education, and the
education of teachers, for which contributors of
proven competence were known to be available.
The main subjects discussed are the role of
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higher education in society, supply and demand
in higher education, the dilemma of whether to
expand existing universities or create new and
smaUer ones, problems of students and technological education, the possibility of insisting that
all teachers in future should be trained and
educated at universities, and the effect of teacher
scholarships at universities. But innumerable other
questions are brought in more or less in passing.
One would have liked to have seen included in
the symposium more about university govemment,
which only Stietton considers in any detail; more
concrete treatment, with tangible examples, of
die educational aims of university teachers; a
discussion of the amount and distiibution of
research moneys (again Stretton touches on this);
more about the relationship of research and teaching in the universities. Stiidents, who to my mind
should have been cential to a symposium of this
nature, ought to figure far more prominently in
all the discussions. EspeciaUy do the technologists
tend to reduce them to something Hke cyphers,
submerged in the anonymity of the needs of
society. Only the three writers singled out above
for their excellence and R. M. Pike in a short
note on teacher scholarships do anything like
justice in their articles to the position of students
as a whole. The contributions of the technologists,
although they give some interesting information
concerning the historical background to our
present system and abundant detail about the
range of courses offered today, are uniformly
disappointing. They offer no imaginative programme concerning what might be done to
improve this sector of education in the future,
and they leave one with the impression that there
is fittle hope in Australia for a new era in which
our technocrats wiU be humanised by a real
appreciation of Hberal values. Before leaving this
brief account of the contents of the book, Naomi
Caiden's modffied version of the b'bHography for
AustraHan universities, which was published
seriaUy in Vestes, should be mentioned. It wfll
prove most useful to aU who wish to study our
universities in greater detail.
Several of the contributors to this symposium
try to grapple with the definition of what a university is or ought to be. Institutions invariably
change (with a more or less signfficant time-lag)
with changes in the material needs, morals, values,
fashions of the society in which they function.
They are by nature conservative, for it takes
time to read and respond to the intricate complex of changes society undergoes, and there
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are always those within an instihition who from
idleness, vested interest, lack of incentive (for
they are comfortably at the top) or simple bHndness do not manage or choose to perceive the
modifications necessary to make their organisation
more effective. Such conservatism is not altogether bad. It usuaUy ensures that the advantages
and drawbacks of proposed changes are thoroughly scmtinised and that reckless and iUconceived proposals are rejected. In theory at
least this should work weU; in practice, as Stretton and others point out, the criteria of the
decision-makers can too often be wrong. Neatly
presented quantitative data can, for instance, be
used persuasively where decisions should be influenced above all by considerations of quafity, the
data conceming which might only be presentable
in vague and impressionistic terms. Pass rates,
for instance, may loom larger in discussions preceding poHcy decisions than any attempt to
measure up the quafity of the education given
against educational ideals or principles.
But universities are in an ambivalent position.
As institutions they are basically conservative;
but as seats of free inquiry they are essentiaUy
radical. In this role they should propagate change
and assume some leadership in the way society
modifies itseff in response to new needs, using
the refinement of sensibiHty and the power of
intellect that should be proper to a university
community. Several of the contributors recognise
this important function of the university, but at
the same time they tend to annex to the universities too much of a monopoly in this direction.
This is perhaps understandable, since the "establishments" in Australian universities are only too
prone to play baU with the powers that be, the
sources of finance, prestige and honours. But to
correct a fault, some of the contributors perhaps
overstate their point of view, and they tend to
think of the university as the leader rather than
as one of many leaders in directing changes that
society must undergo. Yet a certain arrogance,
one suspects, makes them overlook the place of
the novcHst, the television producer, the schoolteacher, the trade unionist and many others in
this respect. However that may be, several of
the writers agree that there are pressures which
tend to work against the universities carrying out
this function adequately.
P. H. Partridge, for instance, points out that
we have been forced to rely too much on second
and third-rate men from overseas while at the
same time losing our own best men abroad.
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Although the situation has begun to change, ff
is stfll with us and therefore our university staffs
are perhaps not flne enough yet to exert the enlightened leadership we should expect from them.
The attitude of society, and therefore of the
students, towards the universities as a place from
which can be gained advancement and status
withui society as it is—a point made by several
contributors—is another factor holding the universities back from their radical purpose. S. Encel
makes much of the fact that many of the students
are bonded to future employers, the greatest
number to the various AustiaHan governments,
and Pike underlines the point in relation to the
teachers' bonds. Thus the essential freedom of
enquffy tiiat should characterise the student's life
at a university, such as involves following up his
own interests and choosing his own subjects, is
taken away from a very large number of students.
That AustraHan universities tend to overemphasise
vocational tiaining at the expense of "the search
for truth" conception of university activity (a
point also made emphaticaUy by Encel) is another
reason for the lack of radical leadership that one
should expect the universities to give. Stretton
would add bureaucracy, the inevitable concomitant of large universities, as a further barrier
to the achievement of this educational ideal.
Above aU, he argues, it destroys at all levels the
personal contact which characterises an effective
university environment and substitutes for it a
regime of regulations and paper work in which
initiative and the fruitful interplay of intellects
amongst other qualities are largely lost.
The range and character of university teaching
responsibifities is a prominent object of discussion
in the symposium. Encel stresses the fact that
owing to the development of state universities
serving similar state interests there is too much
duplication of effort with its consequence of conformity. He sees the growth of new universities,
so that no longer is it the norm to have one
university to a state, as giving the opportunity
to break down this inflexible structure of our
universities. Indeed it has affeady begun to do
so. His stiong opposition to vocationaHsm within
the universities leads him to suggest that "education beyond the secondary level covers a range
of demands—university, technical, teacher training, professional and semi-professional training,
and further education—which are best catered
for in an appropriate range of institutions." Thus
universities are left with three major functions:
to encourage the pursuit of leaming for its own
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sake, at the highest possible standard, and in
accordance with its own imperatives; to do
research, undertaken both for the sake of idle
curiosity and for possible benefits to the community; to develop themselves as independent
centres of influence ( a ) on the intellectual and
cultural life of the communit.y ( b ) on social
poHcy. Partridge rightly rejects Encel's overconcern with vocationaHsm without minimising
the dangers of such a tendency, should it go too
far: "Universities are now, in considerable part,
pubHc utilities or instrumentalities. They are
being increasingly supported by governments from
pubHc funds because they carry out public social
functions, as hospitals and pubHc transport systems do." He adds that the vocational spirit is
intensified by the democratisation of universites
as "ladders for upward social movement," "the
gateway to a better sort of job, to greater social
respect and security, to professional status."
What would seem to the present writer the
solution of the dilemma is to make every effort
to ensure that vocational training, where it is
included in the university as it must be in several
fields, becomes vocational education. This is a
distinction made by Howie who with reason
wishes to see all teachers having a university education. Too often courses in medicine, engineering, law have been training courses for producing
efficient but uneducated doctors, engineers, lawyers. Because of the bulk of work entailed there
has been perhaps Httle option; but we must make
time and pay for it. There are two elements in
vocational education as opposed to vocational
training, which I believe the universities should
insist upon. First there is that element considered
by L. N. Short, when he quotes A. Flexner's
definition of a profession: it is essentiaUy a matter
of the free and responsible exercise of the inteUect
in areas where values and techniques are centrally involved. There should be no question of
applying automatically formulas which are not
in themselves subjected to rigorously critical
examination. That is the work of training. The
second element is even more important and certainly much more neglected. C. P. Snow in The
Two Cultures got his emphases wrong: more important than anything today is that our scientists,
technologists, town-planners, judges, economists
or business men should be cultured human beings.
This does not simply imply a trained intellect;
it involves the development of quaHties such as
perceptiveness, sensibiHty, sympathy or understanding and, to use an old-fashioned word.
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wisdom. These quaHties are nowhere better
acquired than in the study of the humanities: of
the literatures (not treated as source-books for
philological grubbing) and of history (not reduced to thoughtless antiquarianism amongst the
barren obscurities of the past). Clearly, fuUy
fledged courses of the breadth, variety and detail
that one would hope to find in the arts faculties
could not be offered to the scientific and technological faculties; but rewarding courses, justifying themselves by their own persuasive appeals,
could be launched on such subjects as the film,
the novel, intellectual revolutions, the history and
appreciation of art and of music, comparative
reUgion, world poHtical problems and their historical lineage, and so forth. Dentists could be
shown how poetiy can be read, engineers could
discuss the natiure of humour, agriculturalists could
compare the poHtical ideologies of Russia and
China. This would only be possible and profitable
where the best quafity staff was available and
one hopes that that wiU be in the universities.
In an age when vocational tiaining is so cential
to our continued existence and prosperity, it is
all important to keep the products of such training conversant with the richness, values and
delights of our own European culture and to give
them a sympathetic insight into the cultures of
others alongside whom we have to live. W e should
welcome, therefore, the professionals, the technologists and all who might be powerful in society
into the universities and provide them with the
opportunities of large gfimpses into the nature of
a humane education. If we fail to do so, we shall
be extending an open invitation to brave new
worlds and 1984s. Unfortunately those who contribute the chapters on technical and technological
education show Httle awareness of such needs.
D. L. Ford, who to some extent does, makes
extraordinary claims for "the degree of contribution of the technical fratemity to the rightful
claims of posterity, international accord and the
common cultural heritage."
The position of part-time students in AustiaHan
universities is a recurrent topic throughout the
book. The very poor result of part-timers is
emphasised by all. Some feel there is some advantage in having technologists as part-time students,
although the evidence is that they faff just as
badly as their counterparts in other discipHnes.
Clearly, those who have missed out on a university
course for no reason that they could help should
be given a chance later in Iffe, especiaUy when,
as Anderson shows, university education is largely
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a middle-class prerogative; accordingly, Stietton
argues that we should aim to do away with parttime studies only at the end of a reasonable
period of time and that meanwhile we should do
our best to avoid the necessity for them. A. R.
HaU's view, that the concealed cost in the loss
of labour force involved in going over to only
full-time study is too great, is adequately rebutted
by P. H. Karmel. I. G. Meddleton asserts that
part-timers' needs never influence our universities'
curricula, and suggests that modfficaUons in
courses might be made to meet such needs. In
fact, a disastious influence on the stmcture of our
courses is affeady being exerted by part-time
students. No institution worthy of the name of
a university would maintain what Sir Mark OUphant recently caUed the "itsy-bitsy" nature of
the education embodied in our unit system, were
it not that such a course stmcture is convenient
for the part-timers. We would rather be bringing
our thought to bear on the construction of
rational and purposeful courses, such as those at
Bedford Park which Stretton so excitingly describes. As it is, part-timers will continue to prevent us from giving our best to the fuU-tune
students, while at the same time they laboriously
collect a unit here and another there and, if they
are lucky, eventually achieve some letters after
their names which do not differentiate them from
those students who have had the fuU advantage
of a university career. Again we must pay. Scholarships should be made available for older
students to study fuU-time. These older students,
given equal opportunities with those directly from
the schools, will then show that it is not their
age that limits their performance. One only has
to look at the results of ex-servicemen after the
last world war for evidence of this.
The most vital and yet the weakest sector of
tertiary education in Australia today is the education of teachers. Howie deals with the problem
imaginatively He wants aU teachers to have a
university education not simply because teaching
at all levels is an exacting task requiring the
excellence of highly tiained inteUects to cope
with its problems, but also because, ff teacher
recruitment is to provide attractions for people
who can meet such requirements, it must have
the status of a profession. L. F. Neal on the
other hand talks about "a lower grade of teachers" who have to deal with "the great mass of
ordinary boys and gffls, who are in fact quite
repelled by the scholarly pursuit of knowledge
such as universities know it." Some of the chff91

dren, he asserts, "are affeady pretty worldly.
Sexual promiscuity is quite a common thing in
some secondary modem schools (in England). To
produce the teachers who are going to be effective with those kind of people means in some
sense that we ought to protect them from the
university." One might ask Neal whether secondary modem school children have a monopoly
of sex amongst England's young, or why
university-tiained teachers cannot cope with those
kind of people whereas university-trained social
workers, psychologists, etc., can. Howie's points
are vafid for two main reasons. The fffst is that
good school teaching at all levels requffes a deep
insight into the subjects taught. This is especially
true at the primary school level at which vast
srides can be made with such diverse activities
as the development of number concepts, historical
criticism (which is barely touched upon at leaving level in our schools today) or creative expression in various forms. The second is that
under our present system subjects like learning
theory or child psychology are taught by untiained amateurs with a smattering of leaming—
I wiU not say knowledge. They are therefore
taught uncriticaUy and the students, ff they have
not a healthy resistance, become indoctiinated
rather than educated. Such subjects are perhaps
more important for the teachers of younger and
less able children, and, since the universities are
surely the best places for the research into and
the teaching of such subjects, the teachers who
are to use them should come to the universities.
These are perhaps not Howie's arguments, but
the tenor of his article would suggest that he
would concur. On the other hand, ff Neal is
typical of our professors of education, we either
need a different kind of people in our chairs, or

perhaps we should protect all our teachers from
the university. Certainly, as he hfinseff suggests,
a man of his views would not be helpful in training a lower grade of teachers.
It is a healthy sign that so much introspection
and seff-criticism is going on within the ranks
of our higher educational institutions. It is a pity
that it is not of a untformly high quaUty, although
presumably if it were there would be much less
need for it anyway. But, however good our
teaching staffs might be or might become, they
cannot of themselves rise beyond the limits that
govemment and society impose upon them. So
long as there is wrong-headedness in our governments and in our ministries and departments
of education and apathy and ignorance in society
at large, the necessary pressures to improve Australian education will not be exerted. This book,
if it is read in the right places, could do much
to stimulate thought and argument such as might
lead to a demand for new and imaginative poHcies,
which could conceivably attract the ear of votehungry politicians. But whatever is wrong with
tertiary education in Australia today would be
largely rectified if the schools were improved.
Education is a continuum, as Howie so rightly
points out: the divisions between primary, secondary and tertiary are therefore basically misconceived. They are very real, however, in current
Austialian practice. If our gagged teachers could
only debate publicly, as our tertiary teachers have
done in this symposium, a great step forward
would be taken. The narrow rigidity of our
authoritarian education departments with their
doctrines of uniform mediocrity must be challenged before educational problems at any level
can reaUy be adequately resolved.
PETER
LAVAN
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